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ABSTRACT

Water quality in the Laguna de Santa Rosa has been documented as not meeting
the North ~oastRegional Water Quality ControlBQard (NCRWQCB) water quality
control plan (basin plan) dissolvedcixygen criterion and the USEPA ammonia
criterion for the protetti6n of ~quatic life (Introduction, & Laguna Water
Quality,pages 14:21).

Nonatta inment of water qual iiy objettives resultedintheJ992 and 1994
listing of the Laguna on the Clean Water Act Section 303(d) list (Executive
Summary, page 2). Section 303(d) also requires states to collect further
information, identify and quantify or estimate pollutant loads, and develop a
strategy to reduce loading to attain the listed objectives.

Subsequent studies by the City of'SantaRos;~, the major point source
discharger, funded under Section 205(j) of the Clean Water Act provided load
estimates for ammonia nitrogen, total nitrogen, and organic matter from
several sources: septic systems,open space, agriculture, urban runoff,~nd

municipal wastewater efflOent.'NCRWQCB staff used the estimates fromth~t
report to develop seasonal estimates (Estimated Waste Loads, pages 28&29).

Though we recognize all the load estimates ~re not accurate, they provide a
basis frpm which ,t,o develop a s~rategy to, reduce nitrogen ,loads. The NCRWQCB
staff used the estimates from t,he Section 205{j) study ,'and evaluated a number
of scenarios of likely situations in the watershed.' We selected one that, in
our view, most closely represents current conditions in th.e watershed
(Ana lys is by Scenarios, &Summary of Scenarios, pages 29:40). _Rased on the
estimates and water quality sampling results, the contribution of nitrogen and
organic(matterfrom.nonpoint sources should be the primary targeted source
category." '

We.cteveJopednitrogen r.eductiongoals that. reflect the various waste
discharge~s' ctirre~t'abil;ties and plans for wast~ reduction and, based on the
load estimates, will result in attainment of the target levels for nitrogen
(SelectedScenario, pagel? 33-,40). Reductions, in waste loading are proposed
through e:xistingptograms, and are "keyed to spec::ificwaste sources
(Implementation of Waste Reduction' Strategy, pages 41-'46).

The reduction goa ls pr~sented in this report target July, 1996 as the
attainment date,' however the strategy recognizesthe'uncertainty of the load
and reduction estimates and.callsfor re-evaluation of the estimates and
strategy' in July, '199& . 'As sqch ~the reduct ion.'go~Is are long-term goals,
however we anticipatereachin;gtheinwithin the following four years (by July
of 2000). '... '" . -c: .
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~XECUTIVE SUMMARY

Section303{d) of the Federal Clean Water Att re~uires states to identify
waterbodies that do not meet water quality objectives. These are placed on a
1ist of water qua ljtyimpaired water bodies .and prioritized for future work.
The, work may comprise additional investigation to determine the cause. of,
impa irment or specific act iions to bring the waterbody into attainment.

There are three general steps to bring a waterbody intoattaiilment:

1) Estimating the amountof;mpairment-causingpollutant from each
sour~e and the resulting pollutant conce~tration in the waterbody;

2) Estimating the max'inlumpollutarit load that can be present'and'still
attain ,the concentration objective. USEPA calls this pollutant load the
"total maximum da i lyload"(TMOL)'; and

3) Oeve lopf~g a strategy to reduce pollutant waste loads (inputs) to
levelsbe16w the maximum pollutant load amount.

The intent of this process is to brlng awaterbody into attainment by reducing
the amount of waste input.

The Laguna ~e SantaRos~was list~d on the 303{d) list in September 199Z ~nd
1994a:s impaired because of occurrences of high ammonia and low dissolved
oxygen. At times, ammonia has exceeded theUSEPA criterion for-the protection
of aquati,c life (0.025 mg-N/l unionized ammonia), and dissolved oxygen is
below the North Coast Region's Basin Plan minimum obj~ctive of 7.0 mg/L .. High
ammonia levels are the result of inputs of nitrogen in various forms. Low
dis~olvedoxygeri levels arise from inputs of organic matter, and algal growth
using more oxygen than is' produced in the system.

A Sectibn205(j) study of runoff poilutant sources to'the Laguna was conducted
by Regional Water Board staff in 1989-91. This study identified urban runoff,
runoff of animal waste; aDd wastewater from the City of Santa Rosa's
Subregional Wastewater Recl~mationPlant~s sources of nitrogen, including
ammonia.' Afollow up205(j) study by the City of Santa Rosa in 1991-93
.resulted in estimates of the relative amounts (waste loads) of nitrogen and
organi¢ matter from several pollutant sources: septic systems, open space,
agricultural operations, urban runoff, and wastewater from the Subregional
,Plant. '

'~ft~revaluating the City's waste load estimates, w~hava~reduced the load
estimate for septic systems by 58%. This modification was made because the
original estimate is based on exceptional assumptions and appears to be high .

,We have evaluated the City of Santa Rosa's 'nitrogen and organic matter load
estimates, utilized this information as well as other available information,
and propose a' strategy to reduce waste ~oads within the Lagun'a watershed.
Since ~edo not 'understand all the interactions of the water tolumn with
sediments, hydrology, ~nd loading effects in the Laguna, we are using a
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"phased approach II (USEPA 1991),.\ The phasf;!d approach allows for immediate
targeting of pollution load reductions while conducting additional data
collection and analysis. This approach is an iterative process, and generally
consists of 1) developing load reductions tO,meet water quality goals that
inc.lude margins of safety to allow for uncertainties, 2) determining the
effectivene~s qf the waste reduction strategy,confirming load estimates and
assumptions, and c.hecking both.. O.f. t.he,se w.. ith.· ac.t.... u.alw.ater. qu..a1.ity informa.t..... i 9n,
and 3) if needed, making necessary adjus~ments to ,load reductions to attain'
water quality goals. The first check point fo'r the Lagun'a on this waste' ,
reduction strategy is in July 1996. .' . ... .'

The high algal productiY,ity, of the Laguna. (which generally jndicp.tes high
nutrient levels t,.the pr·evalenceof. many. nutrHmt pollu:tantsQ~rc.e~ in the
watershed, and the historicallY documented artificially high concentrations of
nitrogen in the ,Laguna's water cplumn and its impact on beneficial uses were
the main reaso'ns that we looked at nutrients in this system. '. The three main
nutrients required for algal growth ar,e carbon;' phosphorus andnitrpgen.
Algal Growth Potential studies conducted on Laguriawater as part of the Laguna
Monitoring Study (Roth ,and Smith 1992, 1993, 1994) indicat,e nitrogen. is the
limiting plant nutrient. B.ecauseof theser.esults,theaboy'e factors and the
303(d) listing for unionized ammonia, we focused on total nltrogen and two
forms of ammonia,nitrogen: total, and unionized. .,... ,

The term total nitrogen includes to all forms of nitrogen: nitrate,nitrite',
ammonia and organic. Ammonia-nitrogen, a major c0tnponeTlt of the nitrogen
CYcle, is formed by chemical and,~bacteriaLdecompositiohor breakdown of
~nimalwastE!s,\principallyurea· and' otherpr()tein':'bearing materials. In '.
water ,ammonia, i s measured as total ammonia':nitrogEm and exists in "E!ither. an
ionic state or~unionized state. Itistheunionized form that is toxic to .
fish and aquatic 1ife. The, percentage of measured total ammonia-nitrogen' •.,
which exists in the. toxic unionized ammonia form is. incre,ased when the pH or
water temperature increase. Sin,ce total nitrogen may contribute to ammonia
nitrogen, high nitrogen concentrations prOVide the potential for high ammonia
concentrations,•. ,. High ammonia concentrat,ions prOVide the P9tentialfor high
unionized ammoniaconcentrat ions. \ \ .", .' ...

. .

Because of the,nafureoflhe nitrogen so.urces,pr1marily n6npdintsourc~s,we
expect, that, reductions j,n totedn,it.rogen· will Ii l,so result in 'reductions in
total ammoni,a ,tota1 phosphateanp organ ic matter .. ' One,' of the concerns a.bout
excessive nuj:r tents and high productivity in the Lag l1nai s thal the resu Iti ng
algae andaqua~ic plants use, dissolved oxygend~rin~ respiration in'thenig~t
and early mornlng hours. If the amount of resplratlon from algae andaquatlc
plant life is high, it results in low dissolved oxygen levels that adversely
affect aquatic; life. \ The, total. nitrogen, tot~J ammon;a,~.phosphate~ndorganic
matter reductions should ,also reduc:ealgalproducttvity and reduce the.da.ily
dissolved oxygenanc;lpH excursions.. . '., ", . '.... . " '.'" .

.. . -, -, ,- .. '.' ,',..

The Laguna waste re,duction strat,egyproposes targeting specific pollutaDt
sources. foundwJth indifferent are.as oftlie. watershed ... The Laguna watershed

- has ,been,divided·jntofour·attainment are·a.s, thelower",ostpoint in .the stream
for each area being the Upoint .of.,a.ttairimentu. ;SevE!ralscenarioswer'.e
deve lopE!d fordifferent,seasohal flow periods and'loadings ... Each scenario was
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evaluated, and waste reductions for each pollutant source developed to meet
water quality goals. One scenario was selected for this strategy. "The '
criteria for selection were as follows:

The scenario targets waste load reductions that meet the water
quality goals for the Laguna;

The scenario best represents the Laguna flow and pollutant loading
dynamics;

'The scenario p~ovides a reasonable time frame for the dischargers
to 'make load reduct ion adjustments; and' ,

The scenario suggests targeted load reductions that appear
reasonable and achievable.

Th~ selected scenario wa~ developed on a seasonal basis (winter, spring,
summer, and fall) since each seasonal flow and loading pattern contributes to
the condition of water quality in the Laguna in a different way. 'High flows
during winter non-stor~ periods ,help to dilute pollution eritering the Laguna.
However, nutrient loading into the Laguna is usually high during storm events
,and water quality ~ay become poor for short durations. These events are
episodic, but the effect of the pollutant loading c~n be longer and carfy over
into the spring, summer and fall seasons. Decreasing flows and higher
temperatures are typical for the spring and summer seasons. During these
seasons, the algae growth cycle accelerates and Laguna water quality may be
poor for longer periods. Laguna flows increase and water temperatures
decrease during the fall season, generally with improved water quality. '

The selected scenario separates Laguna flows into average se~sonal flows, and
waste.loadestimates into seasonal load estimates. Except for wastewater, the
seasonal, load estimates are based on storm event load estimates multiplied by
a percentage of storm event flow per season (winter = 81%, 'spring ~' 10%, '
summer = 1%, and fall = 8%) plus non-storm load estimates multiplied bya
percentage of non~storm days per season (winter = 33%, spring = 17%, summer =
34%, and' fa 11 == 17%). For the portion of seasonal load estimates based on
storm event load estimates and flow, we assume a simple relationship exists
between flow and rainfall. The seasonal loading estimates for wastewater are
based on winter storm plus non-storm load estimates multiplied by a percentage

'of days per season during the permitted discharge period (winter = 53%, spring
= 20%, ,summer =.0%, and fall == 27%). ",

As an extra condition, the selected scenario includes over-topping of average
dairy manure ponds. This type of load input was includedrbecause it seems to
bea. recurring pollutant problem in the Laguna watershed.

The· selected scenario results in targeted waste load reductions for each
pollutant source during each season. From the estimated loadings and
reductions,mass limit goals were calculated. For the spring and fall

- seasons, ~he mass limit goals at the upstream attainment points were adjusted
(net loads) to ensure ~ll downstream attainment points met the strategy goals.
Tables 1 and 2 show the estimated seasonal loadings, targeted reductions, and
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net load goals for total"ammonia and total nitrogen. During the summer
season, each'attainmEmt:poirrt falls short of the ,strategy goals. We suspect
the problem with strategy ·nonatfainment stems fron'f high load estimates for the
summer season, and we plan to obtain information to estimate more accurate
summer loads by July 1996. ,

Table 3 shows the long-term (by July 2000) net load goals for each pollutant
source within the sub-watershed at>ove the four attainment points during each
season. After receiving comments from the dischargers and inte.rested groups
regarding this strategy, interim reduction targets have been developed that
are more reasonable and achievable by July 1996. TabJe4 ,sbowsthe long-term
reduction targets to be attained by~ulY 2000; th~interifureduction targets
to be achieved by July 1996 and th~ antitipated reduction that i~ expected
from current and future projects and programs aimed at waste reduction.

• " '.,. 1 •

It is important to recognize that attainment of the conceritration goals for
ammonia and dissolved oxygen will pe the final ,endpoint cr.iter.,ia rather than
u:load,ing ll . The, load reduction estimCitesare useful for targeting,blitwill
notdeterm~ne ,the attainment of the, water ,qua1ity goals, which are expressed:as
conc,entratlOrls. ,The net load goals and assoclated load,r,eduction targets are
intermediate points of this strategy. The ultimate goal is to reduce waste
load inputs such ,that at spe'Cified lIa ttainment pointsllalong' the [aguna "
unionize,dammonia,does not exceed the U~:EPA 'criterion, and dissolved oxygen is
above the, Bas in Plan minimum. , '. I ' ',,', ' , , '

We have developed aplari tomonhor water, quality 'at each,attainment point,
systematically throughout each sE!aSon. We plan'to collect water quality ','
samp lespi -week ly, but wi 11 also, supplement this 'with additional samples 'as
needed to maintain a sampling frequency in proportion to storm events. We

:willalso use ,continuous remote monitoring Jor"dissolved oxygen, pH" ,'"
conductclnce,anq temperature on monthly intervals at a minimum. App~ndix E
descr~bes the monitoring plan irlg~eClterdetai 1. The'monit~ring plan will be
used.tpevaluate Laguna, water qualltyandthe successofthls strategYJ and to
gui~e the·future direct jon of this stra.teg,.. ", '

Wewi,ll use statist ica1 ,methods, tocomp'a.'re tile wat~'r,q'~alitidata against the
USEPA criterion,fpr. un;(mized ammonia ,and the Has in' Plan minimum objE!ct ive for

"dissolved oxygen. ", "

,1) The mini~um dissolved oxygen objective, w'il,J t>e'atta ined'if'd~ssolved
oxygen concentrations are maintained above 7.0'mg/L. Comp)iance,wHIi
the median and 90th percentile values will be determined with'cumulative
frequen.cy ,d"i stY' i qut ions. " '" ' ,

p,> '(;':"',;' ""',, 1;" ',,' ,,': "",-,,',':' .: ...... :':, . .-;·~··'·:,·-,'"r: ,,'7 .. :' ,,'

2) The waterqualitydata"wn lbeevaluated usingastaged,11)ethod~to'
determine the level of attainment w'ith USEPA cY"iterion for unionized'

,jlmm(miCl,:~,', ~t,ta~nmen,t,go,als,' ,arE!,,: aJ 6,0", P,e,rcen,t O,f" the,,mea,s,ur"eme,n,',ts, ",be ,I, 0,wthe EPAcnterlon by July,1996, b) 70 percent by July 1998, and c) 80
percent by July 2000 on aseasona lbcis is . ,We will eva luate th~.wate.r'
,qua.lity, data using ,cumulative distribution plot,s and t-tes,ts of the mean
of seasonill ·measurements comp'a.redto, USEPA criterion, for unionized
ammonia. ' ' , , " " ,
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Any necessary adjustments to the strategy based on the results of water
quality data will be made by JOly 1996. If needed, adjustments will be made
to the strategy every two years thereafter until attainment is met. However,
we anticipate attainmemt by July 2000.. 4"_-
Implementation of the waste reduction strategy will be through current
programs.aimed at reducing nitrogen and organic matter inputs into the Laguna ..
These pro~rams include the following:

Clean Water Act, Section 319(h) grant program aimed at reducing inputs
of waste to the Laguna: from tonfined animal·operations, primarily
diaries;.···., '
Stormwater runoff program aimed at eliminating the discharge of
pollutants into storm water systems, primarily from urban areas in this
watershed;

The NPDES permit program regulating the City of Santa Rosa's Subregional
Wastewater Treatment Plant. The City's NPDES permit is scheduled.for
renewal on.August'15, 1995. The City has included appropriate design
features in upconiing plant improvement projects for nitrogen removal,
and is considering long-term alternative wastewater treatment processes
that will prov-ide significa!1tnitrogen removal; and

The Laguna Watershed Coordinated Resource Management and Planning (CRMP)
task force composed of a diverse group of agencies, interested groups
and\hndowners.,. The purpose of thi,s group isto develop .object ives for
resourcerilanagement in the Laguna watershed on'a voluntary basis.
Included in these activities are objectives for improving water quality
conditions in-the Laguna.

To~meet Laguna water quality goals, Regional Board staff proposes to focus
existing program activities to varyjng degrees on the foursub~watersheds and
specific pollutant sources described above; The level and focus will be tied
directly to the amount of waste load reduction a:nticipated~

The redl1ct ion goa1s' presented in th i s rep'ort target Ju ly, 1996 as the
attainment date, however the strategy recognizes the uncertainty of the load
and reduction estimates and calls for re-evaluation of the estimates and
'strategy in July, 1996. As such, the reduction goals are long-term goals,
however we anticipate rea~hing them within the following four years (by July
of 2000).



TABLE 1: Estimated cumulative seasonal loads (EST LOAD). targeted reductions (TRG RED) adjusted to attain strategy
goals during spring and fall seasons, and resulting net load goals (NET LOAD) for total nitrogen for each pollutant
source within the sub-watershed above four attainment points. Page 7

",

AlTAINMENT POINT 1
TRENTON-HEALDSBURG ROAD

, >
WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL

EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET
SOURCES LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD

" " ,
URBAN, 182;353 0 182,353 11,789 0 11,7~9 647 647, 0, 7,718 0 7,718
IwASTEWATER 244,932 0 244,932 22,059 0 22,059 ,0 0 0 " 18,148 O· 18,148
NON-IRRIGATED 79,969 0 79,969 9,872 0 9,872 987 0 987 ' 7,897 0 7,897
DAIRYAG. 191,669 0 191,669 9,336 0 9,336 584 584 0 6,218 0 6,218
DAIRY POND 13,323 13;323 0 ,6,863 6,863, 0 13,727, 13,727 0 6,863 6,863 0
SEPTIC , 28,699", ! 0 ,28,699 14;094 0 14,094 33,170 0 33,170 1 ' 14,050 0 14,050
OPEN SPACE 31,631 "0 ' , 31,631 3,905 0 3,905 390 0 390 3,123 0 3,123
TOTAL 772576 13323 759253 77918 6863 71055 49505 14958 34547 " 64017" 6863 57154

,- . ' , :",r , "

AlTAINMENT POINT 2
';'. GUERNEVILLE ROAD

, " "

WINTER 'SPRING SUMMER , FALL
EST TRG NET, EST TRG , NET ,EST TRG NET. , ,EST TRG NET

SOURCES LOAD ",RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD

URBAN 129,960 0 129,960 12,017 6,696 5,321 .. 1,086 ,1,086 0 9,199 6,656 2,543
WASTEWATER 224,932 0 224,932 51,642 29,5133 22,059 0 0 0' 65,681 47,533 18,148
NON-IRRIGATED 51,544 0 51,544 6,363 0 6,363 636 0 636 5,090' 0 5,090
DAIRYAG.;, 144,369 0 144,369 5,360 1,864 3,496, 186 186 0 3,037 1,491 1,546
DAIRYPOND 4,462 4,462 ' '0 '2,299 ' 2,299 ~o I'-'f 4,597 ' 4,597 0 2,299 2,299 0
SEPTIC 20,220 0 20,220 ,9,930 0, ,,9,930 23,538 0 23,538 9,899 0 9,899
OPEN SPACE " '13,988 0 :13,988 1,727 0" ,1,727 172 ! 0 '172 {381 0 1,381
TOTAL 589475 4462 585013 89338 40442 48896 30215 ' 5869 24346 96586 57979 38607

,
-

,

AlTAINMENT POINT 3
:

"
. OCCIDENTAL ROAD ,',

j .; J..: "
SPRING SlJMMER-- WINTER .;, FALL,

EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST, 'TRG NET "EST " TRG NET
SOURCES LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED-'", LOAD " LOAD : RED LOAD, LoAD RED LOAD

URBAN 42,025 0 42,025 4,244 3,083 1,161 308 308 0 2,980 2,466 514
IwASTEWATER 112,466 0 112,466 42;440 33,238 9,202 " 0 ,,,

0., 0 57,294 ~,907 8,387
NON-IRRIGATED 31,219 :0 31,219 " I 3,854 0 3,854 385 0 385 ' 3,083 0 3,083
DAIRYAG. 129,275 0 " 129,275 13,118 9,622 3,496, ' 962 962 : 0 9,244- 7,698 1,546
DAIRY POND, , 6,968 6,9f3!J 0 3,590 3,590 0 7,179: 7;179 '.. o -, ,3,590 3,590 0
SEPTIC 12,906' 0 12,906 6,338 0 6,338'::, 14,961 0 ,14,961 6,318 ' 0 6,318
OPEN SPACE 3,749,. 'j' 0 ,3,749 463 0 463 46, 0 " 46 370 0 370

OTAL 338608 6968 331640 74047 49533 24514 23841 8449 15392 82879 62661 20218
, ' ,

(

f

f

I."

'f' .-,
AlTAINMENT POINT 4
STONY POINT ROAD

WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL
EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET

SOURCES LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD
,

URBAN 17,054 0 17,054 2,105 944 1,161 211 211 0 1,684 1,170 514
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NON-IRRIGATED 15,100 0 15,100 1,864 0 1,864 186 0 186 1,491' 0 1,491
DAIRYAG, 51,335 0 51,335 6,338 2,842 3,496 634 634 0 5,070 3,524 1,546
DAIRY POND 8,853 8,853 0 4,561 4,561 0 9,122 9,122 0 4,561 4,561 0
SEPTIC 5,993 0 5,993 2,943 0 2,943 6,134 0 6,134 2,934 . 0 2,934
OPEN SPACE 3,310 0 3,310 409 0 409 41 0 41 327 0 327
TOTAL 101645 8853 92792 18220 8347 9873' 16328 9967 6361 16067 9255 6812
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TABLE 2: Estimated cumulative seasonal loads {EST LOADl,'targeted reductions {TRG RED)adlusted to attain strategy
goals during spring and fall seasons, and resulting net load goals (NET LOAD) for total ammonia for each pollutant
source within the sub-watershed above four attainment points, Page 8
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ATIAINMENT POINT 1
TRENTON'HEALDSBURG ROAD

WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL
EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET

SOURCES LOAD RED LOAD LOAD 'RED ' LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD
",

URBAN 16,174 0 16,174 942 0' 942 57 57 0 592 53 539
~ASTEWATER 30,004 0 30,004 2,218 0 2,218 0 0 0 1,406 0 1,406
NON-IRRIGATED 4,134 0 4,134 510 0 510 51 0 51 408 0 408
DAIRYAG. 31,944 0 31,944 1,468 0 1,468 97 97 0 847 74 773
DAIRY POND 2,218 2,218 0 1,143 1,143 0 2,286 2,286 0 1,143 1,143 0
SEPTIC 9,568 0 9,568 4,698 0 4,698 11,060 0 11,060 4,685 0 4,685
OPEN SPACE 914 0 914 114 0 114 11 0 11 89 0 89
TOTAL 94956 2218 92738 11093 1143 9950 13562 2440 11122 9170 1270 7900

ATIAINMENT POINT 2
, GUERNEVILLE ROAD

WINTER SPRING SUMMER , FALL
EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST ,TRG NET

SOURCES LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED ' LOAD, LOAD RED LOAD

URBAN 11,593 0 11,593 1,038 662 376 99 99 0 801 661 140
~ASTEWATER 30,004 0 30,004 6,356 4,138 2,218 0 0 0 8,008 6,602 1,406
NON-IRRIGATED 2,665 0 2,665 329 0 329 33 0 33 263 0 263
DAIRYAG. 24,061 0 24,061 636 311 325 31 31 0 316 2~ 68
DAIRY POND 743 743 0 383 383 0 765 765 0 383 383 0
SEPTIC 6,739 0 6,739 3,309 0 3,309 7,845 0 7,845 ,3,300, 0 3,300
OPEN SPACE 405 0 405 51 0 51 5 0 5 39 0 39
TOTAL 76210 743 75467 12102 5494 6608 8778 895 7883 13110 7894 5216

ATIAINMENT POINT 3
" OCCIDENTAL ROAD

WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL
"

EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET
SOURCES LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD

URBAN 3,589 0 3,589 330 280 50 28 28 0 234 224 10
~ASTEWATER 15,002 0 15,002 5,661 4,966 695 0 0 0 7,642 7,276 366
NON-IRRIGATED 1,614 0 1,614 199 0 199 20 0 20 159 0 159
DAIRYAG. 21,546 0 21,546 1,929 1,604 325 160 160, 0 1,351 1,283 68
DAIRY POND 1,160 1,160 0 598 598 0 1,195 1,195 ' 0 598 598 0
SEPTIC 4,301 0 4,301 2,112 0 2,112 4,985 0 4,985 2,106 0 2,106
OPEN SPACE 109 0 109 14 0 14 1 0 1 10 0 10
[fOTAL 47321 1160 46161 10843 7448 3395 6389 1383 5006 12100 9381 2719

ATIAINMENT POINT 4
STONY POINT ROAD

WINTER SPRING SUMMER' FALL
EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET

SOURCES LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD
, "

1'0URBAN 1,318 0 1,318 163 113 50 16 16 0 " 130 120
~ASTEWATER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,0
NON-IRRIGATED 781 0 781 96 0 96 10 0 10 77 0 77
DAIRYAG. 8,556 0 8,556 1,056 731 325 106 106 0 845 777 68
DAIRY POND 1,474 1,474 0 759 759 0 1,519 1,519 0 759 759 ·0
SEPTIC 1,997 0 1,997 981 0 981 2,044 0 2,044 978 . 0 978
OPEN SPACE 96 0 96 12 0 12 1 0 1 9 0 9
[fOTAL 14222 1474 12748 3067 1603 1464 3696 1641 2055 2798 1656 1142



TABLE3:Sumn1"ary ofthe long-term net load goalsforeachpollutarit source within the sub-watersheds
above the four attainment points during each season., , ,

TOTAL NITORGEN (pounds/season)

ATIAINMENT POINT1 ATIAINMENTPOINT 2 - ATIAINMENT POINT 3 ATIAINMENT POINT 4
TRENTON-HEALDSBURG GUERNEVILLE OCCIDENTAL STONY POINT

SOURCE WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL
c,

,-

URBAN- 52,393, 6,468 0 5,175 87,935- 4,160 0 2,029 24,971 0 0 0 1'7,054 1,161 0 514
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0 112,466 ' 12,857 0 9,761 112,466 9,202 0

,.

8,387 0 0 0 0
NON-IRRIGATED - 28,425 3,509 351 _2,807 20,325 2,509 251 2,007 16,119 1,990 199 1,592 15,100 1,864 186 1,491
DAIRYAG. 47,300 5,840 0 4;672 15,094 0 0 ·0 77,940 0 0 0 51,~35 3,496 0 1,546
DAIRY POND 0 0 0

..-
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o·

..
0 0 0 0 0

SEPTIC 8,479 4,163 9,632 4,151 7,314 3,592 8,577 3,581 6,913 3,395 8,827 3;384 5,993 2,943 6,134 2,934
OPEN SPACE 17.!3-43 .2,178 218 1,742 10,239 1,264 126 1,011 439 54 5 43 3,310 409 41 327
TOTAL 154,240 ,,22,158 10,201 18,547 253,373 24,382 ; 8,954: ", 18,389 238,848 14,641 9,031 . 13,406 92,792 9,873 6,361 6,812

TOTAL AMMONIA (pounds/season) C".
~~

ATIAINMENT POINT 1 ATIAINMENT POINT 2 ATIAINMENT POINT 3 ATIAINMENTPOINTJI."':
TRENTON-HEALDSBURG GUERNEVI.LLE OCCIDENTAL STONY POINT ~

SOURCE WINTER- SPRING -SUMMER FALL-" WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL
.. ' ,"

- ~:>:

URBAN 4,581 566 0 399 8,004 320 0 130 2,271 0 0 0 1,318 50 0 10
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0 15,002 1,523 0 1,040 15,002 695 0 366 0 0 0 0
NON-IRRIGATED 1,469 181 18 145 1,051 130 13 104 833 103 10 82 781 96 ,.. 10 -77
DAIRYAG. 1,143 0 705 2,515. 0 0 .... 0 12,990 0 0 0 8,556 325

7
687,883 -t 0

DAIRY POND 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 0 0 0 •. 0 0
SEPTIC 2,829 1,389 3,215 1,385 2,438 "1,197 2,860 1,194 2,304 1,131 2,941 1,128 1,997 981 ~4 978
OPEN SPACE 509 63 6 50 296 37 4 29 13 2 0 1 96 12 ~1 9'<

TOTAL 17;271 3,342 3,239 2,684 ' "29,306 3,213 2,877 .. 2,497 33,413 1,931 2,951 - 1,577 12,748 1,464 ~2Jl55 1,142
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TABLE 4: Annual estimated long-term load reductions (L-T LOAD RED), interim load reduction (INTERIM LOAD RED). and
anticipated load reductions (ANTICP LOAD RED) for total nitrogen and ammonia.

TOTAL NITORGEN (pounds[year)

ATTAINMENT POINT 1 ATTAINMENT POINT 2 ATTAINMENT POINT 3 ATTAINMENT POINT 4 , ANNUAL
TRENTON-HEALDSBURG GUERNEVILLE OCCIDENTAL STONY POINT. TOTALS

TAR L-T INTERIM, ANTICP TAR L-T INTERIM ANTICP TARL-T INTERIM ANTICP TAR L-T INTERIM ANTICP TAR L-T INTERIM ANTICP
SOURCE LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED ' LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED

URBAN 647 4,250 8,495 14,438 6,100 12,300 5,857 15,000 38,964 ", 2,325 10,000 19,372 23,267 .35,350 79,131
WASTEWATER 0 0 . 0 77,116 22,500 ,60,000 82,145 22,500 60,000 0 0 0 159,261 '45,000 120,000
NON-IRRIGATED 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '0 0 0 . 0 0
DAIRYAG. 584 1,500 3,000 3,511 10,000 30,000 18,282 1,500' 3,000 7,000 2,500 5,000 29,37715,500 41,000
DAIRY POND 40,776 5;500 11,000 13.657 1,500 3,000 21,3277.500 13,000 27,097 5,000 10,000 102,857 19,500 37,000
SEPTIC 0:375 749 0 325 653 0 320 638 0 250 510 o· ,1,270 2,550
OPEN SPACE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTALS 42,007 11,625 23,244 108,722 40,425 105,953 127,611 46,820 115,602 36,422 17,750 34,882 314,762 116,620 279.681

.

TOTAL AMMONIA (poyndslyear)

ATTAINMENT POINT 1 ATTAINMENT POINT 2 ATTAINMENT POINT 3 ATTAINMENT POINT 4 ANNUAL
TRENTON·HEALDSBURG GUERNEVILLE " OCCIDENTAL STONY POINT' TOTALS

TAR L-T INTERIM ANTICP TARL-T INTERIM ANTICP TARL-T INTERIM ANTICP TARL-T INTERIM, 'ANTICP. TAR L-T INTERIM ANTICP
SOURCE LOAD RED LOADRED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LoAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED..
URBAN 110 378 756 1,422 543 1,095 532 1,335 3,468 249 890 1,724 2,313 3,146 7,043
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 10,740 2.993 7,980 10,740 2,993 7,980 0 0 0 21,480 . 5,985 15,960
NON-IRRIGATED 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0
DAIRYAG. 171 250 500 590 1,665 4,995 3,047 250 500 1,614 416 833 5,422 2,581 6,827
DAIRY POND 6.790 916 1.832 2,274 250 500 3,551 1,249 2,165 4,511 833 1.665 17,126 3,247 6,161
SEPTIC 0 128 . 255 0 111 223 0 109 218 0 85 174 0 433 870
OPEN SPACE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 7,071 1,672 3,342 15,026 5,561 14,792 17,870 5,935 " 14,329 6,374 2.224 4,396 46,341 15,392 36,859
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'RESOURCES AND DATA

WATER QUALITY DATA

,BACKGROUND

The Laguna de Santa Rosa (Laguna) watershed is located near Santa Rosa,
California (Figure 1). The Laguna flows northward through the Santa Rosa
Plain and enters the Russiarr.Rtver via Mark West Creek; The: Laguna wastershed
encompasses 250 square miles (160,000 acres) and is boLindedby the Sonoma
Mountains on the east and low foothills on the north, south, and we~t. :Most
of the watershed streams originate from t~e'steeper, ~~st side of the valley.
The floodplain, comprising much'of the~watershed, ranges fro. 50 to 80 feet
above sea 1eve1. The grad ient, turbu1ence ,: and ve loci ty of the Laglfna's
waters are so low that erosion is slight ,and: transport· of sediment"is minimal.

The beneficial uses of the Lagun~ include, but are not, iinlited to,'
agricultural water supply, groundwater recharge, and a route for migratory
fish as well as significant fish and wildlife habitat. The marshes and ponds
of the Laguna provide habitat for rare and endangered species. The Department
of Fish and Game prOVided protection for several areas'that were designated as
"vernal pools", and other sections were set aside as green belts. Lower
Russian River beneficial uses include, but are not limited to municipal,
agricultural and industrialwatersupply, groundwater rec~arge,recreat ion,
wildlife habitat, and a migratory fish route as welJ as fish spawntngareas.

The ultimate objective of the waste load reduction strategy is to use,e~isting
programs to reduce waste load inputs into the Laguna su,ch that unioniz~d

ammonia does not exceed the USEPA criterion, and dissolved oxygen is above the
Basin Plan minimum. .',

This section describes the objectives of the-waste load reduction strat~gy,
provides background information, and lists the primary resources u~~d in
developing the strategy.

Discharge Monitoring Reports for the Laguna Subregional Wastewater
Reclamation Plant. ...

Stream flow and waterqu'a lity ihformat ion for the laguna de Sant~ Rosa "
from the City of Santa Rosa and Regional Board; respectively> :' {

!
1

f
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FIGURE 1: Laguna Watershed
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STUDIES

"Investigation for Nonpoint Source Pollutants into the Laguna de Santa
Rosa, Sonoma County" prepared by staff to the North Coast Regional water
Quality Control Board (September 24, 1992)

This report consists of a compilation of four separate interim reports
as described below: ,;

~ A summary of historic water quality data for the Laguna was
conducted in October 1990. The most comprehensive block of 'water
quality data for the Laguna is that from Regional Board staff
investigations.

A comprehensive surveY of land use practices in ,the Laguna
watershed was conduct~d in October 1990. Agriculture, is the
dominate land use and r~sidential land use is ~henext highest.
Combined rural residential, open space, and agriculture land uses
comprise nearly 84% of the total watershed, with agricultural uses
half of that area. 'The remaining land uses include residential,
commercial and industrial;

;Urban stormwaterrunoff was studied during 1989-92. This study
documented th~t (l)li~ht storms generally resulted in little
significantchange'in ~ownstreamwaterquality, (2),telatively

, heavy storms sometimes initially raised some metal concentrations,
but as the stOrm continued, ,the levels generally decreased at
downstream stations {probably due to dilution), (3) some organics
were occasiorially detected,and important for this strategy,(4)
nutrients were generally fotind ,in lower concentrations in upstream
tributary stations than in the downstream main stem Laguna during
storm events.

Nutrient levels, sttidieain 1989-92, increased in the Laguna as a
result of nonpoint source discharges. Un-ionized ammonia levels
occasionally exceeded EPA criteria for the-protection of aquatic
life at all monitoring stations. Sediment sampling documented
nutrient rich organic matter in areas of stream channel deposition
in contrast to non-depositional areas. We suspect that these
nutrients are released later contributing to poor summertime water
quality.

Dissolved oxygen levels were documented lower than the Basin Plan
minimum objective. Water temperatures were decumented as
sometimes too high for cold water fish to thrive. On one
occasion, excessively high nutrient levels were traced to a
confined animal operation (dairy) not in compliance with water
quality control regulations.
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organic matter and nutrients, during storm events. Septic systems
and wastewater contributed nutrients in the spring that may result
inaquat ic growth; , '

Estimated the load reductions to attain ,water quality objectives
in the Laguna. All pollutant sources except dairy facilities were

",estimated to, be sources ofammonia, and sources that .are diffused
or at 'a low, concentration~ However, ammonia from confined animal
fact lit ies is episodic Cl.ndconcentrated causing ex'ce'edences of
wa,ter ,qua lity objectives. Therefore the estimated po llutant
source contribution from the confined animal facilities was the
recommended load reduction; and "

• Evaluated con"trol istrategies to achieve 'load reductions and
" recommenqed, an implementation plan. ' The ammoniacontro 1 strategy

consisted of best~anagement practices for the ~onfined animal
facilities. The dissolved oxygen management strategy included
management options for the confined animal faciliti~s, urban
runoff, wastewater,di~charg~s,and septicsys~ems.

Other, lnformat i'onwas obtained through discussio~s with staff from the
, followi'ngagencies: 'RegionCl.l Water Q~,a nty Control Board, Resource

Conservation DJstrict,C ity ofSanta Rosa, Sonoma C,ounty Water Agency
and Environment,~ lHeaIth Department,' and Fi shand Game.

,LAGUNA,WATER'QUALITY

TreLaguna has J~ng suffered from ~a;iOUS,degre~S of'~()]lution. Until recent
wastewater treatment system; upgrad~s, the discharge of "sewage effluent to the
Laguna was thought to be the primary soiJrce of th'e pollut(l.nts. Now that the
discharged wastewater meets Basin Plan and EPA triteria,it is apparent that
significant, amounts of pollutants are enteringtMs,aquatic system from
various land uses in the,watershed. Most of the>watershed is rural and
agricultura 1. ,Agri~ultural, managemE!nt" pratt ices in the watershed have
resu,ltedin pollutant load inputs to the, Laguna" primarily confined animal
facilities', su~h',asdair,ies. ,However, urban cleve lopmenthas increased rapidly

" in the greater Santa Rosa area and c:ontribute,s to the,water qual ity problems
in the Laguna. " " " "

",.,.: .
~'t--

The hig'h a19aeprodupti'vity 'in the Laguna ,genera l'ly'ihdicates high nutrient
,leVe,ls. The prevalencELbf many nutrienCpollutants'OiJrces in the watershed,
a long with the historically documented artificia lly,h\igh,concentrat ions of
nitrogen in the Laguna's water column and its impact' on beneficial uses were
the',mainr~asons that we looked,at n~trifi!nts in,the Laguna system. The three

;- rna i nnut.r:;,ents.requ tre.d, r,ar ,a l"g~ 1 g,rowt,~, are ,carbon, ·p'h~~ph·or.us", and nitrogen ~
Algal GrowthPotenfia1 studies have beencondlfcted on Laguna water as part of
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the Laguna Monitoring Study (Roth and Smith 1992, 1993, 1994). In these
studies, increased algal growth occurred in response to higher nitrogen
concentrations in ambient water. No such relationship between phosphorus
concentrat ion and algal growth was apparent. The results indicated that 1
nitrogen is the limiting plarit nutrient. Bec~use of these factors and the
303(d) 1ist irig for unionized ammonia, we focused on total nitrogen and two
forms of ammonia-nitrogen: total, and unionized.

The term, total nitrogen, includes all forms of nitrogen~ nitrate, nitrite,
ammonia and organic. Ammonia-nitrogen, a major component of the nitrogen
cycle, is formed by chemical and bacterial decomposition or breakdown of
animal wastes, principally urea and other protein-bearing materials. In

. water, ammonia is measured as total ammonia:"nitrogen and exists in either an
~ionic state or unionized state. It is the unionized form that is toxic to

fish and aquatic life. USEPA has established a national criterion for
unionized ammonia at 0.025 mg/l for protection of freshwater aquatic life.
The .percentage of measured total ammonia-nitrogen which exists in the toxic
unionized ammonia form is increased when the pH or water temperature increase.
Since total nitrogen may contribute to ammonia-nitrogen, high nitrogen
concentrations provide the potential for high ammonia concentrations. High
total ammonia concentrations provide the potential for high unionized ammonia
concentrations. ,

Table 5 summarizes the number of exceedences of ammonia from 1985 to 1993.
The EPA criteria for un-ionized ammonia was exceeded in the Laguna an average
of 16% of the measurements.

DISSOLVED OXYGEN

Because of the nature of the pollutants, primarily nonpoint sources, we expect
that reductions in total nitrogen will also result in reductions in ammonia,
total phosphate and organic matter.. One of the concerns about excessive '
nutrients and high productivity in the Laguna is that the resulting algae and
aquatic plants use dissolved oxygen during respiration in the night and early
morning hours. If the amount of respiration from algae and aquatic plant life
is high, it results in low dissolved oxygen levels that adversely affect

,aquatic life. The total nitrogen,. phosphate ,and organic matter reductions
",' should also reduce algal productivity and reduce the daily dissolved oxygen

and pH excursions~ ..

Dissolved oxygen concentrations in the Laguna vary partly in response to algal
production. Figure 2 shows the cumulative percent distribution for dissolved
oxygen measured in the Laguna at Trenton-HealdsburgtRoac:l-,from 1987-92. Out of
440 observations, dissolved oxygen was below the Regional Board's Basin Plan
minimum objective of 7.0 mg/l about 40% of ,the time.
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Table5: Number of exceedences of EPA unioni'zed anmol1ia criteria in the
Laguna.de Santa Ros,a. (Adapted from CH2M Hill 1994)

,.

..'

Percent Exceedences ,

"' (Total Number of Measurements)
Station

!-.. T'··' '" ',C, .. ,
., ..

,"' ,'.'

19~5-93:1985,..88 1988,-93
.. ;, ., "

" , I

,
,

'Stony Po int 0%( 13) 6%(49) 5%(62)
.. "

.. '
, .

, ) , ,
Occidental Road 43%(14) , 31%(48) ,"' , 34%(62)"

, ',- ,-

Above Santa
Rosa Creek .. 19%(26) ", 19%(47) , 19%(73) .

,

Trenton-
11%(27)Healdsburg Road 0%(15) 7%(42)

,

.' :'~"

Jotals.. 18%(80) " 14%(159) 16%(239)

Table 5 note: The higher' exceedence rates in the middle. reaches' of ,the Laguna
are probably due to'several factors: Stony Point station is the most upstream
station'withlesspollutant'Toading, narrower channel width providing. faster
flows, more flushing and generally better water quality tha~ downstream
stations; The areas above Occidental Road station and Santa Rosa Creek

, station have wider stream 'channels that are slower, shallower and. ,,',
·predominately unshaded," and nlultiplepollutant inputs, oc.£~rcontributing to

, poorer water quality; Trenton-Healdsburg Road stat ion has the contribution of
Mark West Creek which tends, to be clearer, provides dilution ·and better 'water
quality downstream of iti'confluence~,' :~ , ' ,
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WASTE REDUCTION STRATEGY
DEVELOPMENT

,l,. !

1 2. 3 45 6 .7 ,. 8 9· 1011 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (mgll)

POLLUTANT CONCENTRATION

The 'concentration ofa pollutant in a waterbody is equal to the. sum of
the inputs from the individual sources divided by, the volume of the
receiving water (equation 1).

FIGURE 2. Cumulative pe~c~nt ~isttibution of dissolved 6xygenmeasured in
the L~9unaat Trenton-Healdsburg Road from 1987-92.

There are three general steps to bring a waterbody into attainment:

I. Estimating the amount of impairmeht-causing pollutant from each source
and the resulting pollutant toncentration in thewaterbody.

I \

I I

II
(1)

n
CR • = ~1cl ---k1-.Jli_

QR

and
n

QR == 2:1~1 Qr~+' QB

-.
Wher,e Ci andQ1 are the concentrat ion and flow rate for "n" individual
pollutant'sources~, CRandQRare the concentr~tionand flow rate of the
receiving water.QBis the baseline flow. "

I \
I I
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When CRis above a water quality objective (WQO), an analysis of the
individual pollutant source contributions is needed. By reducing the
individual pollutant source contributions and consequently the total
pollutant load, CRcan be reduced below the WQO (attainment of the
objective). To determine the total maximum allowable load, CRis set
equal to WQO.

II. Estimating the maximum pollutant load that can be present and still
attain the concentration objective.' USEPA calls this pollutant load the
"total maximum daily load" (TMDL).

POLLUTANT LOAD ESTIMATES

It is important to recognize that all sQurcesof pollutant load could
not be explicitly defined. Therefore, the basic components of the
maximum }oad have been defined for the Laguna as follows:

WL =waste loaclattributab]e to regulated or more eas fly
controllable point and'honpoint sources (urban runoff, wastewater,
and dairy agriculture),

L = load attributable to less easily controllapleor unregulated
nonpoint sources and background sources(open space, septic
systems, and, n~m ~ irr ;gated ~griculture ),

MO'S = a margin of safety' whic'h account~'for uncertalnt ies in the
determination of the WL or L (10% of the maximum load),

and equation 2:

(2) TOTAL MAXIMUM SEASONAL LOAD (TMSL) = WL + L + MOS

Ill. Developing a strategy to reduce pollut,an~ waster,loads (inp~~s) to levels
,be1ow the' max tmum:po 11 utant load amoLint.: , " ...,',

STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT

The, Lagunaw!lste .re~~ction strategy was based ona watershed ~pproach.

The entire Laguna ;watershed and the differentfacfors.contributing to
the water qua1tty cond it ions in the laguna were cqns ider,~q . The
dynamics of the Laguna watershed include different input 'sources, routes
for inputs to occur (point source or non-point source), amount and
strength of each input type,as well as seasonal patterns suc:has
ra infa11 'and flow condit ions. . ,

The Laguna waste reduction strategy proposes targeting specific
pollutant sources found,within different, areas of ,the watershed. The
Lagunawatershe,d was divideQinto' fou'ratta imnerit areas ,thE! 1.6wermost
point in the stream for each area being: the ",pointof attainment".
Attainment point one is located in the Laguna at Trenton-Healdsburg
Road, attainment point two at Guerneville Road, attainment point three
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at Occidental Road and attainment point four at Stony Point Road (Figure
3). .

Several scena~ios were developed for different seasonal flow periods and
loadings. Each scenario was evaluated, and waste reductions for each
pqllutant source developed to meet water quality goals. One scenario.
was selected for the Laguna waste reduction strategy. The criteria for
selection were as follows:

The scenario targeted waste load reductions that meet the water
quality goals for the Laguna;

The scenario best represented the Laguna flow,. and pollutant
loading dynamics;

The scenario provided ~ reasonable time frame for the dischargers
to make load reduction adjustments; and

The scenario suggested targeted Toad'reducti'onsthat appear
reasonable and achievable. . . . .

The intent of this process is to bring a waterbody into attainment by reducing
the amount of waste input.

CALCULATION OF AMMONIA AND TOTAL NITROGEN
UPPER LIMITS .

TOTAL AMMONIA

For the Laguna, the upper limit for total ammonia was calculated from the
unionized ammonia equation and coefficients (pKa values) derived from Emerson
(Emerson 1975), equation 3 below. The USEPA criterion of 0.025 mg-N/~ for
unionized ammonia was used. The pKa value and the total ammonia upper lim,it
were calculated using a water temperature of 24°C and pH value of 8.0. The
temperature value is the worst-case maximum temperature measured (January 1990
to January 1992) at the monitoring station in the Laguna upstream of Santa
Rosa Creek (NCRWQCB 1992). The pH value of 8.0 is the corresponding pH value
measured when the maximum temperature value was measured in the Laguna
upstream of Santa Rosa Creek (NCRWQCB 992).

Unionized Ammonia = 0.025 mg-N/l
pH = 8.0; and
pKa = 9.2757,
from temperature = 24°C (Measured highest value)

! \
I I
I I
1..1

tJ

II
Ii
)J

.

(3) Unionized Ammonia

Where

Total Ammonia
1 + 10(Pka - pH)

~r ,(Emerson, 1975)
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Rearranging equation (2) gives a

Total Ammonia Upper Limit = 0.497 mg-N/L, or 0.5 mg-N/L

TOTAL NITROGEN

The term, total nitrogen, includes all forms of nitrogen: nitrite, nitrate,
ammonia and organic nitrogen. The total nitrogen upper limit was calculated
from Jirst calculating the percent of total ammonia in total nitrogen for each
significant pollutant source in the Laguna watershed: wastewater = 13%, non
irrigated agriculture = 5%, daiti agriculture = 17%, septic ~ystems = 34%,
open space = 3%, and urban runoff = 9% (CH2M Hill 1994); second, tal< ing the
average percent of total ammonia for all the pollutant sources (13%); and
third, applying the totalammonia upper limit of 0.5 mg-N/L to the
relationship between total ammonia and total nitrogen (equation 4).

(4) Total Ammonia = 13% Total Nitrogen

0.5 mg-N/L = (0.13) Total Nitrogen

Rearranging equa~ion (4) results'in a

Total Nitrogen Upper Limit =3.70 mglL,or 3.7mg/L.

STREAM FLOW RELATIONSHIPS

TIME-STEP

From a practical standpoint, the time-step or period considered for loading
was an important component. The time~step needed to appropriately consider
the dynamics of stream flow and loading inputs, and from the dischargers'
standpoint, the time-step needed to be long:enough to allow for load reduction
adjustments to be made. The time-step conditions that we considered were
derived from flow informatiori contained in the City of Santa Rosa's 205(j) .
Report (CH2M Hill 1994). .

Figure 4 shows the average:monthly flows for May 1991 through May 1992
measured in the Laguna at Trenton-Healdsburg Road. The average monthly flows
for May 1991 through December 1993 measured at Trenton-Healdsburg Road are
summarized in Table 6. 1991 and 1992 were dry winter'year-s.while 1993 was a
wet winter year. Based on this information, a flow-based seasonal time-step
was established for the waste reduction strategy. The daily-flows at Trenton
Healdsburg Road for 1993 and the corresponding seasonal time-step established'
for the strategy are displayed as an example in FigureS.
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Table 6: Seasonal time-step and average measured flow in the laguna at
Trenton-Healdsburg Road.

I
.. SEASON I PERIOD I AVERAGE FlOW*

I(efs)

Fall October :~ November 52.5

Winter . December - March 555.5. ,.

Spring ,Apri 1 - May 66.5

Summer June - September 7.8

Extended Winter October - Apr il 348.4.,

*Average flows were derived from measured flow information at Trenton
Healdsburg Road from May 1991-December 1993 (CH2M Hill 1994).

. -
Note fof Table 6: The~xtended ~inter period was included to consider
the wettest winter months of the year irrespective of the City of Santa
Rosa's allowed discharge period.

The estimated 24-hour average flow at Trenton-Healdsburg Road for an average
winter storm event (6-hr storm event) is 750 cubic feet per second (CH2M Hill
1994)~ In addition to the above flow information, the estimated 24-hour
average flow was used in two scenarios that were evaluated in developing, this
strategy.'

Flows were estimated and analyzed for the four attainment points along the
Laguna using the above estimated flow information as well as other flow
information (CH2M Hill 1994). Flows for each season at each attainment point
were estimated. . Since ea~h seasonal flow and loading pattern contributes to
the condition of water quality in the Laguna in a different way, several
scenarios including the selected scenario were considered on a seasonal basis
(winter, spring, summer, and fall).

ESTIMATED WASTE lOADS
_I' "

[j
I \
I \

Th~ primary pollutant sources contributing to the Laguna were categorized and
their loads estimated (CH2M Hill 1994). These sources were categorized as
wastewater from the City of Santa Rosa's Subregional Plant, urban runoff,
confined animal facilities (primarily dairies), non-irrigated agriculture,

; septic systems, and open space.

The assumptions used to estimate the septic system loads were based on
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exceptions and appear to be high. The estimates assumed all wastewater
discharged through a septic system r~aches the Laguna no matter how far it is
located from the Laguna. The septit system estimates also assumed that each
perstlngenerates 75 gallons of wastewater each day. We feel that 44 gallons
per person each day (EPA 1980) is more representative. A ,more reasonable "
estimation was made for the 'septic system loads based on 44 gallons generated
per person daily. Therefore, estimated'septic system loads were reduced by

'58%. We plan to obtain additional information by ~uly 1996 to more accurately
estimate septi~system loads. '

• "'I •

The estimated waste loads were separated into storm event and non-storm as
well as summer loadings. ' The estimated storm, and non-storm loadings were

'divided into season&l loadings.' Except for wastewater, the seasonal load
estimates were based on storm event lOad'estimates multiplied by apercentag~

of storm event flo~ per season (winter = 81%,spring = 10%, summer ,;;, 1%, and,
fall = 8%) plus non-storm load estilTlat~s multiplied by a percentage of non-

, storm days per season (winter = 33%, spring = 17%, summer = 34%, and fa 11 =
17%). For the portion of seasonal, load estimates based on storm event load
and flow estimates, we assumed that ~' ~imple ~elationship exi~ts between storm
eVents and flow rates in the Laguna. From this assumption, the storm event
loadings were divided up based on the average seasonal flows at Trenton-
Hea ldsbLJrg 'Road. " ' ,,', '. ", , , ' ' , ,

"'\ I

Because the City of Santa Rosa 's NPDES p'ermit prohibitsdisCtlarging wastewater
during' the" summer, ,wastewater','loadiligs ,onlyocc,ur"durlng winter,,"spr;ing ,and
fall. 'The:seasonal loading estimates fo~ w~stewater werebils¢,d on W~,nter
storm plus non-storm load estimates multJphedby,apercentage,of days per
season. during"toe permitted discharge period '(winter = 53%,' spring ";;'20%,

,summer'=:O%,'and fa 11"= 27%).":;,
, . -, ' .. ' i""

(

1

I
I

As an e~tr~ condition, several scenarios ~ncluded ove~ topping 0* anavera~e
dairy manure pond. Thi~ type of load input was included, because it seems to
be a common and recurring pollutant. problem in the Laguna watershed. ,"

;- Some of the scenarios were evaluated further using the flow and loading
information available to us. These scenarios were broken down to look at them
from each a.ttainment point of theLaguna,and by different l()Cldjngs.:Th~

Looking at the results of each scenario, some scenarios show that no waste
load reduction is'neededfor totaL'ammonia and/or total nitrogen, while other,
scenarios have various reductions thatrangefromaQout'50% to 100% for total
ammon ia and ('tota1 nitrogen. ' '

,", 1.

• ,I "J, ':. : . 'i . _',' .

: The waste reduction strategy analyzed different ,'stream ,flow and loading "
scenarios. For each of the scenarios, ,the maximum"loads (pounds; per day, year
or season), the;totalwasteload reduction, and the waste load reduction for
each source were calculated. A summary of each'se,enariofol,lows. More, .
detailed information as well as a line-item description of the calculations
used in each scenario is tabulated in Appendix A.....
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loadings were separated for each sub-watershed, or cumulated as one goes
downstream (i .e. the load from the upstream sub-watershed was added 'in each

, time). The information for each of these expanded scenarios (including line
item descriptions for calculations) is tabulated in Appendix B.The selected
scenario, which is a combination of important conditions that best represent
the Laguna flow and lo~ding dynamics, is explained in greater detail below.

Scenario 3 -

Scenario 2 -

Scenar.io 1 - Average 24-hour winter storm event 'flow ~ith total storm
event loadings.

In this scenario, the estimated 24~hourflow for an average winter storm
in the Laguna at Trenton-Healdsburg Road was used along with estimated
total winter storm event' loadings~ The 'results show a reduction of, ",
about 43% in total ammonia or 53% reduction in total nitrogen waste
l~ads is needed to stay below the maximum total load and concentration
goals. Th.is scenario was not selected because it considers; only storm
event loadings.' ' ,

Winter Storm event flow with total storm event loadings plus
over ,topping of an average dairy manure pond.

This scenario considered the estimated winter storm event flow in the
Laguna at Trenton-Healdsburg Road for an average storm event instead of
a 24-hour flow like sceriarios 1 and 2. It included total storm event
loadings and input from a dairy manure pond. The results show that no
reduction in total ammonia or nitrogen is needed tGrmeet the load and
concentration goals. However, since the dairy pond overflow must be
eliminated, a 5% reduction in total ammonia ora 4% reduction in total

, nitrogenoccurs . Th is scenar ia was not se1ected because it cons iders
only storm event loadings. .

"Average 24-hour winter storm ,event flow with .total storm
,event loadings (Scenario 1) plus over topping of art average

•da iry manure ponq. , "." , , ' " "

,This scenario was. the same 'scenario as 1 above with theaddit,ional input
,frolll a dairy manure pond. The results show a greater reduction since
the manure pond over-flow is ~ prohibited discharge, it would be
eliminated. The reduction in. total ammonia is about 46% or total
nitrogen is about 55%. This scenario was not selected because it
considers orily storm event'loadings.'

SUMMARY OF SCENARIOS

ApprOXimately 8 different scenarios were analyzed." 'Table 8 summarizes the
scenarios in a matrix formate, and a brief des~ription of "each scenario
follows:

II
\ \

I \

I '
I !'

l i
. I

;- Scenario 4 - Average monthly winter flow with total storm event and non
storm loadings.

! I'
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. This .~cenario considered tDe average winter flow from October to April,
and included both winter storm event and non-storm loadings. The ' .
result~show na.reductions are needed fo.r total ammonia or total
nitrogen. Because it only c'onsiders win~er time flows and loadings this
scenario was not chos~n.

Sce~ari04 plus over topping of an aver~g~ d~iry manure ;.
pond.

The results of this s~enario are close to scenario 4. It showed no need
for. rl;!du<:ti~nof total ammonia .except for. 100% reduc~ion (eliJ!)ina~ion)

.from the ;da lry manure. pond. The overan tota,1, amIDon 1a reduct 10n1'5 .
about 3%, slightly higher than ~cenario 4 because' of theelimin~tion of
the over topping dairy pond. The only source reduction for total
nitrogen :is from the dairy manure pond (IOO% reduction) which gives an
ove~all reduction in total nitrogen o~ about 2%. For the samerea~onas
scenario 4, this scenario was not chosen because it considers only
winter.time flows and 10ad~ngs~

Non .. stor'm event flow with total ~intl;!r non:-storm]()(idings
plus over topping ofana'verage dairy manur~ pond .. ,

, '. ',," . 'I

.' "'.:." I , .. " I •

The' flow, and·. loadings it{'thisscenaHo w~re estimated by cons idering the
winter season during periods of no rainfall (non~stormevent)~ The
addition of a dairy manure pond was considered since over topp;ing of a
pond can occur during non-storl11eventpl;!riods. The results show that no
reduction ,In. total amntonia is needed except 100% reduction in··thedairy
manure pond. Th i s gives a overa11 reduct i on ,of ,about 5% in tota1
ammonia. The only reduction for total nitrogen 'is that coming from the
oV,er topping manure pond resultingi.n about 5% overall reduction in
total nitrogen. Th i 5 scenar io'was not chosen .becausei t,does not
consider winter ,'~torm ~vent .loadings,. which contribute tathe total
loads. ,into the Laguna.' . . .

Scenario 7A-7D -' Average seasonalf.lowswith proportionate winter storm event
and non-storm loadings plus over topping of an average
manure . pond ...

Average seasonalflbwsfor~inter (7A: December - March), spring (78:
April -May)" summe~ (7C:June - September) and fal) (7D: October -

, Novf!mber ) are considered ,in th:is scelialiiO The. estimated total storm
and non-stormloaclingswere us~d. ,Theseloa'dswere broken down into
seasonal i .loads based ,on seasonal duration~ Theresults'are summarized. T bl]' ,. . . .. ".... .,.. " . ,

. 1n .. a, e·... • .., . ". . ," -". .

This ;scenario best r~presents the seasonal. changes in flow and loadings,.
but was not chosenb.c~us~ itneed~dto bebtoken down further to focus
on specifiC areas or sub-watersheds of the Laguna wat~rshed.,;
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TABLE 8: SUMMARY OF SCENARIOS
(MATRIX)

, r

Descriotion Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
.- ,

...

Average 24-hr. winter flow X X
Winter storm event flow , X X
Average monthly winter flow
Non-storm event flow
Averaqe seasonal flows
Flows for each attainment point

-,

Storm event loadings _. X X X X
Winter non-storm loadings X
Proportionate loadings
Cumulative loadings

- .

Over topping of an average manure pond X X

Descriotion Scenario 5 Scenario 6 Scenario 7A-7D Scenario 8*

Average 24-hr. winter flow
Winter storm event flow
Average monthly winter flow - X
Non-storm event flow X
Average seasonal flows - X X
Flows for each attainment point X

Storm event loadings X X X
Winter non-storm loadings X X X X
Proportionate loadings ! X X'"Cumulative loadinQs X

Over toppinQ of an average manure pond X X X X

*Scenario 8 is the Selected Scenario
"'0
I:1J
to
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N
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Table 7: Summary of the percent reduction for total ammonia and total
nitrogen in Scenario 7A - 70

Season Total Anlnonia Tota1 Nitrogen ,
Percent Reduction Percent Reduct ion'

Winter 6% 4%
"

Spring 61% 59%
i

Summer 36% 53%

Fall 72% 70%

SELECTED SCENARIO

Average estimated seasonal flows for each attainment point
and seasonal proportional loadings (included over topping
manure pond) that accumulate downstream. .

This scenario was selected because:
I

• The scenario targets waste load reducti6ns that meet th~ water
quality goals for the Laguna;

Th~ scenario best represents the Laguna flow and pollutant loading
dynamics;

The scenario pr'ovides a reasonable time frame for the dischargers
to make load reduction adjustments; and

The scenario suggests targeted load reductions that appear
reasonable and achievable;

The selected sc~nario was developed on a seaspnal basis since each,
seasonal flow and loading pattern contributes to the condition of water
quality in the Laguna in a different way. This ~cenario separated the
Laguna flows into average seasonal flows. A ~elati9nship between the
averag~~easured flows for each,season i~ the Laguna at Trenton- '
Healdsburg Road,and the cumulative estimated non-storm flows in the
Laguna at each attainment point 'was developed. The relationshipisa
flow ratio,and was used for estimating the average seasonal flows for
each attainment point. Appendix 0, Table 0-2 contains the estimatecf
.average flows for each attainment point during each seasoni as well as
an example of the fl,ow estimation method .
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The loadings for this scenario were broken down into seasonal loads
which depend on either a function of time {non-storm load} or a function
of flow {storm event load}. Except for wastewater, the seasonal loads
were based on the estimated storm event load multiplied by a percentage
of storm event flow per season {winter = 81%, spring = 10%, summer = 1%,
and fall = 8%} plus the estimated non,.storm load multiplied by a
perc~ntage of non-storm days per season {winter ~ 33%, spring =17%, ',.
summer = 34%, and fall = 17%}. For seasonal load estimates based on a
function of flow, we assumed a simple relationship exists between flow,
rainfall and loading. The seasonal loads for wastewater were based on' .
winter storm plus non"'-storm load estimates multiplied by a percentage of,
days per season during the permitted discharge period {winter ~ 53%,
spring = 20%, summer = 0%, and fa 11 = 27%}.

The seasonal proportioned loads for each attainment point and examples
of the method used to 'estimate these loads are summarized in Appendix 0,
Table 0-3.

For clarification,Appendix 0 contains Tables 0-4 through 0-13. Tables
0-4 and 0-5 are tabulated summaries of the estimated loads for total
nitrogen and ammonia at each attainment point {derived from CH2M Hill
1994}. , Tables 0-6 through 0-9 are summaries of ,the estimat~d seasonal
proportioned loads entering the Laguna at each sub~watershedaboveeach

attainment point. Tables 0-10 through 0":13 are summaries of the "
cumulative seasonal proport,ioned loads entering the Laguna as one goes
downstream for each attainment point. ' .. ,

Appendix C'containsa more detailed summary of the selected scenario
results as well as a line-item table shOWing the calculations used in
this scenario. The mass limit goals exceed.the total_maximum seasonal
Joad during the summer. We suspect that the estimated loads for the
summer are high and expect to obtain additional information by July 1996
that will help us estimate more accurate summer loads. The selected
scenario load reductions and. mass limit goals were adjusted {targeted
load reductions and net load goals} at upstream sub-watersheds to ensure
strategy goals were met at all the downstream attainment points during
the spring and fall seasons. The e~timated seasonal loads, targeted
reductions and net load goals for each pollutant: source within the sub
watershed above four attainment points during each season are summarized
in Tables 9 and 10.

Figures 6 through 9 show the estimated net load goals for ea'ch source
for total ammonia and total nitrogen. The graphs represent the net load
goals within each sub-watershed above each attainme·f1t ·point after
reduction has occurred. The. total maximum seasonal loading {TMSL} is
shown as a line. If the net load goal exceeded the TMSL, then further .
reduction would, be necessary.

"... ':



TABLE 9: Estimated cumulative seasonal loads (EST LOAD). targeted reductions (TRG RED) adjusted to attain strategy
goals during spring and fall seasons, and resulting nelload goals (NET LOAD) for total nitrogen for each pollutant
source within the sub-watershed above four attainment points. Page 31

i

ATTAINMENTPOINT 1
TRENTON-HEALDSBURG ROAD

WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL
EST TRG NET EST TRG ,_ NET , EST TRG ~ET EST TRG NET

SOURCES LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD
, -'.

URBAN 182,353 0, 182,353 11,789 0 11,789 647 647 0 7,718 0 7,718
IWASTEWATER 244,932 0- 244,932 22,059 0, 22,059 0 0 0 18,148 " 0 18,148

I NON-IRRIGATED 79,96~ 0 .79,969 ,,9,872 ,0 9;872 987 . 0 - 987 7,897 0 7,897
DAIRYAG.' 191,669 0 191,669 9,336 0 9,336 584 584 0 -'.6,218 0 6,218
DAIRY POND ' '13,323 13,323 0 ,6,863 6,863 0 13,727 ·13,727 0 6,863 6,863 0
SEPTIC 28,699". O. 28,699 - 14,094 o· .14,094 33,170 0 .33,170 14,050 0 14,050
bPENSPACE 31,631 0 31,631 3,905 0 3,905 390 0 390 3,123 0 3,123
!TOTAL 772576 13323 759253 77918 6863 .... 7105'5 49505 ,14958 34547 .>64017, 6863 57154

'.

-.:,
ATTAINMENT POINT 2
GUERNEVILLE ROAD

wiNTER SPRING'
,

SUMMER .' .'. ". FALL' ,

EST ·-TRG NET EST TRG'· NET . EST TRG NET EST TRG NET
SOURCES LOAD RED LOAD, LOAD RED • LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD

,- .

lJRBAN 129,960 0 129,960 • 12,017 6,696 5,321 1,086 '1;086 0 9,199 6,656 2,543
IwASTEWATER 224,932 0 224,932 51,642 29,583 22,059 0 0 O' 65,681 47,533 18,148
NON-IRRIGATED 51,544 0 ." 51,544 6,363 0 6,363 636 0 636 5,090 0 5,090
DAIRYAG. , 144,369 . O· . 144,369 5,360 1,8M 3,496 186 186 0 3,037 1,491 1,546
DAIRY POND .4,462 4,462 . 0 2,299 2,299 ,0 4;597 4,597 '0 2,299 2,299 0
IsEPTIC 20,220 0 20,220 9,930 0 9,930 23,538. 0 23,538 9,899 0 9,899
OPEN SPACE 13,988 0 13,988 1,727 0 1,727 172 0 '172 . 1,381 0 1,381
ITOTAL 589475 4462 585013 89338 40442 48896 30215 5869 24346 96586 57979 38607

. .

•.r. .-
ATTAINMENT POINT 3 .'.. OCCIDENTAL ROAD -

WINTER SPRING
: .. "

SUMMER FALL
EST TRG ." NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET .. EST '. TRG NET

SOURCES LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED:·' LOAD LOAD RED- LOAD,· .. LOAD RED LOAD

URBAN
. ,

42,025 .. ,4,244 308 0' 2,960 51442,025 0 ,3,083 1,161 ' 308 2,466
!WASTEWATER 112,466 0 112,466 42,440 . 33,238 9,202 . 0 0, ,0 57,29;4 48,907 8,367
NON-IRRIGATED 31,219 0 31,219 I •• 3,854 0 3,854 385 0 385 3,083 0 3,083
DAIRYAG: - 129!275 0 129,275 13,118 ,9,622. 3,49~ 962 962 0 9,244 7,698 1,546
DAIRY POND 6,968 6,968 0 3,590 ' 3,590 .' , '0 7,179 7,179 '0 3,590 3,590 0
IsEPTIC 12,906 0 12,906 6,338 0 6,338 14,961 0 i 14;961 6,318 0 6,318
!oPEN SPACE 3,749 0 3,749 463 0 463 46 0 46 370 0 370
[fOTAL -' .·338608 6968 331640 74047 49533 _24514 23841 ,8449 15392 82879 62661 20,218

-" .
.•.. ,. ;..,;,..

11' , ", ! --
ATTAINMENT POINT 4 ' .

.. . •STONyP,OINT ROAD' , .

WINTER SPRING SUMMER ' •r ~, FALL
EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET

SOURCES LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD
c ,
URBAN 17,054 0 17,054 2,105 944 1,161 211 211 0 1,684 1,FO 514
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NON-IRRIGATED 15,100 0 15,100 1,864 0 1,864 186 0 186 1,491 0 1,491
DAIRYAG. 51,335 0 51,335 6,338 2,842 3,496 634 634 0 5,070 3,524 1,546
DAIRY POND 8,853 8,853 0 4,561 4,561 0 9,122 9,122 0 4,561 4,561 0
SEPTIC 5,993 0 5,993 2,943 0 2,943 6,134 0 6,134 2,934 . 0 2,934
OPEN SPACE 3,310 0 3,310 409 0 409 41 0 41 327 0 327
TOTAL 101645 8853 92792 18220 8347 9873 16328 9967 6361 16067 9255 6812
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TABLE 10: Estimated cumulative seasonal loads (EST LOAD). targeted reductions (TRG RED) adjusted to attain strategy
goals during spring and fall seasons, and resulting net load goals (NET LOAD) for total ammonia for each pollutant
source within the sub-watershed above four attainment points. Page 32

ATTAINMENT POINT 1
TRENTON-HEALDSBURG ROAD

WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL
EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET

SOURCES LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD
.'

URBAN 16,174 0 16,174 942 0 942 57 57 0 592 53 539
~ASTEWATER 30,004 0 30,004 2,218 0 2,218 0 0 0 1,406 0 1,406
NON-IRRIGATED 4,134 0 4,134 510 0 510 51 0 51 408 0 408
DAIRYAG. 31,944 0 31,944 1,468 0 1,468 97 97 0 847 . 74 773
DAIRY POND 2,218 2,218 0 1,143 1,143 0 2,286 2,,286 0 1,143 1,143 0
SEPTIC 9;568 0 9,568 4,698 0 4,698 11,060 0 11,060 4,685 0 4,685
OPEN SPACE 914 0 914 114 0 114 11 0 11 89 0 89
TOTAL 94956 2218 92738 11093 1143 9950 13562 2440 11122 9170 1270 7900

..,

ATTAINMENT POINT 2. .
GUERNEVILLE ROAD .'

WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL
EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET

SOURCES LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD

URBAN 11,593 0 11,593 1,038 662 376 99 99 0 801 661 140
~ASTEWATER 30,004 0 30,004 6,356 4,138 2,218 0 0 0 8,008 6,602 1,406
NON-IRRIGATED 2,665 0 2,665 329 0 329 33 0 33 263 0 263
DA1RYAG. 24,061 0 24,061 636 311 325 31 31 0 316 248 68
DAIRY POND 743 743 0 383 383 0 765 765 0 383 383 0
SEPTIC 6,739 0 6,739 3,309 0 3,309 7,845 0 7,845 3,300 0 3,300
OPEN SPACE 405 0 405 51 0 51 5 0 5 39 0 39
TOTAL 76210 743 75467 12102 5494 6608 8778 895 7883 13110 7894 5216

ATTAINMENT POINT 3
OCCIDENTAL ROAD

WINTER SPRING .SUMMER FALL
EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET

SOURCES LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD

URBAN .' '3;589 0 3,589 330 280 50 28 28. 0 234 224 10
WASTEWATER 15,002 0 15,002 5,661 4,966 695 0 0 0 7,642 7,276 366
NON-IRRIGATED 1,614 0 1,614 199 0 199 20 0 20 159 0 159
DAIRYAG. 21,546 0 21,546 1,929 1,604 325 160 160 0 1,351 1;283 68
DAIRY POND 1,160 1,160 0 598 598 0 1,195 1,195 0 598 598 0
SEPTIC 4,301 0 4,301 2,112 0 2,112 4,985 0 4,985 2,106 0 2,106
OPEN SPACE 109 0 109 14 0 14 1 0 1 10 0 10
TOTAL 47321 1160 46161 10843 7448 3395 6389 1383 5006 12100 9381 2719

ATTAINMENT POINT 4
. STONY POINT ROAD ..

WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL
EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET EST TRG NET

SOURCES LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD LOAD RED LOAD.
URBAN 1,318 0 1,318 163 113 50 16 16 0 130 120 10
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NON-IRRIGATED 781 0 781 96 0 96 10 0 10 77 0 77
DAIRYAG. 8,556 0 8,556 1,056 731 325 106 106 0 845 777 68
DAIRY POND 1,474 1,474 0 759 759 0 1,519 1,519 0 759 759 0
SEPTIC 1,997 0 1,997 981 0 981 2,044 0 2,044 978 . 0 978
OPENSRAcE- 96 0 96 . 12 . 0 12 1 0 1 9, 0 9
TOTAL 14222 1474 12748 3067 1603 1464 3696 1641 2055 2798 1656 1142
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Figure 6.. Reduced total nitrogen and total ammonia loads for the selected scenario in the Laguna
at Trenton-Healdsburg Road. '"
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Total Ammonia Objective = 0.5 mglL
Winter Goal = 121,650 Ibs.

Figure 7. Reduced total nitrogen an~ total ammonia loads for the selected scenario in the Lagunc::
at Guerneville Road. .
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Figure 8. 'Reducedtotal nitrogen andtotal ammorlia load~ forthe selected sce~ario,in the Laguna
at Occidental Road. ' : .
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Figure 9. Reduced total nitrogen and total ammonia loads for the selected scenario in the Laguna
at Stony Point Road.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF WASTE
REDUCTION STRATEGY

Implementation of the waste reduction strategy will be through current
programs aimed at reducing nitrogen and organic matter inputs into the Laguna.
These programs include the following: .

Section 319(h} grant program i~~imed at reducing inputs of waste in the
Laguna from confined animal"operations in the watershed, primarily
diaries. Individual projects.include:

Installation of pump and pipeline for fertigation{application of:
mariure water combined with reclaimed wastewater} to pastures ahd
.crops. This project is expected to reduce up ,to about 27,000
pounds of total nitrogen each year and is locatec! within the ~ub-
watershed above attainment point 2; .. .

Page 37

As seen in these graphs, we estimate that :the summer season will exceed
the TMSL at each attainment point .. What is ,not represented in these
graphs is the phenomenon that loading during~ther seasons, such as
winter, has an effect on water quality during the spring, summer and
fall. For example, a nonpoint source discharge high in organic matter
such as an. over-topping manure pond, would normally'enter the Laguna
duri~g'a storm event in the winter. As documented duri~ga study of .
nonpointsources within the Laguna watershed (NCRWQCB 1992), ~dme of the
manure will settle out to the bottom of the stream in the slower
downstream reaches. The solid organic matter would~hen begin the
nutrient cycling processes which becomes acceleratedw.ith increasing
water temperatures beginning in the spring. This condition results in
impacts. such as excessive algae blooms long after ,the initial discharge.

Th~ s~dim~nt-water column interaction in the Laguna is still not well·
understood, and roomJoruncerta int ies such as this is provided for with
a margin of safety. We plan to conduct .waterquali~y. monitor,ing
throughout the Laguna during all~easons. Summer time monitoring should
help define the sediment/water column interaction in the Laguna. As a
part of the water quality monitoring, we plan to do specific sediment
testipg to determine the extent sediment-borne nutrients and aquatic
plants aontribute to nutrient loading to the water column.
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Construction of additional manure storage pon~s;which inclti~es
waste treatment for separating solids from liquids, installation.
of pump and pipeline for fertigatiori. There--arethreedairies
taking these measures. We expect to reduce about 12,000 pounqs of
total nitrogen per year from a dairy located within the watershed
above atta,inment point 1,4,000 pounds of tota l:,nitrogen per year
from a dairy above attaihmentpoint 2, and 14,000 pounds of total
nitrogen per year from a 'dairy above attainment point 3;

Ti~ing and amounts of waste applications to pastures and crops•

" I
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using fertigation, expansion of solids and liquid manure ponds,
and installation of a culvert for dry stock crossing. This
project is expected to reduce about 12,000 pounds of total
nitrogen per year and is located within the sub-watershed above
attainment point 4;

• All educational project has been developed for students in Rancho
Cotati High School Advance Biology Class to study non-point source
issues. The project includes 1) evaluating water quality in
Copeland Creek, a tributary to the Laguna, and a report on the
findings, arid 2) developing a water bill insert brochure and video
as educational material. This project will be- developed for use
throughout the Laguna watershed area.

Weiland treatment demonstration/pilot project i~ only expected to
reduCe a smallfractiori of the total nutrient load from the dairy
because of the size of the wetland area (10 gpm f.low through
wetland). The project proved to be effective in removal of
n~trients,but cost prohibitive because of size requirements
(located with the sub-watershed above attainment point 1).
Therefore, this type of project will not be implemented.

Implementation recommendation: Continue to encourage efforts by local
RCD and dairymen aimed at better manure management within the Laguna
watershed, and target nonpoint source control projects (Le. Section
319(h) grant projects) aimed at reducing nutrient loading into the
Laguna. These efforts should focus on those confined animal facilities
within Laguna sub~watersheds abov~attainment point 37 'Occidental Road
(see Table 11).

Other nutrient reduction efforts related to confined animal facilities
include:

The Animal Waste Committee (AWC) has developed management
practices (MPs) specific to dairy facilities in the Sonoma-Marin
coa~tal area. These MPs should be applied and implemented at all
dairies and confined animal facilities within the Laguna
watershed •

.A subcommittee to the AWe has developed an assessment form to be
used in developing an individual dairy management plan. "The
assessment form includes nutrient budgeting and manure management
as a part of the individual -dairy management plan. These
assessment forms are available through the AW€ and should be used
by all dairies within the Laguna watershed;

The Farm Bureau publishes a monthly educational and informational
newsletter called the "Farm News". ~The newsletter contains
reminders of important manure management practices, particularly
important as winter approaches, as well as information on training
se~inars and other news specific to coastal area dairies. Dairies
and many other confined animal facilities within the Laguna
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watershed receive a copy of tMs newslet~er;

Natural Resources Conservation Service (formerly Soil Conservation
Service) is providing da irymen in the Sonoma-Marin c,oasta1 area
with 10 training seminars on collecting arid,ass~ssing water
quality samples. The individual dairymen are encouraged to

,conduct self-monitoring of runoff from th~ir dairy and creeks
downstream from their da iry~, The sampl ing kits are being provided
by the West,ern United Dairymel'l Association;

Nutrient budgetfngis cOf.lducted ,by all da)ries ~'tanorma1
. industry practice. , Attention ~o nu~rientbudgE!ting varies widely

from dairy to dairy throughout the laguna 'watershed., Assistance
is available and provided by the Resource' Conservation Districts.
Nutrient budgeting pilot projects are, being conducted in Marin
wit~transferable information to dairies w1thin the Laguna
watershed; , . \;

'Wetlands enhancement demonstration projects "includipg rotational
graz i ng ,erosion"contr() l, and r ipar ian fencing/exc lus i on areas.
Although th,esE! projects' ar,e not in the Laguna watershed, the
information from this demonstration project is transferable to
dair,ieswjthin the Laguna. watershed;;

• 'Aboui 20% of the!l,andusedbydairieswithinJl1eLagunawatershed
functions as a filtE!rstrjp with slow sheet flow. through trap or
pastureare~s~Altho~ght~ereare no filter 'strip application
projectswith1n the Laguna watershed, infor~atjonobtainedfrom
filter strip application projects outside of t~e watershed can be
applied to these dairies. ' .

Implementat ion Recollll1endation: Cant i nue to encourage' da irymen"and other
animal owners to implement MPs as developed by the Animal Waste
Committee, and., encourage implementat i9nof therrecommendat ions developed
by the Laguna CRMP ,(descr.ibed b~lowJ for',land owners within the Laguna
watershed. Th,isappears, to be par~,icularly important in Laguna sub
watershedsabov.eattainment point3~ Occidental. Road (se~ Table 11).

The stormwater runoff program goal is to eliminate the discharge of
pollutants into storm ,water systems, primarily from urban areas. The
mostpract iea1 method to ach i e;ve; ,th,i s goa1 is to 'prevent the po 11 ut i on
fromcomi ng i ntocontact wi:th stornt:water .Thi s will be~ccomp1i shed by
initiating MPsthat foc.us on.prevent.ion rather than on treatment, and by

, developing astorm water,po 11 utionprevent i Of) 'P i anT~' , ",

I, ..

III .

• The City of SantaRos~" is mandated to have a Municipal Storm Water,
Permit;, theon;ly malldated city in the North Coast Region. Due to
;interconnect iOlls of the, storm water sys~ems, three agencies (the
County of Sonoma, the Sonoma Courity Water, Agency, and the City of
Santa Rosa) are respons ib1E! for the municipal permit. A joint
powers agreement i'hasbeen established ,and ,submitted to the
Regtonal Board. ,: '
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The agencies are currently working on the Part 1 Application which
includes: 1) General Information, 2) Legal Authority, 3) Source
Identification, 4) Discharge Characterization, 5) Management
Programs, and 6) Fiscal Resources. The final Part 1 Application
was submitted to the Regional Board on February 10, 1995. The
second part to the application will include urban runoff program
efforts aimed at reducing nutrient inputs (specifically total
ammOllia and total nitrogen) into the Laguna. The, second part is
scheduled to be submitted to the Regional Board soon after the
first part with implementation by early spring of 1996.

We anticipate a long-term program goal of about 45% reduction of
nutrient load inputs from urban runoff during winter, spring and
fall and about 25% reduction during the summer as a result of the
pollution control ~fforts implemented by the City of Santa Rosa
and Sonoma County. This amounts to an~stimated annual total
nitrogen reduction of about 70,600 pounds.

The Cities of Rohnert Park, Cotati, and Sebastopol, and the town
of Windsor have similar limited commitments towards reduct,ion of
polluti~n from urban runoff as follows:

The City of Rohnert Park plans to implement a public
equcational program. The program is designed to inform the
public about discharges to the storm drains and the fact
that these discharges eventually make it to streams, rivers
and other waterbodies. The City recently received a grant
to develop a television vided and radiocadd to edutate the
public about discharges to the storm drains. TheCity
continues to provide routine street sweeping as well as
catch basin cleaning for the storm drain system. Awater
conservation program is in place which will help to prevent
over-watering landscaped areas and nutrient inputs from
landscap~fertilizers.

, /'

The City of Cotati has a very limited urban runoff programi>i,\",,',!
Through a educational program, students have marked storm' '.
drains to make the public aware of where discharges go after
entering a storm drain. Routine street sweeping is also
provided.

The City of Sebastopol has routine street sweeping and catch
basin cleaning for the storm drain system. The City's
General Plan contains a goal to protectr, maintain and
restore wetlands areas. The General Plan goal includes: (1)
labeling each stormwater inlet in the City to identify .
receiving waters and state that no dumping is permitted; and
(2) a statement that all applications for development that
would generate runoff into wetlands will contain a condition
that design features of the development ensure detention of
sediment and contaminants.
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The town of Windsor has a very limited ~rpan runoff program.
Storm drains have been marked to make the; public aware of
where tlischarge~ go after entering a storm drain. Routine
street sweeping is also provided. , '"

We ant ic1pateabout 30% reduction of nutrient load inputs from
urban runoff during winte,r, spring and fa] 1, ' and '25% reduct ion

, duri ng, the summer .asa ..result ,of the. pollution control efforts
implemented ,by these cities and the Town ,of Windsor. The annual

'total,nitrogen ,reduction, from these efforts amounts to about
20,200 pounds. "."

. Iniplementati~n'RecoDlDelldat'ion: .EncoiJrage a,llcities,and towns within
,the Laguna watershedtoimplemel'lt;somekind of stormwater runoff program
that is aimed, at nutri,ent lQad ,reduction and pollution control. We
anticipate total 10adreductionsfrOlTlurban stormwater, runoff efforts
that wi 11 meet or E!ven exceed the stra,tegygoals..AltholJgh anticipated
load reductions appear greater than targeted long-term load reductions
(see Table 11):, ant icipatedreduct ie.,ns maybe high ,and efforts to reduce
nutrient loads into the LCigunashouldge made in all urban areas.

The NPDES permit program regulateslheCity of Santa Rosa's Subregional
WastewaterTrea,tmentPlant. The City's NPDES permit is scheduled for
reriewa1 in ,'May,I5, 1995. The Subregional, Plantcu~rently prOVides

'advance (tertiary) waste,. treatment year round. , The advance treatment
process inherently provides a degree of nitrification.

,Theoperator~.of the'"Subregional, Plant are inchidfng appropriate design
features in, upcoming plant improvemEmt projects for some level of
ammon iani trogen remova1. The Lagu'na Upgrade Project is schedu 1ed to be
constructed by 1996, and includes the addition of two aeration basins
with, anoxic zones .and a,', fifth secondary clarifier~, ,Design of the
additional, units tsbasedon achiE:wing a target treatment level of
complete nitrification with ammonia:'nitr~gery removal to a concentration
of less than 0.5 mg NIL. Although ammon1a 1S added towards the end of
the treatment. proc.ess to enhance, the effectiveness, of chlorine
disinfection, an automateda"!moniafeed,storage ~nd analyzer system

, wi11; bea ~part of the upgrade project. The automated ammonia system
will lower.the fina 1 effluent 'nutrient concentrat tons. The amount of
nitrogen removal that the treatment process 'Willpl"ovide after the
upgrade projects are complete has been determined by the City to be
.120,000 pounds per year:. ;We anticipate thE!.City will be able to meet a
interior tota lnitr,ogen re,duc.t ipn, go~T,Of ,at, least 45 ,000 pounds each

,year., The upgrade projects should provide sufficient,. treatment and
removal of nutrients in the effluent,to attain the interim wastewater
reduction goals proposed inthisst.rategy.

, '

The Cityis_dev~loping alternatives forit~,long~termwastewater
treatment project that will prov,ide substantial nitrogen load reduction.
We anticipate the final alternative wastewater treatment process will be
able to meet the targeted nitrogen and ammonia load reductions contained
in this strategy." ,
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Add it ionally ,the facility has 'an EPA approved pretreatment program
which has effectively provided source control of the discharge of
pollutants into the waste treatment system. A secondary benefit from
this program was the adoption of ordinances which clearly prohibit the
discharge of waste~ater to the storm drain system.

Implementation RecoDJDendiltion: Continue·to gUide the City of Santa Rosa
towards a"long-term Wastewater treatment project that wi 11 provide
substantial effluent nitrogen removaL' Reduct ions in wastewater
nutrient inputs to the Laguna should be planned relative to the seasons.
The Laguna appears to be more sensitive to overloading in the spring and
fall discharge seasons which may result in exceedences of ammonia and
dissolved oxygen criteria.

The Laguna Watershed Coordinated Resoutte Management and Planning (CRMP)
Task Force is composed of a diverse group of agencies, interested groups
and 'landowners. The primary purpose of this group is to develop
objectives for resource management in the Laguna watershed on a
voluntary basis. Included in these activities are objectives for
improving water quality conditions in the Laguna. Each member of the
CRMPhas received a copy of this report; and have incorporated the

. ~trategy into the Laguna watershedimplementation~lan that they are
developing. The CRMP can serve as'one of the forums for the waste·
redu~tion strategy~ .

Implementation RecoDJDendation: Continue tosupJlort recommended·
management practices, recommended restoration efforts, and an
implementation plan aimed at: (1) reducing nutrient load inputs into the
Laguna, and (2) reducing unfavorably high temperatures'as suggested by
the Laguna CRMP to be included in the Laguna watershed management plan.

Septic 'system permit program - Sonoma County has a permit program that
requires septic systems to ba upgraded or repaired according to current
guidelines whenever building additions or improvements are made.
Through this program, an'estimated 175-200 septic system permits are
issued annually within the Laguna wat~rshed, and an estimated reduction
of abou.t1800 pounds of total nitrogen can be anticipated. ' The County

'also has an enforcement program which requires abatement of.failing
septic systems. Within the Laguna watershed, the enforcement.program
results about 45-50 septic system repairs. A reduction of about 750
pounds of total nitrogen can be expected through this program annually.
The ahnual reduction of total nitrogen expected as a result of these two
programs is 2,550 pounds.

Implementation RecoDJDendation: Continue to support the existing county
~rograms and any improvements to these programs. Additionally, Sonoma
County should consider developing a septic system maintenance district
as a way to reduce nutrient loading, and encourage. effective operation
and maintenance of septic systems within the Laguna watershed. It is
estimated that nutrient inputs during the summer are critical to Laguna
water quality and the primary source of inputs is septic systems.



2)' , The 'water, quality, data wi 11 beevaluated,usjng a stage'd lIlethod to
,determine the level of attainment with USEPA criterion for,:uraionized

,1) ,The minimum dissolved oxygen objec~ive,will be attained if dissolved
., , oxygen concentrations are ,maintained above 7.0 mg/L. . Compliance with

,the median"and, 90th percentile:values will, be determined with cumulative
. frequency d.i stribut ions., .

After receiving comments from the dischargers and interested g~oups 'r~garding
this strategy, interim reduction targets have been developed that are more ..
reasonable and achievable by July 1996 (see Table 11). Table'.12,suminarizes
the long'-term mass 1imit goalS for each pollutant source within,'thesub
watershed above four attainment points during eac~seasorJ. WE:!,expect'to
achieve ,the long-term 'strategy goals by July )998. ,..'

, ' '
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Table 11 contains a ,comparison summary of the annual long-term aTld interim
targeted load reductions estimated to meet thestrategy.goalsand the
ant icipatedannua1 load reductions e~pectedfrom current and future projects
and programs.

To meet Laguna water quality goa ls, Regiona1 Bo~rd staff proposes t~ focus its
existing program activities to,varying degrees on<the.four gen~ral watershed
areas and specific pollutant sources describ~d above. The level alJdfocus of
staff efforts will be tied direct lyto the amount of waste, load reduction
a,nticipated. . ., . '., . , . "
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It .' is· important: to ,recogniz,e that .. att~inlTlent' of',the con~eniration goa ls for
ammon fa and; d,issolved,oxygen,is:th'e :fi:na lendp() int cr,i,terH).n r.ath~r than
"1 0ading"•. The load,~educt,ion e~timates ~r;eu,seful for. targeting,but will
not determine the attainment of the concentration goals. The mass limit
loadings and associated load reduction targets are lnte~m~diate ~oints of this
strategy.' The.ultimate,goal is;,t:oreduce:waste load ,inputs sudlthat at
specified)'attainmentpointsl"'along the Laguna",unionized ammonia-.clpes not
exceed the'USEPA~,criter;ion, ,and,di,ssolved ,oxygen is above the ~asi.n plan
m.inimumQbjective .. < .' ., .,.

We have developed a plan to monitor water quality at each attain~ent'point
'systematically throughout each season. We p}~n: ,to collect water quality
samples bi-weekly, but will also, suppJemeiit thi.~,with C!:ddi.tiolJalsamples a.s
needed to rna i ntatn asampli ng ,frequency in: pr9port i oi'Lto storm ev.ents. We
will also use·· continuous. remote monitoring for dissolved oxygen,pH,
conductance, and temperature on, monthly intervals at,aminimum~'AppendixE
describes the.monitoringp 1. an... ,i n'.·.· gt;ea.te.r.. de.ta i l.. ~, Th.e :mon.it~.ringp;lan will be
usedtoevaluateLagunawater,quallty and the success. of thlS strategy, and to
guide the future direct ion of thi s strategy,., "

We .will use"st~tistica:l methods to. compare th~wate~ qualitydat~ against the
USEPAcriterion ,for ,unionized ammonia and.the Basin Plan,minililum<objective for
dissolved oxygen. ' '. .. " .. ' . , " I

-',
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ammonia. Attainment goals are: a) ·60 percent of the measurements below
the EPA criterion by July 1996, b) 70 percent by July 1998, and c) 80
percent by Ju ly 2000 on a seasona1 ,bas.i s. We will evaluate the water
quality data using cumulative distribution plots and t-testsofthe mean
of seasonal measurements compared to USEPA criterion for unionized
ammonia. .. .

The selected scenario provides targeted wa~te load reductions, implementation
of existing programs will continue to fotus towards reducing the waste loads
into the Laguna, and the water quality monitoring will be used to evaluate
Laguna water quality and the success of the strategy. The first check point
on the effectiveness of this strategy will be in July 1996 and, if needed,
adjustments will be made to meet Lagun, ~aterquality objectives, ~nd
ultimately create a healthier stream envir~nment. .



TABLE 11: Annual estimated long-term (TAR LoT LOAD RED), Interim (INTERIM LOAD RED). and anticipated (ANTICP LOAD RED)
load reductions for total nitrogen and ammonia.

TOTAL NITORGEN (pounds/year)

ATIAINMENT POINT 1 ATIAINMENT POINT 2 ATIAINMENT POINT 3 ATIAINMENT POINT 4 ANNUAL
TRENTON-HEALDSBURG GUERNEVILLE OCCIDENTAL STONY POINT TOTALS

TARL-T INTERIM ", ANTICP TARL-T INTERIM ANTICP TARL-T INTERIM ANTICP TARL-T INTERIM' 'ANTICP TAR L·TINTERIM ANTICP
SOURCE LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED

URBAN 647 4,250 8,495 14,438 6,100 12,300 5,857 15,000 38,964 2,325 10,000 . 19,372 23,267 35,350 79,131
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 77,116 22,500 60,000 82,145 22,500 60,000 0 0 0 159,261 45,000 120,000
NON-IRRIGATED 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DAIRYAG. 584 1,500 3,000 3,511 10,000 30,000 18,282 1,500 3,000 7,000 2,500 5,000 29,377' ,15,500 41,000
DAIRY POND 40,776 5,500 11,000 13,657 1,500 3,000 21,327 7,500 13,000 27,097 5,000 10,000 '102,857 19,500 37,000
SEPTIC 0 375 749 '0 325 653 0 320 638 0 250 - 510 0 1,270 2,550
OPEN SPACE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 : .0 0 0 0
TOTALS 42,007 11,625 23,244 108,722 40,425 105,953 127,611 46,820 115,602 36,422 17,750 34,882 314,762 116,620 279,681

TOTAL AMMONIA (poundslyear)

ATTAINMENT POINT 1 ATIAINMENT POINT 2 ATIAINMENT POINT 3 ATIAINMENT POINT 4· ANNUAL
TRENTON-HEALDSBURG GUERNEVILLE OCCIDENTAL STONY POINT' TOTALS

TARL-T INTERIM ANTICP TARL-T INTERIM ANTICP TARL-T INTERIM ANTICP TARL-T INTERIM ANTICP, TARL-T INTERIM ANTICP
SOURCE LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED LOAD RED

URBAN 110 378 756 1,422 543 1,095 532 1,335 3,468 249 890 1,724 2,313 3,146 7,043
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 10,740 2,993 7,980 10,740 2,993 7,980 0 0 0 21,480 5,985 15,960
NON-IRRIGATED 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (j 0 .. 0 0
DAIRYAG, 171 250 500 590 1,665 4,995 3,047 250 500 1,614 416 833 5,422 2,581 6,827
DAIRY POND 6,790 916 1,832 2,274 250 500 3,551 1,249 2,165 4,511 833 . 1,665 ' 17,126 . 3,247 6,161
SEPTIC 0 128 255 0 111 223 0 109 218 0 85 . "174 0 433 870
OPEN SPACE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 7,071 1,672 3,342 15,026 5,561 14,792 17,870 5,935 14,329 6,374 2,224 4,396 46,341 15,392 36,859

TAR L-T LOAD RED =TARGETED LONG-TERM LOAD REDUCTION
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TOTAL NITORGEN (pounds/season)

;---.

:1.

ATIAINMENT POINT 1 ATIAINMENT POINT 2 ATIAINMENT POINT 3 ATIAINMENT POINT 4
TRENTON-HEALDSBURG GUERNEVILLE- OCCIDENTAL STONY POINT

SOURCE WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL

URBAN 52,393 6,468 0 5,175 87,935 4,160 0 2,029 24,971 0 0 -0 17,054 1,161 0 514
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0 112,466 12,857 0 9,761 112,466 9,202 0 8,387 0 0 0 0
NON-IRRIGATED 28,425 3,509 351 2,807 20,325 2,509 251 2,007 16,119 1,990 199 1,592 15,100 1,864 186 1,491
DAIRYAG. 47,300 5,840 0 4,672 15,094 0 0 0 77,940 0 0 0 51,335 3,496 0 1,546
DAIRY POND 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SEPTIC 8,479 4,163 9,632 4,151 7,314 3,592 8,577 3,581 • 6,913 3,395 8,827 3,384 5,993 2,943 6,134 2,934
OPEN SPACE 17,643 2,178 218 1,742 10,239 1,264 126 1,011 439 54 5 43 3,310 409 41 327
TOTAL 154,240 22,158 10,201 18,547 253,373 24,382 8,954 18,389 238,848 14,641 9,031 13,406 92,792 9,873 6,361 6,812

TOTAL AMMONIA (pounds/season)

ATIAINMENT POINT 1 ATIAINMENT POINT 2 ATIAINMENT POINT 3 ATIAINMENT POINT 4
TRENTON-HEALDSBURG GUERNEVILLE -- OCCIDENTAL STONY POINT

SOURCE WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL' WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL

URBAN 4,581 566 0 399 8,004 326 0 130 2,271 0 0 0 1,318 50 0 10
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0 15,002 1,523 o -. 1,040 15,002 695 0 366 0 0 0 0
NON-IRRIGATED 1,469 181 18 145 1,051 130 13 104 833 103 10 82 781 96 10 77
DAIRYAG. 7,883 1,143 0 705 2,515 0 0 0 12,990 0 0 0 8,556 325 0 68
DAIRY POND 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O' 0 0 0 0
SEPTIC 2,829 1,389 3,215 1,385 2,438 1,197 2,860 1,194 2,304 1,131 2,941 1,128 1,997 981 2,044 978
OPEN SPACE 509 63 6 50 296 37 4 29 13 2 0 1 96 12 1 9
TOTAL 17,271 3,342 3,239 2,684 29,306 3,213 2,877 2,497 33,413 1,931 2,951 1,577 12;748 1,464 2,055 1,142
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SCENARIOS 1 THROUGH 7D
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I )
LINE ITEM DESCRIPTION FOR SCENARIOS 1.THRU 6
ATTAINMENT POINT: DESCRIPTION OF SCENARIO
DESCRIPTION (CONTINUED)

II
I I
\ I TOTAL AMMONIA ' TOTAL NITROGEN

1\

I J

fl
. )I '
i, I

()

f11
, J

FLOW (cfs)', = VALUES GIVEN (SEE TABLE D-1)
CONC (mg-N/I) = VALUES GIVEN (SEE PAGES 25-26) ,
TMDL (IbId) = (CONC. mg/L) x (FLOWcfs) x (28.317 Ucf) X (8.64x10E4 sId) X (2.205X10E-6Ib/mg)
TMSL (Ib/yr) , = (TMDL) X (DAYS/SEASON)
BKGND LOjXD(lb/yr) =(NON-IRRIGATED) ,+ (SEPTIC) + (OPEN SPACE)
MOS (Ib/yr) = (TMSL) X (10%), ' ,
WLA (Ib/yr) = (TMSL) - (BKGND LOAD + MOS), IF <= 0 THEN WLA = 0
WASTE LOAD'(lb/yr) = (URBAN)+ (WASTEWATER) + (DAIRY AG)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) = VALUE GIVEN

REDUCTION (Ib/yr) = (WASTE LOAD)- (VVLA)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr= (REDUCTION) + (DAIRY POND). IF REDUCTION <=0 ,
THEN TOTAL REDUCTION = DAIRY POND

TOTAL AMMONIA

= SUMMATION OF ABOVE VALUES

=1 - (MASSLIMIT/EST.SEASONAL
LOAD) X 100%

= (EST. SEASONAL
LOAD) X

(REDUCT\ONIWASTE LOAD)

MASS

LIMIT

(LBNR)

= (EST. SEASONAL
LOAD)

- (WASTE LOAD
REDUCTION)

PERCENT

REDUCTION

(%)

WASTE LOAD

REDUCTION

(LBNR)

= VALUES GIVEN
(SEE TABLE D-6)

ESTIMATED

SEASONAL LOAD

(LBNR),

TOTAL

URBAN
WASTEWATER
NON-IRRIGATED
DAIRY AGRICULTURE
DAIRY pond
SEPTIC'
OPEN SPACE

! \
i: TOTAL NITROGEN
, I

I I
l !

ESTIMATED

SEASONAL LOAD

(LBNR)

WASTE LOAD

REDUCTION

(LBNR)

PERCENT

REDUCTION""~'

(%)

MASS

LIMIT

(LBNR)

\1

II

(I

URBAN
WASTEWATER
N0tt-IRRIGATED
DAIRY AGRICULTURE
DAIRY pond
SEPTIC
OPEN SPACE

TOTAL

SAME AS ABOVE

A-1
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SCENARIO 2: Average Winter Storm Event Flciw with Total Storm
EvenlLoadin9'!"plus OverT0J!e.!!!.9 of an Avera9-.;;.e..;;D;.;a_iry.,_''_-.-;.. _
Manure Pond



SCENARIO 3: Winter Storm Event Flow. with Total Storm
Event Loadin9!"plus Over Tolm!!!S of an Aveni9o.;;,e_D;;.,;a;;";;i,;,,,jry;;-.. ---
Manun:{Pond ," . , "

TOTAL AMMONIA

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS

ANNUAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTION LIMIT, '

(LBIYR) (LBIYRl " (%) (LBIYR)

URBAN , , .,,19,968 a a 19,968
WASTEWATER 3,510 a a 3,51,0
NON-IRRI,GATED 5,105 a a ' 5,105
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 39,437 a a 39,437
DAIRY pond 3,976 3,976 100, 0'
SEPTIC 726 a a 726
OPEN SPACE " 1,128 a a 1,128

TOTAL" 73,850 3,976 5 69;874

TOTAL AMMONIA

FLOW (cfs)
CONC (mg-N/I)
TMDL (Ibid)
TMSL (Iblyr)
BKGND LOAD (Iblyr)
MOS (Ib/yr) ,
WLA (Ib/yr)
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)
REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION {Iblyr..

TOTAL NITROGEN

URBAN
WASTEWATER
NObt-IRRIGATED
DAIRYAGRICULTURE
DAIRY pond
SEPTIC
OPEN SpACE

TOTAL

8,502
0.50,

22,933
504,526

6,959
50,453

447,115
62,915
,3,976',

"384,200 .'
,3,976

ESTIMATED

ANNUAL LOAD

(LBIYR)

225,128
26,400
98,726

'236,628
,23,850

2,180
39,051

" ,

651,963

WASTE LoAD

REDUCTION

(LBIYR)

a
a
a
a

23,850
a
a

23,850

A-4

TOTAL NITROGEN

FLOW (cfs)
CONC (mg-N/I)
TMDL (IbId)
TMSL (lbIYr)
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS (Ib/yr)
WLA (Iblyr)
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)
REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr

PERCENT

REDUCTION
~ . ,

(%)

a
o

,a
a

,,100
a
a

4

8,502
3.70

169,704
3,733,491

139,957
'373,349

3,220,184
488,156:

',' 23,850·

-2;732,028

23,850 '

MASS

LIMIT

(LBIYR)

225,128
26,400'
98,726' '

236,628
" a
2,180 ,;

39,051

628,113 '
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SCENARIO 4: Average Monthly Winter Flow with TotarStorm&· ..
Non-Storm Loadin9.!...(Winter Period: October -Aerill _

r I

I

( I

( \

j 1

,l)

f
i
\

[1

Il
/)

I I
II

I I
\.1

\i

iJ
[I

I

TOTAL AMMONIA

FLOW (efs)
CONC (mg-N/I)
TMDL (IbId)
TMSL (Ib/yr)
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS (Iblyr) :
WLA (Ib/yr)
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)

REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Iblyr

TOTAL AMMONIA

URBAN
WASTEWATER
NON-IRRIGATED
DAIRY AGRICULTURE
DAIRY pond
SEPTIC
OPEN SPACE

TOTAL

TOTAL NITROGEN

URBAN
WASTEWATER
NOtt-IRRIGATED
DAIRYAGRICULTURE
DAIRY pond
SEPTIC
OPEN SPACE

TOTAL

350
0.50

·944··
200,144
·34,172
20,014

145,958
116,015

o
-29;943

o

ESTIMATED

ANNUAL LOAD

(LBIYR)

19,968
56,610

5,105
39,437

o
27,939

1,128

150,187

ESTIMATED

ANNUAL LOAD

. (LBIYR)

·225,128
424,400

. 98,726
·236,628

o
.. 83,798

39,051

1,107,731

WASTE LOAD

REDUCTION

·(LBIYR) .

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

°

WASTE LOAD

REDUCTION

(LBIYR) .

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

a

A-5

TOTAL NITROGEN

FLOW (efs)
CONC (mg-N/I)
TMDL (IbId)
TMSL. (Iblyr)
BKGND.LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS (Ib/yr)
WLA (Ib/yr)
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)

REDUCTION (Iblyr)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Iblyr •

PERCENT

REDUCTION

(%)

o
o

.0
o

100
o
o

°

PERCENT
: r .-.;~

REDUCTION

(%)

o
o
o
o

100
o
o

°

350
3.70

6,986
1,481,069

221,575
148,107

1,111,386
886,156

o
-225,230

o

MASS

LIMIT

. (LBIYR)

. 19,968
56,610

5,105
39,437

o
27,939

1,128

150,187

MASS

LIMIT

(LBIYR)

225,128
424,400

98,726
236,628

o
.83,798
39,051···

1,107,731 .



(SCENARIO 5: Average Monthly Winter Flow with Total Winter Storm .
Event &Non~Storm Loading.!.J?h.Js OverTo~ of an

IAverage Dairy Pond. "', .

1TOTAL AMMONIA TOTAL NITROGEN

FLOW (cfs) 350 FLOW (cfs) 350
(CONC (mg-N/I) 0.50 CONC (mg-N/I) 3.70

TMDL (Ibid) 944 TMDL (Ip/d) 6,986
TMSL (Iblyr) 200,:144 TMSL{lb/yr) 1,481,069

1
BKGND LOAD,(Ib/yr) 34,172 BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr) 221,575
MOS (Ib/y,r) 20,014 MOS (Ib/yr)' 148,W7
WLA (Iblyr) 145,958 WLA (Iblyr) 1,111,386
WASTE LOAD (Iblyr) ,116,015 . WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) 886,156

tDAIRY POND (Iblyr) . 3,976, DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) , 23,850
REDUCTION· (Ib/yr) .

",.'
-29,943 .. REDUCTION (Ib/yr) ~225,230

TOTALREDUCTION (Iblyr . ',3,976 TOTAL REDUCTION {Iblyr . 23,850

r

TOTAL AMMONIA i
ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD, PERCENT MASS

ANNUAL LOAD REDLJCTION REDUCTION LIMIT (
I

(LBNR) (LBNR) (%) (LBNR)

URBAN ,19,968 0 0 19,968 IWASTEWATER 56,610 0 0 56,610 .
NON-IRRIGATED 5,105 0 0 5,10~

DAIRY AGRICULTURE 39,437 0 0 ,39,437'

rDAIRY pond 3,976 3,976 100 0
SEPTIC 27,939 0 0 27,939
OPEN SPACE 1,128 0 0 1,128

rTOTAL 154,163 3,976 3 150,187

\

TOTAL NITROGEN

rESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS
,'. ' , to' - '

ANNUAL.LOAD RED.yCTION REDUCTIO~.r LIMIT

i(LBIYR) (LBNR)" (%) (LBNR)

URBAN 225,128 0 0 225,128

\
WASTEWATER 424,400 0 0 424,400
NOft-IRRIGATED 98,726 0 0 . 98,7:26
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 236,628 0 0 236,628'

-~\

DAIRY pond 23,850 23,850 100 0 ,.

{SEPTIC " 83,798 0 0 83,798 .. '
OPEN SPACE 39,051 0 0 39,051.

.;:"'

TOTAL 1,131,581 23,850 2, 1,107,731 r
A-6

r
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~ SCENARIO 6:·Non-Storm Event Flow with Total Winter Noli-Storm

I
' Event Loading!'plus NormalOverTol!J?ing 'of an Averag~e _

Dairy Manure Pond.

TOTAL AMMONIA

ESTIMATED WASTE LOA.D PERCENT MASS
ANNUAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTION LIMIT

"

(LBIYR) - (LBNR) (%) (LBIYR)

URBAN 0, a a ,a
WASTEWATER 53,100 a a ,53,100 .
NON-IRRIGATED 0 a a aDAIRY AGRICULTURE a 0 a _a '
DAIRY pond 3,976 3,976 100 aSEPTIC 27,214, , 0 a 27,214OPEN SPACE 0 0 a a

TOTAL 84,290 3,976 5 80,314

TOTAL NITROGEN

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS- .
REDUciTI01~fANNUAL "LOAD REDUCTION LIMIT

(LBIYR), (LBNR) (%) (LBIYR) ,

URBAN 0 0 a aWASTEWATER 398,000 '0 0 398,000
NOtt-IRRIGATED a 0 a 0DAIRY AGRICULTURE a 0 a '0
DAIRY pond 23,850 23,850 100 aSEPTIC 81,618 0 a 81,,618OPEN SPACE a 0 a 'a

TOTAL 503,468 23,850 5 479,618 '

A-7

~)

~J

r-J

r-}
,--

I
. I
t J

)/

LJ

iI
L)

TOTAL AMMONIA

FLOW (cfs)
CONC (mg-NII) . ,
TMDL (Ibid)
TMSL (Ib/yr)
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS (Ib/yr)
WLA (Ib/yr)
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)
REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Iblyr '

200
0.50
539

111,131
27,214
11 ;113
72,805
53,100

3,976
: .. ~19,705

3,976

TOTAL NITROGEN '

FLOW (cfs)
CONC (mg-N/I),
TMDL (Ibid)
TMSL (Iblyr)
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS(lb/yr)
WLA (Ib/yr)
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Iblyr)
REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION {Iblyr

200
3.70

3,992
,822,372 '

81,618 ,
82,237 •

658,517
398,000

23,850
-260,517 -

23,850 '



LINE ITEM DESCRIPTION FOR SCENARIO 7A THRU 7D.

ATIAINMENT POINT: 'DESCRIPTION OF SCENARI,O ,

DESCRIPTION(__C__O_N_TI~N__U.....E__D"",-)__------------
-~

SEASON: PERIOD ' , ' ,
t.! '

TOTAL NITROGEN
TOTAL AMMONIA

l
)

,
r
r
\

r
r
r
r

1 '
',\
':.:' \

--t'
\,MASS

LIMIT

(LBNR)

'MASS'

LIMIT

(LBNR)

= (EST. SEASONAL • '
LOAD)'

- (WASTE LOAD
REDUCTION)

PERCENT'

REDUCTION"

(%)

PERCENT

REIJtJCTION

, (%)

= 1- (MASSLIMrriEST.SEASONAL' ,

LOAD) X 100%
• ," I'"

WASTELOAD

REDUCTION

(LBNR)

WASTE LOAD

REDUCTION

(LBNR)

SAME AS ABOVE

= (EST. SEASONAL
LOAD) X .

(REDUCT.IONIWASTE LOAD)
:;

,

" ESTIMATED

SEASONAL LOAD

(LBNR)

=SUMMATION 'OF ABOVE VALUES

= VALUES GIVEN
(SEE TABLE 0-10)

ESTIMATEP

SEASONAL ,LOAD
"

(LBNR)

, ,':'

URBAN
WASTEWATER
NON-IRRIGATED
DAIRYAGRICULTURE
DAIRy pond
SEPTIC
OPEN 'SPACE

TOTAL NITROGEN

TOTAL

URBAN,
WASTEWATER
NON-IRRIGATED
DAIRY ~GRICULTURE
DAIRY pond '
SEPTIC "
OPEN SPACE

TOTAL AMMONIA

FLOW (cfs) = VALUES GIVEN (SEE TABLE 0-1)

CONC (rrig-N/I) = VALUES GIVEN (SEE PAGES 25-26)

TMDL (IbId) =(CONC., mg/L) x (FLOW efs) x (28.317 LIef) X (S:64x1 OE4 sId) X (2.205X1 OE-6 Ib/mg) "

TMSL (Iblyr) = (TMDL) X (DAYS/SEASON) ,:

BKGNDLOAD(lb/yr) =(NON-IRRIGAtED)'+ (SEPTIC) + (OPEN SPACE),

MOS (Ib/yr) : =(TMSL) X (10%)

WLA (Ib/yr) , = (TMSL) - (BKGND LOAD + MOS). IF <= 0 THEN WLA = 0

WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) =(URBAN) + (WASTEWATER) + (DAIRY AG)

DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) = VALUE GIVEN "', "

REDUCTION (Ib/yr) =(WASTE LOAD)~ (WLA)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Iblyr= (REDUCTION) .j:'(DAIRy POND). IF....R~E;:.=i;D:-f,U~CT:;.;ii'"106'T-N-;;;;;<=.-.O~~~-p;;;-;o=~=-'''

" THEN TOTAL REDUCTION = DAIRY POND,

TOTAL,

A-8
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SCENARIO 7A: Average Seasonal Flows with Proportional Seasonal
\ Loadin9§J>lus Over Toee.!!!g ofManure Ponds -,

I I
I (Winter Period: December - March) -

- I
TOTAL AMMONIA, TOTAL NITROGEN

1\ FLOW (cts) 556, FLOW (cts) 556I I
CONC (mg-N/I) 0.50 CONC (mg-N/I) 3.70
TMDL (IbId) 1,498 TMDL (IbId) 11,088

: I TMSL (Ib/yr) 181,305 TMSL (Iblyr) 1,341,655-
1 I BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr) 14,617 BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr) '140,299

MOS (Ib/yr) 18,130 - MOS (Iblyr) 134,165

I )
WLA (Ib/yr) 148,557 WLA (Ib/yr) 1,067,190
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) 78,121 _ WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) 598,955
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) 5,595 - DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) 33,607
REDUCTION (Ib/yr) -70,436

--
REDUCTION (Ib/yr) --468,235

TOTAL REDUCTION (Iblyr - 5,595 TOTAL REDUCTION (Iblyr - ,- 33,607

))
TOTAL AMMONIA

11

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD' PERCENT MASS

ANNUAL LOAD -REDUCTION REDUCTION LIMIT

, (LBIYR) (LBIYR) (%) - (LBIYR)

I~ ) URBAN 16,174 0 0 16,174
WASTEWATER 30,003 0 0 30,003

()
NON-IRRI.GATED 4,135 0 0 4,135
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 31,944 0 0 31,944
DAIRY pond - 5,595 5,595 100 0
SEPTIC 9,568 0 0 9,568,

[J
OPEN SPACE 914 0 0 914

TOTAL 98,333 5,595 6 92,738

[}
I !
, I

, 'I TOTAL NITROGEN

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS

I I
:. r

~"f-"

ANNUAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTION LIMIT
I" (LBIYR) (LBIYR) (%) (LBIYR)

I :1

URBAN ~'182,354 0 0 182,354
- I WASTEWATER ,224,932 0 0 224,932

NO~IRRIGATED --79,968 0 0 79,968

[.1
DAIRY.AGRICULTURE 191,669 0 0 191,669
DAIRY pond 33,607 33,607 100 0
SEPTIC 28,700 0 0 28,700
OPEN"SPACE 31,631 0 0 31,631

l! TOTAL- 772,861 33,607 4 739,254

I I A-9
I



SCENARIO 7B: Aver!!Be Seasonal Flows with Proportional Seasonal
Loadin9!"plus Over Tom of Manure Ponds "
~ Period: April - May)~ --~_...........

TOTAL AMMONIA

FLOW (cfs)
CONC (mg-N/I)
TMDL (IbId)
TMSL (Iblyr),
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS (Ib/yr) ,
WLA (Ib/yr)
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)

REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Iblyr

67
0.50
179

10,942
,5,323

1,094
4,525'

17,263
2,883 '

. ,. 12,738

15,621

TOTAL NITROGEN.

FLOW (cfs)
CONC (mg-N/I)
TMDL (IbId)
TMSL (Ib/yr),.
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS (Ib/yr)
WLA (Ib/yr) .
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY P~ND (Ib/yr)

REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Iblyr

67
3.70

'1,327 "
80,970,
27,871
8,'097

45,002
131,056

17,312
86,054

103,366

(

j

t
{

t
(

TOTAL AMMONIA

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS

ANNUAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTION LIMIT

(LBIYR), (LBIYR) (%) (LBIYR)

URBAN 1,997 1,474 ,74 523
WASTEWATER 11,322 8,354 74 2,968
NON-IRRIGATED 511 0 0 511
DAIRY AGRICULTURE ,3,944 2,910 74 1,034
DAIRY pond 2,883 2,883 100 0
SEPTIC 4,699 0 0 4;699
OPEN SPACE 113 0 0 113

TOTAL 25,469 15,621 61 9,848

TOTAL NITROGEN

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD, PERCENT MASS
': , .

_~J-'"

ANNUAL LOAD REDUCTION, REDUCTION, LIMIT

(LBIYR) '(LBIYR) (%) " (LBIYR)

URBAN 22,513 14,783 66 7,730
WASTEWATER 84,880 55,734 66 29,146
NO~-IRRIGATED 9,873 0 0 9,8n
DAIRYAGRICULTURE 23,663 15,538 66 8;125',
DAIRY pond 17,312 17,312 100 0
SEPTIC " 14,093 0 0 14,093
OPEN SPACE 3,905 0 '0 3,905. ;,., .

TOTAL 176,239 103,366 59 72,873

A-10
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SCENARIO..7C: Average Seasonal'Flows with Proportional'Seasonal
Loadin9.!.PlusOverTo~_o_f..;;.M~a;;,;n_u_r_e_P_o_n_d_s ................__..-.o:-__~

-<Summer Period: June -September) .....

I, I

TOTAL AMMONIA TOTAL NITROGEN

\ FLOW {cfs} 8, FLOW {cfs} 8II CONC {mg-N/I} 0.50';: CONC {mg-N/I} '3.70
TMDL {IbId} 21 TMDL.{lb/d} 156

i \ TMSL (Ib/yr) 2,567 TMSL (Iblyr) 18,994
I \ BKGND,LOAD {Iblyr} 11,121 BKGND LOAD {Iblyr} 34',549 ,"
: I

MOS {Ib/yr} , 257 MOS {Iblyr} 1,899
WLA {Iblyr} , 0 WLA {Iblyr} 0

I ) WASTE LOAD {Ib/yr} 594 WASTE LOAD {Ib/yr} 4,617 "
\ I DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) 5,765 DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) 34,625, ', I

REDUCTION (lb/yr) 594 REDUCTION (lb/yr), 4,617
..

i" \ TOTAL REDUCTION (lbIYr 6,359 TOTAL REDUCTION (Iblyr ' 39,242'
I I

11 TOTAL AMMONIA

! I
ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS

ANNUAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTION LIMIT

(LBIYR) (LBIYR) (%) (LBIYR)

1'1 URBAN," , 200 200 ,100 0
, /

WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0
NON-IRRIGATED 51 0 0 51

\I DAIRY AGRICULTURE 394 394 100 0
DAIRY'ponc:t 5,765 5,765 100 0
SEPTIC 11,059 0 0 11,059

tJ
OPEN SPACE 11 0 0 11

TOTAL 17,480 6,359 36 11,121

/)
I, J

I \

! TOTAL NITROGEN

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS
.~.,. ''J-.

ANNUAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTION LIMIT

(LBIYR) (LBIYR) (%) (LBIYR)

'[1 URBAN 2,251 2,251 100 0
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0
NOIt-IRRIGATED 987 0 0 987

iJ

DAIRY AGRICULTURE 2,366 2,366 100 0
DAIRY pond " 34,625 34,625 100 0'
SEPTIC 33,171 0 0 33,171
OPEN SPACE 391 0 0 391

[ I TOTAL 73,791 39,242 53 34,549' '

\ I
A-11 '
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SCENARIO 7D:·Average Seasonal.··Flows with. Proportional Seasonal
Loading!"plus OVer ToQIill!9 of ManurePo'nds "
-'Fall Period: October- November) ~~- ---~-

TOTAL AMMONIA

FLOW (cfs)
CONC (mg-N/I)
TMDL (IbId)
TMSL (Ib/yr)
BKGNDLdAb (Ib/yr)
MOS (Ib/yr)
WLA (Ib/yr)
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)

REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Iblyr

,53
,0.50

,142'
a,63a
5,182

:' 864
2,592

, 20,037,' , '
" '2,883,

17,445, .

20,328

TOTAL NITROGEN

FLOW {cfs}
CONC (mg-N/I)
TMDL(lb/d}
TMSL'(lblyf)
BKGND. LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS (Ib/yr)
WLA (Ib/yr)
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)

REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Iblyr

,

5S
3.70 '

1,048
63,923
25,072

" 6,392'
32,459

151,52'8
17;312

'119,069

136,381'

(

I
}

{

I.'

I
r
j

TOTAL AMMONIA

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT' MASS
,'I.! .

ANNUAL.LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTION LIMIT

(LBIYR) (LBIYR) , (%) (LBIYR)

URBAN 1,597 1,390 87 207
WASTEWATER 15,285 13,307 87 ,1,978 .
NON-IRRIGATED 408 0 0 408
DAIRYAGRICULTURE 3,155 2,747 87 ., 408
DAIRY pond 2,883 2,883 100 0

. ,

SEPTIC, , 4,684 0 0 4,684,
OPEN SPACE 90 0 0 90 ;

TOTAL 28,102 20,328 72 '7,714

TOTAL NITROGEN

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS

ANNUAL. LOAD REDUCTlq~ REDUCTION LIMIT

;·1 (LBIYR) (LBIYR) (%) (LBIYR)

URBAN 18,010 14,152 79 3,858
WASTEWATER 114,588 90,042 79 24,546 "
NOtt-IRRIGATED 7,898 0 0 ,.7,898
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 18,930 14,875 79 4;055
DAIRY pond 17,312 17,312 100 0
SEPTIC, . ' 14,050 0 0 14,050 '
OPEN SPACE 3,124 0 0 ,3,124

TOTAL 193,912 . :,136,381 70 57,531. ,',
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LINE ITEM DESCRIPTION FORSECENARIOS 2, 3& 6
ATTAINMENTPOINT:DESCRIPfION OF SCENARIO
DESCRIPTION (CONTINUED)_,' _
SEASON: PERIOD

!. I TOTAL AMMONIA TOTAL NITROGEN

FLOW (cfs)" = VALUES GIVEN (SEETABLE D-2)
CONC (mg-NII) = VALUES GIVEN (SEE PAGES 25-26)
TMDL (Ibid) = (CONC. mg/L)x(FLOW,cfs) x (28.317 Uct) X (8;64x10E4 sid) X (2.205X10E-6Ib/mg) .
TMSL (Iblyr) ,., " = (TMDL) X (DAYS/SEASON) ,
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr) = (NON-IRRIGATED) +:(SEPTIC) + (OPEN SPACE) ",
MOS (Ib/yr) = (TMSL) X (10%)" '" , ,
WLA (Ib/yr) = (TMSL) - (BKGND 'L,OAD+ MOS), IF <= 0 THEN WLA = 0
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) = (URBAN),+{WASTEWATER) + (DAIRY AG) -
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) = VALUE GIVEN ,

REDUCTION (Ib/yr) = (WASTE LOAD) - (WLA)

TOTAL REDUCTION {Iblyr= (REDUCTION) of. (DAIRY POND), IF-=R="=,E~D-:=:U===CT=",,,I~ON~<:===O=-===-=---=-=-==-=-==-=_
THEN TOTAL REDUCTION = DAIRY POND

\\
I ,\

, \
I \
I i

""I

til

I)
\, TOTAL AMMONIA

,: \

( I
'. I

ESTIMATED

SEASONAL LOAD

(LBIYR)

WASTE LOAD' ,

REDUCTION

(LBIYR)

PERCENT

REDUCTION

" (%)

MASS

LIMIT

(LBIYR)

= (EST.• SEASONAL
LOAD) X

(REDUCT,IONIWASTE LOAD)

U
II... I

URBAN
WASTEWATER
NON-IRRIGATED
DAIRY AGRICULTURE
DAIRY pond
SEPTIC
OPEN SPACE

TOTAL

:: VALUES DERIVED
FROM TABLES
D-4AND D-5

= SUMMATION OF ABOVE VALUES

= 1 - (MASSUMIT/EST.SEASONAL
LOAD) X 100%

= (EST. SEASONAL
LOAD)

- (WASTE LOAD
REDUCTION) ,

TOTAL NITROGEN

i "

\ !

ESTIMATED

SEASONAL LOAD

(LBIYR)

WASTE LOAD

REDUCTION

(LBIYR)

PERCENT

REDUCTION""

(%)

MASS

LIMIT

(LBIYR)

I )
I \
, )

[ I

URBAN
WASTEWATER
NON-IRRIGATED
DAIRY AGRICULTURE
DAIRY pond
SEPTIC
OPEN SPACE

SAME AS ABOVE

II TOTAL

B-1



SENARIO 2 - LAGUNA AT TRENTON-HEALDSBERGROAD
ATTAINMENT POINT 1: AverageWititer Storm EventFlow ..
with Storm Event Loadin9!.I!:!.9una Reaches 5,6, &7),;..'_' -

TOTAL AMMONIA

FLOW (cfs)
CONC (mg-N/I)
TMDL (Ibid)
TMSL (Iblyr)
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MaS (Ib/yr)
WLA (Ib/yr)
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)

REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Iblyr

TOTAL AMMONIA

750
0.50

2,023
44,507

2,658
4,451

37;398
15,387

6,722
-22,011

6,722

TOTAL NITROGEN

FLOW (cfs)
CONC (mg-N/I)
TMDL Oi:>/d)
TMSL (Iblyr)
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MaS (Ib/yr)

,WLA (Ib/yr)
WASTELOft,.D (Ib/yr)
DAiRY POND (Ib/yr)'

REDUCTION (Ib/yi)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr .

750
3.70

14,970
329,348

57,517
32,935

238,898
123,078
40,373 '

-115,818

40,373

,{

f

1

l
r
l

URBAN
WASTEWATER
NON-IRRIGATED
DAIRY AGRICULTURE,
DAIRY pond
SEPTIC
OPEN SPACE

TOTAL

TOTAL NITROGEN

URBAN
WASTEWATER
NON-IRRIGATED
DAIRY AGRICULTURE
DAIRY pond
SEPTIC
OPEN SPACE

TOTAL

ESTIMATED

SEASONAL LOAD

(LBNR)

5,655
,0'

1,814
9,732
6,722

215
629

24,767

ESTIMATED·

SEASONAL LOAD

(LBIYR)

64,683
o

35,092
58,395
40,373

644
21,781

220,968

WASTE LOAD

REDUCTION,

(LBNR) ,

o
o
o
o

.6,722
o

.', ;;' 0

6,722

WASTE LOAD
""

REDUCTION,

(LBIYR) .

o
o
o
o

40,373
o
o

40,373

B-2

PERC,ENT

REDUCTION

(%)

o
o
o
o

100
o
o

27

PERCENT

REDUCTION

(%)

o
o
o
o

100
o
o

18

MASS

LIMIT

(LBNR)

5,655o ,"
1,814
9,732',

o
215
629

18,045

MASS

LIMIT

(LBIYR)

64,683
,0

35,092
58,395

'''0'
644

21,781

180,595

r
I

r
I.
i
J
f
{,
I.

J

r













\SENARIO 3 - LAGUNA AT OCCIDENTAL ROAD
ATIAINMENT POINT 3: Winter Storm. Event Flow with

~Cumulative Storm EvenfLoadings (Laguna Reaches 1&2).
-

TOTAL AMMONIA TOTAL NITROGEN,

FLOW (cts) 2,210 " FLOW (cts) 2,210

{CONC (mg-N/I) 0.50 CONC (mg-N/I) 3.70
TMDL (IbId) 5,961 TMDL (IbId) 44,113
TMSL (Iblyr) 131,146' TMSL (Iblyr) 970,479
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr) 2,453 BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr) 44,151 f I
MOS (Iblyr) , 13,115 MOS (Iblyr) , 97,048
WLA (Ib/yr) 115,578, WLA (Ib/yr) 829,280
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) 32,786 WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) 224,681'
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) '7,983 DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) 47,944

LREDUCTION (Iblyr) ,-82;792 REDUCTION (Ib/yr) ~604,599

TOTAL REDUCTION (Iblyr 7,983 TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr" 47,944

'\

TOTAL AMMONIA J
MASS

'.

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAP PERCENT
" '

SEASONAL LOAD REDUQTI9N REDUCTION LIMIT f. ,. i

(LBIYR) (LBIYR) .. , (%) (LBIYR)

URBAN, 4,431 0 0 4,431

1.WASTEWATER 1,755 0 0 1,755·
NON-IRRIGATED 1,993 0 0 1,993
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 26,600 0 0 26,600 •
DAIRY pond 7,983 7,983 100 0 1-SEPTIC 326 0 0 326
OPEN SPACE 134 0 0 134

rTOTAL 43,222 7,983 18 35,239

it

TOTAL NITROGEN tESTIMATED WASTE LOAD, PERCE~T . MASS"

SEASONAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTIOf,f LIMIT

J(LBIYR) (LBIYR) (%) (LBIYR)

URBAN 51,883 0 0 51,883
WASTEWATER 13,200 0 0 13,200 . l'NO~-IRRI,GATED 38,542 0 0 ,38,542
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 159,598 0 0 159,598 '
DAIRY pond 47,944 47,944 100 a

JSEPTIC, " 980 0 0 980
OPEN SPACE 4,629 0 0 4,629 I,

TOTAL 316,776 47,944 15 268,832 '1
8-8
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SENARIO 6 - LAGUNA AT TRENTON-HEALDSBERG ROAD
ATTAINMENT POINT 1: Average Winter. Non..;Storrn Event·
Flow with Non-Storm Loading.!...U::!!9l.1na Raaches 5,6,&7)_. _

TOTAL AMMONIA

FLOW {cfs}
CONC {mg-NII}
TMDL (Ibid)
TMSL (Iblyr)
BKGND LOAD (Iblyr)
MOS {Ib/yr}
WLA {Ib/yr}
WASTE LOAD {Ib/yr}
DAIRY POND (Iblyr)

REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION (lblyr ," "

200
0.50 '
539

111,131
8,047

11,113
91,971

'·'0 ,
6,722

., -91,971 :

6,722 ,

TOTAL NITROGEN

FLOW {cfs}
CONC (mg-N/I)
TMDL (Ibid) ,
TMSL (Ib/Yi') ,
BKGND LOAD· {Ib/yr)
MOS (Ib/yr)
WLA {Iblyr}
WASTE LOAD {Ib/yr}
DAIRY PdND(lb/yr)

REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION (lblyr

200
3.70

3,992
822,372

24,113 "
82,237

716,022
o

40,373'
-716,022'

40i373
1.'

TOTAL AMMONIA

URBAN, "
WASTEWATER
NON-IRRIGATED
DAIRY AGRICULTURE
DAIRY pond
SEPTIC
OPEN SPACE

TOTAL

TOTAL NITROGEN

URBAN
WASTEWATER
NOI't-IRRIGATED
DAIRYAGRICULTURE
DAIRY pond
SEPTIC
OPEN SPACE

TOTAL

ESTIMATED

SEASONAL LOAD

(LBNR)

o
o
o
o

6,722
8,047

o

14,769

ESTIMATEP

SEASONAL LOAD

(LBIYR)

o
o
o
o

40,373
24,113

o

64,486

WASTE LOAD

REDUGTION

(LBNR)

o
o
o
o

6,722
o
o

6,722

WASTE LoAD

REDUCTION

(LBNR),

o
o
o
o

40,373
o
o

40,373

8-10

PER9ENT

REDUCTION

(%)

o
o
o
o

100
o
o

46

PERCENT

RE6uCT1~W
(%)

o
o
o
o

100
o
o

MASS

LIMIT

(LBNR)

o
o
o
o
0'

8,047
o

8,047 ""

MASS

LIMIT

(LBNR)

o
o
o
o
o

24,113
0'

~ ':

24,113

I
t,

J

1

L
1

1
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SENARIO 6 - LAGUNA AT GUERNEVILLE ROAD
I, \ ATIAINMENT POINT 2: Average Winter Non-Storm EventI I

Flow with'Non-Storm Loadin9!l!:!!9una Reaches 3 & 4). '
I 'I

,i I
TOTAL AMMONIA TOTAL NITROGEN.

, \ FLOW (cfs) 134 FLOW (cfs) 134! \ CONC (mg-NII) 0.50 CONC (mg-N/I) , 3.70I I'

TMDL (IbId) 361 TMDL (IbId) 2,675

r;
TMSL (Iblyr) ,74,458 TMSL (Ib/yr)' 550,989
BKGND LOAD (Iblyr) 6,934 BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr) 20,801
MOS (Iblyr) 7,446, MOS (Ib/yr) 55,099 '
WLA (Iblyr) 60,078 WLA (Ib/yr) 475,089

1 \ WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) 26,550 WASTE LOAD (Iblyr) 199,000

\ I DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) 2,251 DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)' 13,521
REDUCTiON (Ib/yr) -33,528 REDUCTION (Ib/yr) ~276;089 "

I' TOTAL REDUCTION (Iblyr 2,251 TOTAL REDUCTION (Iblyr 13,521
! 1\

I) ,
' I

TOTAL AMMONIA( i

''"')
ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS

/1 SEASONAL LOAD , REDUyTION " REDUCTION LIMITI

/~ (LBIYR) (LBIYR) (%) (LBIYR)

! I
URBAN 0 0 0 °'WASTEWATER 26,550 0 0 26,550
NON-IRRIGATED 0 ° 0 0
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 0 0 0 0
DAIRY pond 2,251 2,251 100 0
SEPTIC 6,934 0 0 6,934

'1\
OPEN SPACE 0 0 0 0

II I
TOTAL 35,735 2,251 6' 33,484

J :!
\ I

i \
I TOTAL NITROGEN
I, I

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS

I I SEASONAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTIoN' LIMIT
( I ' (LBIYR) (LBNR) (%) (LBNR)

... ,

URBAN 0 0 0 0I "
't I WASTEWATER 199,000 0 0 199,000

NOtj-IRRIGATED 0 0 0 0

\ I
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 0 0 0 0
DAIRY pond 13,521

,
13,521 100 (j

l..I SEPTIC 20,801 0 0 , 20,801
OPEN SPACE 0 0 0 0

I I
TOTAL 233,322 13,521 6 219,801I,

I \ 8-11
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SENARIO 6 - LAGUNA AT OCCIDENTAL ROAD
ATIAINMENT POINT 3: Average Winter Non-Storm Event
Flow with Non-Storm Loadin9!.1b!!9una Reaches 1& 2).

f .

j

TOTAL AMMONIA

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS

SEASONAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTION LIMIT

(LBNR) (LBNR) (%) (LBNR)

URBAN 0 0 .0 0
WASTEWATER 26,550 0 0 26,550
NON-IRRIGATED 0 0 0 0
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 0 0 0 . 0 .

DAIRY pond 3,516 3,516 100 0
SEPTIC 6,552 0 0 6,552
OPEN SPACE 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 36,618 3,516 10 33,102

TOTAL NITROGEN

ESTIMATED WA5TE'LOAD PERCENT MASS

SEASONAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTlcm LIMIT

(LBtyR) (LBIYR), , ... (%) (LBIYR)

URBAN 0 0 0 0
WASTEWATER 199,000 0 0 199,000
NON-IRRIGATED . 0 0 0 ' .,' 0

DAIRY AGRICULTURE 0 0 0 0
DAIRY pond 21,116 21,116 100 0
SEPTIC 19,660 0 0 19,660 i
OPEN SPACE 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 239,776 21,116 9 . 218,660

8-12

TOTAL AMMONIA

FLOW (cts)
CONC (mg-N/I)
TMDL (IbId)
TMSL (Iblyr)
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS (Ib/yr)
WLA (Ib/yr)
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)
REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Iblyr

70
0.50
189

38,896
6,552
3,890

28,454
26,550 ,

3,516
~1,904

3,516

TOTAL NITROGEN

FLOW (cts)
CONC (mg-NII)
TMDL (IbId)
TMSL(lblyr) .
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS {Ib/yr}
WLA {Iq/yr}
WASTE LOAD (Iblyr)
DAIRY POND {Ib/yr}
REDUCTION (Ib/yr) .

TOTAL REDUCTION (lblYr

70
3.70

1;397
287,830

19;660
28,783 '.

239,388
199,000

., 21,116

-40,388

21,116 ....
{,

'I

i 'I
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APPENDIX C

SELECTED SCENARIO
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LINE ITEM DESCRIPTION FOR SELECTED SECENARIO
j \ ATTAINMENT POINT: DESCRIPTION OF SCENARIO

DESCRIPTION (CONTINUED)_,_"_' ____
SEASON: PERIODi '

! I TOTAL AMMONIA TOTAL NITROGEN

i'l FLOW (cfs) = VALUES GIVEN (SEE TABLE D-2)
!, CONC (mg~NII) = VALUES GIVEN (SEE PAGES 25-26)

TMDL (Ib/d) = (CONC. mg/L) x (FLOW cfs) x (28.317 Ucf) X (8.64x10E4 sid) X (2.205X10E-6Ib/mg)
r' , \ TMSL (Ib/yr) , ' = (TMDL) X (DAYS/SEASON)II' BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr) = (NON-IRRIGATED) ,+ (SEPTIC) + (OPEN SPACE)

MOS (Ib/yr) = (TMSL) X (10%)
WLA (Iblyr) " = (TMSL) - (BKGND LOAD + MOS). IF <= 0 THEN WLA =°I: WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) = (URBAN) + (WASTEWATER) + (DAIRY AG)

I I DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) = VALUE 'GIVEN __-----, ----'-_
REDUCTION (Ib/yr) = (WASTE LOAD) -(WLA)

i \ TOTAL REDUCTION (Iblyr= (REDUCTION) + (DAIRY POND). IF.;R,::;:E~D:.;=:;U~CT~lo7'0N~,,=<=.-:;0:.-.-...=:-.---;;;-;;=-==__
I THEN TOTAL REDUCTION = DAIRY POND
I. \1

=SUMMATION OF ABOVE VALUES

= 1 - (MASS L1MIT/EST.SEASONAL
LOAD) X 100%

= (EST. SEASONAL
LOAD) X

(REDUCTIPNIWASTE LOAD)

MASS'

LIMIT

(LBIYR)

= (EST. SEASONAL
LOAD) ,

- (WASTE LOAD
REDUCTION)

PERCENT

REDUCTION

(%)

WASTE LOAD

REDUCTION

(LBIYR)

= VALUES GIVEN
(SEE TABLES
0-10 THRU 0-13)

ESTIMATED

SEASONAL LOAD

(LBIYR)

TOTAL

URBAN
WASTEWATER
NON-IRRIGATED
DAIRY AGRICULTURE
DAIRY pond
SEPTIC
OPEN SPACE

TOTAL AMMONIA

! II

II

U
fJ

I I

i I

1/

!i'

i I
l./

II

TOTAL NITROGEN

URBAN
WASTEWATER
N0tt-IRRIGATED
DAIRY AGRICULTURE
DAIRY pond
SEPTIC, '
OPEN SPACE

TOTAL

ESTIMATED

SEASONAL LOAD

{LBIYR}

WASTE LOAD,

REDUCTION

{LBIYR}

SAME AS ABOVE

PERCENT

REDUCTION""'~

{%}

MASS

LIMIT

{LBIYR}

I I
I I

I
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LAGUANA AT TRENTON-HEALDSBERG ROAD

1b!!guna Reaches 5,6, &7). ..
Winter Period: December - March

ATTAINMENT POINT 1: Average Winter Seasonal Flow and
Estimated S~asonal Loadings (Mass Limit +. Proportional Loadings)

TOTAL AMMONIA

FLOW (ets)
CONC (mg-NII)
TMDL (Ibid)
TMSL (Ib/yr)
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS (Ib/yr)
WLA (Ib/yr)
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)
REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION. (Ib/yr)

556
,0.50
1,498

181,305
14,616
18;130

148,558
78,122

2,218
-70,436

,2,218·

TOTAL NITROGEN

FLOW (ets)
CONC (mg-N/I)
TMDL (Ibid)
TMSL (Ib/yr)
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS .(Ib/yr) ,
WLA (Ib/yr)
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)

REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr) •

556
3~'10

11,088
1,341,655
, 140,299

134,165
1,067,190 .

598,954
.' .' 13,323

~468,236

13,323

I
t
.I
\

I
lI,
I. '

,) .'

TOTAL AMMONIA

URBAN
WASTEWATER
NON-IRRIGATED
DAIRY AGRICULTURE
DAIRY pond
SEPTIC .' I

OPEN SPACE

TOTAL

TOTAL NITROGEN

URBAN
WASTEWATER
NON-IRRIGATED
DAIRY AGRICULTURE
DAIRY pond
SEPTIC
OPEN SPACE

TOTAL

ESTIMATED,.···

SEASONAL' LOAD

(LBIYR) ,

16;174.
30,004"

4,134
31,944

2,218
9,568

914

94,956

ESTIMATED

SEASONAL LOAD

(LBIYR)

182,353
224,932
79,969

191,669
13,323
28,699
31,631

752,576

WASTE LOAD

REDUCTION

(LBIYR)

. °
°°o

2,218
o
o

2,218

WASTE LOAD

REDUCTION,

(LBIYR)

o
o
o
6

13,323
o
o

13,323

C-2

PERCENT

REDUCTION·

(%)

PE.RCE~T',

REDUCTION-'"

(%)

°o
o
o

100
o
o

2

o
o
o
o

100
o
o

2

MASS

LIMIT

(LBIYR)

16,174
30,004 .•.

4,134
31,944-

. 0

9,568 •
914

92,738

MASS

LIMIT

(LBIYR)

182,353
224,932
79,969

191,669'
o

28,699
31,631

739,253

f '



Ii'
I '
, \

! \

LAGUANA AT GUERNEVILLE ROAD
ATTAINMENT POINT 2:' AverageWiriter Seasonal Flowal'ld '
Estimated Seasonal Loadings (Mass Limit + Proportional Loadings)

\ 1 Jb!guna Reaches a& 4).
I' Winter Period: December - MarchI I;

n
I I
I ,I

\J

TOTAL AMMONIA

FLOW (cfs) "
CONC (mg-NII)
TMDL (Ibid) , ,
TMSL (Ib/yr)
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS (Ib/yr)
WLA (Ib/yr) , ,
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)

REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL AMMONIA

373
0.50

1,005
121,655 '

9,809
12,166
~9,681

65,658 '
743

-34,023

'743

TOTAL NITROGEN

FLOW (cfs)
CONC (mg~NII)

TMDL (IbId): ,
TMSL (Ib/yr)
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS (Ib/yr)
WLA (Ib/yr)
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)

REDUCTION (Ib/yr) ,

TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr) ,

373
3.70

7,440
900,249 '

85,752
90,025

724,472
499,261,

'4,462 '

-225,211

4,462,

I) ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS
I ,

SEASONAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTION LIMIT' I

Ii (LBIYR) (LBIYR) " (%) (LBIYR)

I) URBAN 11,593 0 0 11,593
WASTEWATER 30,004 0 0 30,004

r~
NON-IRRIGATED 2,665 0 0 2,665
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 24,061 0 0 24,061 '
DAIRY pond 743 743 100 0
SEPTIC 6,739 0 0 6,739

tl OPEN SPACE 405 0 0 405

TOTAL 76,210 ' 743 1 75,467

III ,

I '
[ I TOTAL NITROGEN'[ I

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS
, .

_.~. ,-

! I
SEASONAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTION LIMIT

I ) (LBIYR) (LBIYR) '," (%) (LBIYR)

II' URBAN 129,960 0 0 129,960
WASTEWATER 224,932 0 0 224,932
N0tt-IRRIGATED 51,544 0 0 ' 51;544
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 144,369 0 0 144,369

: I DAIRY pond 4,462 4,462 100 ',:'0

II SEPTIC 20,220 0 0 20,220
OPEN SPACE 13,988 0 0 13,988

i i TOTAL 589,475 4,462 1 585,013

I I
C-3
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LAGUANA AT OCCIDENTAL ROAD
ATTAINMENT POINt 3: Average-Winter Seasonal Flow and ','

!;Estimated Seasonal,Loadings (Mass Limit +, Proportional Loadings)
(Laguna Reaches 1 & 2). ' '-d .' ',' ~ .. ,' .

Winter Period: December - March

1
TOTAL AMMONIA TOTAL NITROGEN

FLOW (cfs) 195 FLOW (cfs) 195
1CONC (mg~N/I) 0.50 CONC (mg-N/I) 3.70

TMDL (IbId) 527 TMDL (IbId) 3,897
TMSL (Ib/yr) 63,729 TMSL (Ib/yr) 471,596

!.'.BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr) .6,024 BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr) 47,874
MOS (Ib/yr) 6,373. MOS (Ib/yr) . 47,160 .
WLA (Ib/yr) 51,334· WLA (Ib/yr) . 376,562
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) ·40,137 . WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) 283,766

~DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) . '1,160 DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) . 6,968

REDUCTION (Iblyr) . -11,195 REDUCTION (Ib/yr) '. -92,796

TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr) 1,160 TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr) 6,968

r

TOTAL AMMONIA [
ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS

SEASONAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTION LIMIT I
I

(LBNR) (LBNR) (%) (LBNR)

URBAN 3,589 0 0 3,589
\'WASTEWATER 15,002 0 0 15,002 ,I

NON-IRRIGATED 1,614 0 0 1,614
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 21,546 0 0 21,546

{DAIRY pond 1,160 1,160 100 0
SEPTIC 4,301 0 0 4,301
OPEN SPACE 109 0 0 109 r,
TOTAL 47,321 1,160 ~ 46,161

1
TOTAL NITROGEN

,1'
ESTIMATED WASTE L9AD PERCENT. MASS...

SEASONALLOAD: REDUCTION REDUCTION' LIMIT

1
I,:' ,.

(LBNR) (LBNR) (%), (LBNR)

URBAN 42,025 0 0 42,025
WASTEWATER 112,466 0 0 112,466

"NON-IRRIGATED 31,219 0 0 31,219 II
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 129,275 0 0 129,275 '
DAIRY pond 6,968 6,968 100 0 ::

SEPTIC 12,906 0 0 12,906 fOPEN SPACE' 3,749 0 0 3,749

iI',

"331,640

r
TOTAL 338,608 6,968 2
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LAGUANA AT TRENTON-HEALDSBERG ROAD·
ATTAINMENT POINT1:Average SQ!]m Seasonal Flow and. '.,
Estimated SeasonalLQadings (Mass Limit + Proportional Loadings) .
1h§unaReaches5,6, & 7). ", ..... " ..
Spring Period: April - May

\

I \

~

I

I"

I'

I

, ,

6,863

-1 ,81'S

67
3.70

1,327
80,970
27,871
8,097

45,00~
43,184

6,863

MASS

LIMIT

(LBIYR)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

PERCENT

REDUCTION

(%) ..

FLOW (cfs)
CONC (mg-N/I)
TMDL (IbId)
TMSL (Ib/yr)
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS (Ib/yr)
WLA (Ib/yr) .
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)

REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL NITROGEN

WASTE LOAD

REDUCTION

(LBIYR)

-68 ,

1,143,

67
0.50
179

10,942
5,322
1,094
4,526 '
4,458
1,14,3.

ESTIMATED

SEASONAL LOAD

(LBIYR).

TOTAL AMMONIA

TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

FLOW (cfs)
CONC (mg~N/I)

TMDL (IbId)
TMSL (Ib/yr)
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS (Ib/yr) ;
WLA (Ib/yr) '.
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr). .

TOTAL AMMONIA

URBAN
WASTEWATER
NON-IRRIGATED
DAIRY AGRICULTURE
DAIRY pond
SEPTIC "
OPEN SPACE

939
2,333

510
1,185
1,143
4,698

114

o
o
o
o

,1,143
o
o

o
o
o
o

100
o
o

939
2,333

510
1,185'

o
{698

114

TOTAL 10,923 ... 1,143 10 9,780

{

I
'.'j

TOTAL NITROGEN

URBAN
WASTEWATER
NOr,--IRRIGATED
DAIRY AGRICULTURE
DAIRY pond
SEPTIC
OPEN SPACE

TOTAL.

ESTIMATED

SEASONAL.LOAD

(LBIYR)

11,737
23,278

9,872
8,168
6,863

14,094
3,905

77,918

WASTE LOAD.

REDUCTION

(LBIYR)'

o
o
o
o

6,863
o
o

6,863

C-6

PERCENT·

REDUC:f10N-:-""

(%)

o
o
o
o

100
o
o

9

MASS

LIMIT

(LBIYR)

11,737
23,278
, 9,872

8,168
o

14,094
3,905

71,055





t.LAGUANA AT OCCIDENTAL ROAD
ATTAINMENT POINT 3: Avera~ Seasonal Flow and

IEstimated Seasonal Loadings (M~ss<Limit+ Proportional Loadings) . ".
{Laguna Reaches 1 & 2).
Spring Period: April - May" .' ,

[
TOTAL AMMONIA, TOTAL NITROGEN

FLOW (cfs) 23 FLOW (cfs) 23 [
CONC (mg-N/I) 0.50 " CONC (mg-N/I) 3.70
TMDL (IbId) 63 TMDL (IbId) 466'
TMSL (Ib/yr) 3,845 TMSL (Ib/yr) 28,455

r
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr) 2,325 BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr) 10,655
MOS (Ib/yr) 385 ',. MOS (Ib/yr) 2,846
WLA (Ib/yr)·, 1,136 WLA (Ib/yr) , 14,955
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) 7,938 WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) 60,8Q8'

IDAIRY POND (Ibtyr) 598 DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) 3,590
REDUCTION (Ib/yr) 6,803 REDUCTION (Ib/yr) 45,944

TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr) 7,401 TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr) 49,534 !
TOTAL AMMONIA I

ESTIMATED WASTE L,QAD PERCENT MASS

SEASONAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTION LIMIT ,I
(LBNR) (LBNR). ' (%) , (LBNR)

URBAN 333 285 86 48
I.WASTEWATER 5,661 4,851 86 810

NON-IRRIGATED 199 0 0 199
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 1,945 1,667 86 278

IDAIRY pond 598 598 100 . '"I, 0
SEPTIC 2,112 0 0 2,112
OPEN SPACE 14 0 0 14

ITOTAL 10,861 7,401 68 3,461

I
TOTAL NITROGEN {

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS
...'.~ ..

SEASONAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTION:~~ LIMIT

[(LBNR) (LBNR) (%) (LBNR)

URBAN 4,517 3,408 75 1,109
WASTEWATER 42,440 32,018 75 10,422

,INOtt-IRRIGATED 3,854 0 0 3,854, .
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 13,941 10,517 75 3,423
DAIRY pond 3,590 3,590 100 o '

ISEPTIC, 6,338 0 0 6,338
OPEN SPACE 463 0 0 ,,463

TOTAL 75,143 ,49,534 66 25,610
f

C-8
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r, I
I ,

I

LAGUANA AT STONEY POINT ROAD
I I
I I

ATTAINMENT-POINT 4: ,Avera9~ Seasonal Flow and
Estimated Seasonal Loadings (Mass Limit+',Proportional Loadings)

I

-I lb!9una Headwater Reach).
Spring Period: April - May

TOTAL AMMONIA ;
[)

[ I

11

I )

f I

[1

I j

rI
[I

IJ

I I
I i

1.1

[)

l J

II
I )

FLOW (cfs)
CONC (mg~NII)
TMDL (Ibid) ,
TMSL (Ib/yr) ,
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS (Ib/yr)
WLA (Ib/yr) .
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)
REDUCTION (Ib(yr) , '

TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL AMMONIA

URBAN
WASTEWATER
NON-IRRIGATED
DAIRY AGRICULTURE
DAIRY pond
SEPTIC
OPEN SPACE

TOTAL

TOTAL NITROGEN

URBAN
WASTEWATER
NOr,t-IR~IGATED

DAIRY AGRICULTURE
DAIRY pond
SEPTIC
OPEN SPACE

TOTAL

10
0.50

27
1,647 '

\' 1,089
165
393

1;219'
759
826

1,585"

ESTIMATED

SEASONAL LOAD

(LBIYR)

163
o

96
1,056

759
981

12

3,067

ESTIMATED

SEASONAL LOAD

(LBIYR)

2,105
o

1,864
6,338
4,561
2,943

409

18,220

.,,',

WASTE LOAD"

REDUCTION

- (LBIYR) .

110
o
o

715
" 759

o
o

1,585

WASTE LOAD

REDUCTION'

(LBIYR)--

671
o
o

2,019
"-4,561

o
o

7,251

C-9

TOTAL NITROGEN

FLOW (cfs)
CONC (mg-NII)
TMDL (Ibid),
TMSL (Ib/yr)'
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS (Ib/yr)
WLA (Ib/yr)
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)

REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr) ,

PERCENT'

REDUCTION-~

(%)

68
o
o

68
100

o
o

52

PERCENT
: r ~'t'

REDUCTION

(%)

32
o
o

32
100

o
o

40

10
3.70
200

12,188
5,216
1,219
5,753
8,443
4,561, -
.2,690 f

7,251

MASS

LIMIT

(LBIYR)

53
o
~6

341
o

981
12

1,482

MASS

LIMIT

(LBIYR)

1,434' '
o ,

1,864
4,319

o
2,943 :
40~ :

10,969



TOTAL AMMONIA
il; ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCEt;.IT ,. MASS

SEASONAL LOAD REDUCTIOfiJ REDUCTION LIMIT

(LBNR)· • (LBNR) " (%) (LBNR)

URBAN 57 57 100 0
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0
NON-IRRIGATED 51 0 0 51
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 97 97 100 0
DAIRY pond 2,286 2,286 100 0
SEPTIC 11,060 0 0 11,060
OPEN SPACE 11 0 0 11

TOTAL 13,562 ·2,440 18 11,122

TOTAL NITROGEN

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD , PERqENT MAss
..

~"t-.

SEASONAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTION LIMIT

(LBNR) (LBNR)·· (%) . , .. , (LBNR)

URBAN· 647 647 100 0
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0
NON-IRRIGATED 987 0 0 ·M.,.··
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 584 584 100 .. ' .0

DAIRY pond 13,727 : 13,727 100 b
SEPTIC 33,170 0 0 33,170
OPEN SPACE 390 0 0 390 "',:.

TOTAL 49,505 14,958 30 34,547

.... C-10

LAGUANA AT TRENTON-HEALDSBERG ROAD

.!b!9una Reaches 5,6, &7). .,
Summer Period: June - September

!

I

I
l
I

I

f

[

I

I.

I
I
I.

I
l
I
[

!.

I

1,231

14,958

8.
3.70
156

18,994 .'
34,547

1.899
o

1,231
13~727

FLOW (cfs)
CONC (mg~N/I)

TMDL (Ibid)
TMSL (Ib/yr) '.
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS (Ib/yr,),
WLA (Ib/yr). .
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY pONd (Ib/yr)

REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL NITROGEN.

154

8
0.50

21
2,567,

11,122 .
257

o
1MI

2,286

··2,440

FLOW (cfs)
CONC (mg-NII)
TMDL (Ibid)
TMSL (Ib/yr) ,
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS (Ib/yr)
WLA (Ib/yr) .
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr) ..

REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL AMMONIA

ATTAINMENT POINT 1:. Average Summer Seasonal Flow and
Estimated Seasonal Loadings (Mass Limit t· Proportional Loadings)
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LAGUANA A"f,GUERNEVILLE ROAD,

II
ATTAINMENT POINT 2: Average Summer Seasonal Flow and
Estimated Seasonal Loadhlgs(Mass Limit ... Proportional Loadings)
(Laguna Reaches3& 4). : ',~

II Summer Period: June - September

TOTAL AMMONIA TOTAL NITROGEN

[I FLOW (cfs) 5 FLOW (cfs) 5
CONC (mg-N/I) 0,50 . CONC (mg-N/I) 3.70

II
TMDL (IbId) . 14 TMDL (IbId) 104
TMSL (Ib/yr) 1,721 TMSL (Ib/yr)' 12,736
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr) 7,883 BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr) "24,346
MOS (Ib/yr) . 172 MOS (Ib/yr) 1,274 .

11

WLA (Ib/yr) . . 0 WLA (Ib/yr) 0
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) 130 WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) '1,272
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) 765 DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) . 4,597
REDUCTION (Ib/yr) .' 130 REDUCTION (Ib/yr) 1,272 .

II TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr) 895 TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr) 5,869

I ]
TOTAL AMMONIA

[ I
ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS

SEASONAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTION LIMIT

I \
(LBNR) (LBNR), . (%)' . (LBNR)

URBAN 99 99 100 O.
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0

[I
NON-IRRIGATED 33 0 0 33
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 31 31 100 0
DAIRY pond 765 765 100 0
SEPTIC 7,845 0 0 7,845

II
OPEN SPACE 5 0 0 5

TOTAL 8,778 895 10 7,883

1\

I ! TOTAL NITROGENI I
ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS.. _.

I !
SEASONAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTION LIMIT'

(LBNR) (LBNR) (%) (LBNR)-

[1
URBAN, 1,086 1,086 100 0
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0
NON-IRRIGATED 636 0 0 636
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 186 186 100 0

1I
DAIRY pond 4,597 4,597 100 0
SEPTIC 23,538 0 0 23,538
OPEN SPACE 172 0 0 172 .

II TOTAL 30,215 5,869 19 24,346
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LAGUANA AT OCCIDENTAL ROAD

~una Reaches 1 & 2). .
Summer Period: June - September ..;.-.---------------------..;..-------..;..-~

ATTAINMENT POINT3: Average Summer Seasonal Flow and
Estimated Seasonal Loadings (Mass Limit ... Proportional'Loadings) .

TOTAL AMMONIA

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT. MASS

SEASONAL LOAD REDUCTION, REDUCTION LIMIT

(LBNR) (LBNR), ,. (%) (LBNR)

URBAN 28 28 100 0
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0
NON-IRRIGATED 20 0 0 20
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 160 160 100 0
DAIRY pond 1,195 1,195 100 d
SEPTIC 4,985 0 0 4,985
OPEN SPACE 1 0 0 1 ,'\.

'"

TOTAL 6,389 1,383 22 5,006
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1,270

8,449,

,3
3.70

55
6,672 "

15,392
, 667

'0
1,270
7,179

FLOW (cfs)
CONC (mg-NII)
TMDL (IbId) ,
TMSL (Ib/yr)
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS (Ib/yr}
WLA (Ib/yr)
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr) .

REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL NITROGEN

188

3
0.50-,
902,'

5,006
90
o

.188
1,195;

. 1,383

TOTAL NITROGEN

ESTIMATED WASTE,LqAD PE:RCENT MASS
.'

_.~

SEASONAL LOAD REDucTlqN REDUCTION, LIMIT

(LBNR) (LBNR) (%) .' (LBNR)
,,,

URBAN 308 308 100 0 ';1

WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0
NOI)l-IRRIGATED 385 0 0 '3~5

DAIRY AGRICULTURE 962 962 100 .0
DAIRY pond 7,179 7,179 100 "0
SEPTIC' 14,961 0 0 14,961
OPEN SPACE 46 0 0 46.

. ".

TOTAL 23,841 8,449 35 15,392

.. C-12

TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr) ,

REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

TOTAL AMMONIA

FLOW (cfs)
CONC (mg-N/I)
TMDL (IbId)
TMSL (Ib/yr) .
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MOS (Ib/yr).
WLA (Ib/yr)
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)
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LAGUANA AT STONEY POINT ROAD

. I ATTAINMENT POINT 4: Average Summer Seasonal Flow and
i I Estimated Seasonal Loadings (Mass Lirnit + Proportional Loadings) ,'.

I ]
(Laguna Headwater Reach). '
Summer Period: June - September

II
TOTAL AMMONIA TOTAL NITROGEN

FLOW (cfs) 1 FLOW (cfs) 1
CONC (mg-N/I) 0.50 CONC (mg-N/I) 3.70

II
TMDL (Ibid) 3 TMDL (Ibid) 23 "
TMSL (Ib/yr) 385 TMSL (Ib/yr) . 2,849
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr) 2,055 BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr) 6,361 ;
MOS (Ib/yr) 39 MOS (lb/yr) . 285

1\

WLA (Ib/yr) 0 WLA (Ib/yr) 0
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) 122 WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) 845 '
DAIRY POND (lb/yr) 1,519 DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) 9,122
REDUCTION (Ib/yr) 122 REDUCTION (Ib/yr) " 845

II TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr)' 1,641 TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr) . '9,967

!1
TOTAL AMMONIA

I )
ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD' PERCENT MASS

SEASONAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTION LIMIT

II
(LBNR) , (LBNR) (%) (LBNR)

URBAN - 16 16 100 o .
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0

Ii
NON-IRRIGATED 10 0 0 ' 10
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 106 106 100 0
DAIRY pond 1,519 1,519 100 0
SEPTIC 2,044 0 0 2,044

I)
OPEN SPACE 1 0 0 1

TOTAL 3,696 1,641 44 2,055

II
I ! TOTAL NITROGEN\ I

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS

I j
SEASONAL LOAD REDUCTION REDU'CTION" LIMIT

,
(LBNR) (LBNR) (%) (LBNR)

II URBAN 211 211 100 0
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0
NON-IRRIGATED 186 0 0 186
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 634 634 100 0

!! DAIRY pond 9,122 9,122 100 0
SEPTIC 6,134 0 0 6,134
OPEN SPACE 41 0 0 41 '

r I TOTAL 16,328 9,967 61 6,361

I)
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LAGUANA AT TRENTON-HEALDSBERG ROAD.
ATTAINMENT POINT 1: Average Fall Seasonal Flow and

f
Estimated Seasonal Loadings (Mass Limit+ Proportional Loadings).
.ll:!guna Reaches 5,6, & 7). ..' .,.' " ,
Fall Period: October - November e

I
TOTAL AMMONIA TOTAL NITROGEN

FLOW (cfs) 53 FLOW (cfs) 53 ICONC (mg~N/I) 0.50 CONC (mg-NII) 3.70
TMDL (IbId) 142 TMDL (IbId) 1,048
TMSL (Ib/yr) 8,638 TMSL (Ib/yr) 63,923

IBKGND LOAD (Ib/yr) 5,182 BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr) 25,070
MOS (Ib/yr) 864 MOS (Ib/yr) 6,392
WLA (Ib/yr) 2,592 . WLA (Ib/yr) 32,461'
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) 2,846 . WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) 32,083

tDAIRY POND,(lb/yr) 1,143 , DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) 6,863
REDUCTION (Ib/yr) " 254 REDUCTION (Ib/yr) , -378

TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr) 1,397 TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr) 6,863 I
TOTAL AMMONIA l

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS

SEASONAL LOAD REDUCTION, REDUCTION '. LIMIT I
(LBIYR) . (LBIYR), (%) (LBIYR)

URBAN 594 53 9 541 !.WASTEWATER 1,417 0 0 1,417
NON-IRRIGATED 408 0 0 408
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 835 74 9 760

r.DAIRY pond 1,143 1 1,143 100 ' b
SEPTIC 4,685 0 0 4,685'
OPEN SPACE 89 0 0 89 '

rTOTAL 9,171 1,270 14 7,901

I
TOTAL NITROGEN

fESTIMATED WASTELOAD PERCE~T MASS
:." ~ '

SEASONAL 'LOAD REDUCTION, REDUCTION'" LIMIT

!
' '

(LBIYR) (LBIY~) (%) (LBIYR)

URBAN 7,797 0 0 7,797
WASTEWATER 18,744 0 0 18,744

fNOtj-IRRIGATED 7,897 0 0 7,897
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 5,542 0 0 5,542
DAIRY pond 6,863 6,863 100 b

!SEPTIC 14,050 0 0 14,05p,
OPEN SPACE 3,123 0 0 3,123

TOTAL 64,016 ,6,863 11 57,153

I
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TOTAL AMMONIA

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS

SEASONAL.LOAD REDUCTION REDUC;nON LIMIT

(LBNR) (LBNR) (%) (LBNR)

URBAN 238 226 95 12
WASTEWATER 7,642 7,264 95 378
NON-IRRIGATED 159 0 0 '159'
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 1,375 1,307 95 .', 68
DAIRY pond 598 598 100 0
SEPTIC 2,106 0 0 2,106
OPEN SPACE 10 0 0 10·

TOTAL 12,128 ,9,396 77 2,732

TOTAL NITROGEN

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS
.' ·.r

SEA~ONALLOAD REDUCTION REDUCTIO~'< LIMIT

(LBNR) (LBNR) (%) .. (LBNR)

URBAN 3,440 2,936 85 504
WASTEWATER 57,294 48,907 85 8,387
NON-IRRIGATED 3,083 0 0 3,083
DAiRY AGRICULTURE 10,629 9,073 85 1,556
DAIRY pond 3,590 3,590 100 0
SEPTIC 6,318 0 0 6,318
OPEN SPACE 370 0 0 370

TOTAL 84,724 64~506 76 20,218·
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LAGUANAAT OCCIDENTAL ROAD

.!b!guna·Reaches 1 &2).· .
Fall Period: October - November

\
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18
3.70
368

22,465
9,771

, 2,246
10,447
71,363
, 3,590

64;506

, 60,916REDUCTioN (Ib/yr)

TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

FLOW (cfs)
CONC (mg-NII)
TMDL (Ibid)
TMSL (Ib/yr)
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MaS (Ib/yr)
WLA (Ib/yr)
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)

TOTAL NITROGEN

8,798

9,396

18
0.50

50
3,036' ,
2,275 i

'30~
457,

, 9,255
, ·5Q8

TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

REDUCTION (Ib/yr)

FLOW (cfs)
CONC (mg-N/I)
TMDL (Ibid)
TMSL (Ib/yr)
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr)
MaS (Ib/yr)
WLA (Ib/yr)
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr)
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr)

TOTAL AMMONIA·

ATTAINMENT POINT 3: Average Fall SeasonalFloviand
Estimated Seasonal Loading$ (Mass Limit+ Proportional Loadings)



LAGUANAAT STONEY POINT ROAD
I I ATTAINMENT POINT 4: Average Fall Seasonal Flow and
I I Estimated Seasonal Loadings (Mass Limit + Proportional Loadings)

I I
(Laguna Headwater Reach).

I I Fall Period: October - November

TOTAL AMMONIA TOTAL NITROGEN

II FLOW (cts) 8 FLOW (cts) 8
CONC (mg-N/I) 0.50 CONC (mg-N/I) 3.70

\l

. TMDL (IbId) 21 TMDL (IbId) 158
TMSL (Ib/yr) 1,300 TMSL (Ib/yr) 9,619
BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr) 1,064 BKGND LOAD (Ib/yr) 4,752
MOS (Ib/yr) 130 MOS (Ib/yr) 962

1\

WLA (Ib/yr) 106 WLA (Ib/yr) 3,905
WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) 975 WASTE LOAD (Ib/yr) 6,754
DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) 759 DAIRY POND (Ib/yr) 4,561
REDUCTION (Ib/yr) 869 REDUCTION (Ib/yr) 2,849

11
TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr) 1,628 TOTAL REDUCTION (Ib/yr) 7,410

11
TOTAL AMMONIA

( I
ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS

SEASONAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTION LIMIT

[!
(LBNR) (LBNR) (%) (LBNR)

URBAN 130 116 89 14
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0

l--j
NON-IRRIGATED 77 0 0 77
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 845 753 89 92
DAIRY pond 759 759 100 0
SEPTIC 978 0 0 978

[)
OPEN SPACE 9 0 0 9

TOTAL 2,798 1,628 58 1,170

II
I I TOTAL NITROGENi i

ESTIMATED WASTE LOAD PERCENT MASS...

11
SEASONAL LOAD REDUCTION REDUCTION"· LIMIT

(LBNR) (LBNR) (%) (LBNR)-

U
URBAN 1,684 710 42 974
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0
NON-IRRIGATED 1,491 0 0 1,491
DAIRY AGRICULTURE 5,070 2,139 42 2,931

lJ DAIRY pond 4,561 4,561 100 0
SEPTIC 2,934 0 0 2,934
OPEN SPACE 327 0 0 327

U TOTAL 16,067 7,410 46 8,657
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APPENDIX D

SEASONAL FLOWS

PROPORTIONAL LOADINGS
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TABLE D-1: ESTIMATED CUMULATIVE FLOWS FOR EACH ATTAINMENT POINT

, t

LAGUNA DE SANTA ROSA

WINTER NON-STORM AND STORM EVENT FLOWS (CFS)

REACH RUNOFF

WINTER~--c-OMU[AT~IVE --- STORM
NON-STORM NON-STORM (BASELINE CUMULATIVE
(BASELINE) - (BASELINE) +RUNOFF) STORM

HW
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1,011 30 30 1,041 1,041
59217 47 609 1,650
549 '11 70 560 2,210
208 6 76 214, 2,424

3,025 58134 3,083 5,507
47 4 138 51 5,558

1,672 40 177 1,712 ' 7,269
1,21Q _~ __ 2~ __ ~~~OO -.__ 1,233 __: _ ~,502

CUMULATIVE -CUMULATIVE
ATTAINMENT· CUMULATIVE NON-STORM EST. 24-HR

REACH POIN,.,: - -STORM FLOW (AVE. STORM)

HW 4 1,041 30 261
1 I
2

.,
3 1,169 70 293

3
4 2 3,297 134 826 '
5
6
7 1 2,995 200 750

0
"

......



TABLE D-2: ESTIMATED SEASONAL FLOWS FOR EACH ATTAINMENT POINT

ESTIMATED SEASONAL FLOWS

',PUMULATIVE
ATTAINMENT NON-STORM

"POINT'! ' FLOW

4 30

3 70

2 134

1 200

Example:,
-

Winter flow ratio =556 cfs/200 cfs =2.78

Estimated winter flow for GV =(2.78) (134) =373 cfs

ESTIMATED SEASONAL FLOWS FOR ATTAINMENT POINTS
, J

Attainment
Poinf1

Attainment
- Point 2 -

Attainment
Point 3

Attainment
Point 4

SEASON
MEASURED -- - E-STIMA.TEO-- - ESTfMATED ESTIMATED

AVE. SEASON' AVE. SEASON AVE. SEASON :AVE. SEASON -
-, FLOWS @ T-H -- - FLOWS @ GV FLOWS @ OCC FLOWS @ Sp'

WiNTER I 556 373
~

- -_.

SPRING ' 67 '45

"'SUMMER 8 5
, ,

FAlL' 53-" ' 35

195

3

18

84

1

8

C
I

N
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TABLE D-3: METHOD USED TO CALCULATE SEASONAL PROPORTIONED LOADINGS

ALL STORM EVENT LOADINGS' WASTEWATER LOADINGS
(EXCEPT WASTEWATER)

SEASONAL SEASONAL
SEASON PERIOD FLOW PERCENT = f(f1ow) SEASON PERIOD . TIME ., PERCENT = f(time)

WINTER Dec.-March 556 81 WINTER Dec.-March 121 53
SPRING April-May 67 10 SPRING April-May 45 20

SUMMER June-Sept. 8 1 SUMMER June-Sept. 0 0
FALL Oct.-Nov. 53 8 FALL Oct.-Nov. 61 27

ALL NON-STORM EVENT LOADINGS DAIRY MANURE POND LOADINGS
(EXCEPT WASTEWATER)

SEASONAL SEASONAL
SEASON PERIOD TIME PERCENT = f(time) SEASON PERIOD TIME PERCENT = f(time)

WINTER Dec.-March 121 33 WINTER Dec.-March 121 33
SPRING April-May 61 17 SPRING April-May 61 17

SUMMER June-Sept. 122 34 SUMMER June-Sept. 122 34
FALL Oct.-Nov. 61 17 FALL Oct.-Nov. 61 17

EXAMPLES:

Seasonal Proportional Loading = (storm event, Ib/yr)(storm event seasonal percent)
+ (non-storm, Ib/yr)(non-storm percent)

Total Nitrogen

Winter Season @ T-H (Attainment Point 1)

Urban = (64683Ib/yr)(0.81) + 0 = 52,393 Ib/se~son

Septic = (1,111 Ib/yr)(0.58 adjustment)(0.81) "
+ (41,574Ib/yr)(0.58 adjustment)(O.33) = 8,479lb/season

Wastewater =(0 Ib/yr)(0.53) =0 Ib/season

Winter Season @ GV (Attainment Point 2)

Summer Season @ T-H (Attainment Pojnt 1)

Urban = (64,684Ib/yr)(0.01)+ 0 = 6471b/season
Septic = (1,111 Ib/yr)(0.58 adjListment)(0.01) + (41,574 Ib/yr)(0.58 adjustment)(0.34)

+ (2,461 Ib/yr)(0.58 adjustement) = 9,632lb/season .
Wastewater = ( 0 Ib/yr)(0.53) = Olb/season

Urban =(108,562 Iblyr)(0.81) + 0 =87,935 Ib/season
Septic =(958Ib/yr)(0.58 adjustment)(0.81) + (35,864lb/yr)(0.58 adjustment)(0.33) =7,3141b/season
Wastewater = (13,200 + 199,000 Iblyr)(0.53) = 112,466 Ib/season

o
I

W
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TABLE 0-4: ANNUAL ESTIMATED LOADINGS FOR TOTAL AMMONIA
(VALUES DERIVED FROM THE CITY OF SANTA ROSA'S 205(J) REPORT) 0-4 IPOUNDSNEAR

WINTER STORM !
ATTAINMENT ATTAINMENT ATTAINMENT ATTAINMENT

!SOURCE POINT 1 POINT 2 POINT 3 POINT 4 TOTAL

URBAN 5,655 9,882 2,804 1,627 19,968
WASTEWATER .0 1,755 1,755 0 3,510 jNON-IRRIGATED AG 1,614 1,298 1,029 964 5,105
DAIRYAG 9,732 3,105 16,037 10,563 39,437
SEPTIC SYSTEMS 370 319 301 261 1,251 ),OPEN SPACE 629 365 16 118 1,128
TOTAL 18,200 16,724 21,942 13,533 70,399

WINTER NON-STORM I
ATTAINMENT ATTAINMENT ATTAINMENT ATTAINMENT

1SOURCE POINT 1 POINT 2 POINT 3 POINT 4 TOTAL

URBAN 0 0 0 0 0
WASTEWATER 0 26,550 26,550 0- 53,100

!
._,

NON-IRRIGATED AG 0 0 0 0 0
DAIRYAG 0 0 0: 0 0
SEPTIC SYSTEMS 13,874 11,955 11,297 9,794 46,920

IOPEN SPACE 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 13,874 38,505 .. - 37,847 9,794 100,020

SUMMER
r

i.,' I
I ...

ATTAINMENT ATTAINMENT ATTAINMENT ATTAINMENT •••.

rSOURCE POINT 1 POINT 2 POINT 3 POINT4 TOTAL

URBAN 0 0 0 0 0
WASTEWATER. 0 0 0 0 0

fNON-IRRIGATED AG 0 0 0 0 0
DAIRYAG 0 0 0 0 0
SEPTIC SYSTEMS 822 863 1,226 191 3,102

1OPEN SPACE 0 0 0 0 '0
TOTAL 822 863 1,226 191 3,102

~'i-'

tTOTALS 32896 56092 61015 23518 1.73521

- {.
",.

;
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TA.6L...E-D·6: PROPORTIONAL LOADINGS FORsUB·WATERsHED ABOVE ATTAINMENT POINT 1

TRENTON-HEALDSBERG
ATTAINMENT POINT f~ TOTAL NITROGEN

(LBS/SEASON)

SEASON AVE. FLOW SOURCE WINTER SPRING SUMMER
(CFS)

URBAN 52.393 6,468 .647 5,175 64,683
WINTER 556 WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0 0
SPRING 67 NON-IRRIGATED 28,425 3,509 351 2,807 35,092

SUMMER 8
~

DAIRYAG 47;300 5,840 584 4.672 58.395
FALL '53 DAIRY POND 13,323 6,863 13,727 6,863 40.777

SEPTIC*· 8,479 4,164 9,632 4,151 26,426
OPEN SPACE 17,643 2,178 218 1,742. 21.781

TOTAL AMMONIA
, (LBS/SEASON)

SOURCE

URBAN
WASTEWATER
NON-IRRIGATED
DAIRYAG
DAIRYPOND
SEPTJC*
OPEN SPACE

I,

WINTER

;.4,581
o

·1,469
7,883
2,218
2,829

509

SPRING

566
o

181
973

1,143
1,389

63

SUMMER

57
o

18
97

2,286
3,215

6

FALL

452
o

145
779

1,143
1.385

50

TOTAL

5,655
o

1,814
9,732
6,789
8,819

629

* Septic System loads have been adjusted by 58%

~.

t:l
I
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TABLE 0-7: PROPORTIONAL LOADINGS FOR SUB-WATERSHED ABOVE ATTAINMENT POINT 2

TOTAL AMMONIA
(LBS/SEASON)

SOURCE WINTER' SPRING SUMMER FALL TOTAL

URBAN 8,004 988 99 791 9,882
WASTEWATER 15,002 5,661 0 7,642 28,305
NON-IRRIGATED 1,051 130 13 104 1,298
DAIRYAG 2,515 311 31 248 3,105
DAIRY POND 743 383 765 383 2,274
SEPTIC* 2,438 1,197 2,860 1,194 7,689
OPEN SPACE 296 37 4 29 365

I
;,

* Septic System loads have been adjusted by 58%

t:l
I
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TABLE 0-8: PROPORTIONAL LOADINGS FOR SUB-WATERSHED ABOVE ATTAINMENT POINT 3

TOTAL AMMONIA
(LBS/SEASON)

SOURCE WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL TOTAL

URBAN 2,271 280 28 224 2,804
WASTEWATER 15,002 5,661 0 7,642 28,305
NON-IRRIGATED 833 103 10 82 1,029
DAIRYAG 12,990 1,604 160 1,283 16,037

··DAIRY POND 1,160 598 1,195 598 3,551
'SEPTIC* 2,304 1,131 2,941 1,128 7,503
4OPEN SPACE 13 2 0 1 16

-. " ,

* Septic System loads have been adjusted by 58%
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TABLE 0-9: PROPORTIONAL LOADINGS FOR SUB-WATERSHED ABOVE ATIAINMENT POINT 4

TOTAL AMMONIA
, (LBS/SEASON)

SOURCE

URBAN
WASTEWATER
NON-IRRIGATED
DAIRYAG
DAIRY POND
SEPT.IC*
OPEN SPACE

!.
.~

WINTER

1,318
o

781
8,556
1,474
1,997

96

SPRING

163
o

96
1,056

759
981

12

SUMMER

16
o

10
106

1,519
2,044

1

FALL TOTAL

130 1,627
0 0

77 964
845 10,563
759 4,512
978 5,999

9 118

.* Septic System loads have been adjusted by 58%
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TABLE D-10: ESTIMATED SEASONAL LOADINGS FOR SUB-WATERSHED ABOVE ATTAINMENT POINT 1
• t

TRENTON-HEALDSBERG
ATTAINMENT POINT 1 TOTAL NITROGEN

(LBS/SEASON)

SOURCE WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL TOTAL

URBAN 182,353 11,737 647 7,797 202,534
WASTEWATER 224,932 23,278 0 18,744 266,954
NON-IRRIGATED 79,969 9,872 987 7,897 98,725
DAIRYAG 191,669 8,168 584 5,542 205,962

. DAIRY POND 13,323 6,863 13,727 6,863 40,777
SEPTIC 28,699 14,094 33,170 14,050 90,013
OPEN SPACE 31,631 3,905··· 390 3,123- 39,049

TOTALAMMONIA_
-(LBS/SEASON) .-

SOURCE WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL TOTAL

URBAN 16,174 939 57 594 17,763
WASTEWATER 30,004 2,333 0 1,417 33,754

-'NON-IRRIGATED 4,134 510 51 408 5,104
'DAIRYAG 31,944 1,185 97 835 34,061

·'c.- 'IDAIRY POND 2,218 1,143 2,286 1,143 _ 6,789
.~ '- .

SEPTIC 9,568 4,698 11,060: 4,685 30,012
OPEN SPACE 914 114 11 89 1,129

. Estirnated Seasonal Load =Estimated ProportionaLLoad (Tables 0-6 thru 0-9) ..
+ Mass timit Load at Upstream Attainment Point

Cl
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TABLE 0-11: ESTIMATED SEASONAL LOADINGS FOR SUB-WATERSHED ABOVE ATTAINMENT POINT 2
!:'" r ; -', . - ; I

GUERNEVILLE ~OAD
ATTAINMENT POINT 2 TOTAL NITROGEN

t

(LBS/SEASON) \

SOURCE WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL TOTAL

URBAN 129,960 11,965 1,086 9,189 152,200
WASTEWATER 224,932 52,862 0 65,681 343,475
NON-IRRIGATED 51,544 6,363 636 5,090 63,633
DAIRYAG 144,369 5,287 186 3,047 152,889'
DAIRY POND 4,462 2,299 4,591 2,299 13,656
SEPTIC 20,220 9,930 23,538 9,899 63,587
OPEN SPACE 13,988 1,727 172 1,381 17,269

TOTAL AMMONIA
; i. ," _.:. ,

, (LBS/SEASON)

SOURCE WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL TOTAL

URBAN 11,593 1,036 99 803 13,531
WASTEWATER 30,004 6,471' 0 8,020 44,495

"NON-IRRIGATED 2,665 329 '33 263 3,290
'DAIRY AG 24,061 589 31 316 24,997

t DAIRY POND 743 383 765 383 2,274
~ SEPTIC ".... 6,739 3,309 7,845 3,300 21,193
OPEN SPACE 405 51 5 39 499

Estimated Seasonal Load =Estimated P~oportional Load (Tables D-6 thru D-9)
r • - : ~ " . ~: J ', ' , , i l t --_. ",..' I _ - - • ::.' " . . ~_. .,". .., .+ Mass Limit Load at Upstream Attainment Point

C
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TABLE D-12: ESTIMATED SEASONAL LOADINGS FOR SUB-WATERSHED ABOVE ATTAINMENT POINT 3
• t

OCCIDENTAL ROAD
ATTAINMENT POINT 3 TOTAL NITROGEN

(LBS/SEASON) .

SOURCE WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL TOTAL

URBAN 42,025 4,517 308 3,440 50,291
WASTEWATER 112,466 42,440 0 57,294 212,200
NON-IRRIGATED 31,219 3,854 385 3,083 38,541
DAIRYAG 129;275 13,941 962 10,629 154,807
DAIRY POND 6,968 3,590 7,179 3,590 21,327
SEPTic .... 12,906 6,338 14,961 6;318 40,523
OPEN SPACE 3,749 463 46 370 . 4,629

TOTAL'AMMONIA
; (LaS/SEASON)

SOURCE WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL TOTAL

URBAN
WASTEWATER
'NON~IRRIGATEO
'DAIRYAG'
4PAIRYPOND
SEPTIC
OPEN$PACE

3,589
15,002

1,614
21,546

1,160
4,301

109

333
5,661

199
1,945

598
2,112

14

28
o

·20
160

1,195
4,985

1

238
7,642

159
'1,375

·598
2,106

10

4,189
28,305
"1,993
25,026

3,551
.13,503

134

Estimated Seasonal Load =Estimateq Proportional Load (Tables 0-6 thru 0-9)
, . ". + Mass Limit Load at Upstream Attainment Point

C
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TABLE D-13: ESTIMATED SEASONAL LOADINGS FOR SUB-WATERSHED ABOVE ATTAINMENT POINT 4
, .,

STONEY POINT ROAD
ATTAINMENT POINT 4 TOTAL NITROGEN

(LBS/SEASON)

SOURCE WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL TOTAL

URBAN 17,054 2,105 211 1,684 21,054
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0 0
NON-IRRIGATED 15,100 1,864 186 1,491 18,642
DAIRYAG 51,335 6,338 634 5,070 63,376
DAIRY POND 8,853 4,561 9,122 4,561 27,096
SEPTIC 5,993 2,943 6,134 2,934 18,005
OPEN SPACE 3,310 409 41 327 4,087

TOTAL AMMONIA
, (LBS/SEASON)

SOURCE WINTER SPRING SUMMER FALL TOTAL

URBAN 1,318 163 16 130 1,627
WASTEWATER 0 0 0 0 0
'NON-IRRIGATED 781 96 10 77 964
DAIRY AG 8,556 1,056 106 845 10,563

!, DAIRY POND 1,474 759 1,519 759 4,512
SEPTIC 1,997 981 2,044 978 5,999
OPEN SPACE 96 12 .1 9 118

Estimated Seasonal Load =Estimated Proportional Load (Tables D-6 thru D-9)'
+ Mass Limit Load at Upstream Attainment Point
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Laguna de Santa RosaTJ.YIDL Monitoring Plan
February 24, 1995

I I

I

Il

Obj~ctives:

1) At the
with:

a)
b)

four attainment sites in the Laguna determine the level of attainment

the USEPA criterion for unionized ammonia, and
the Basin Plan dissolved oxygen objective of 7.0 mg/L, minimum.

r-\
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1.1

2) Use the data from objective 1 to target sub-watersheds for further reductions in
nitrogen and/or organic matter.

3) Investigate the extent to which sediments and aquatic vegetation contribute to
nutrient and dissolved oxygen flux.

Sampling Design Considerations
Objectives 1 & 2
The primary objective is to determine the level of attainment with the USEPA ammonia
criterion and the Basin Plan minimum dissolved oxygen objective. Sample sites are the
four attainment points at the end of each sub~watershed' (Figure 1). Attainment data
will be used as screening level data to direct activities up into the sub-watersheds
not meeting the water'quali t y obj ectives. . .

systematic monitoring was considered, however may not adequately address the
periodicity associated with point source discharge and storm events '(Gordon, et.al.
1993; McDonald, et.al. 1991; steel & Torrie 1960; Ward,et.al. 1994; Weber 1973). We
consider storm events important in describing Laguna water quality since we are
dealing with a large nonpoint source component. .

Analysis of the January to June flows at Trenton-Healdsburg Road for 1992, 1993, and
1994 revealed that a weekly systematic sampling would bias the sampling towards non
stqrm periods. On the average, 36% of the daily flows wer~ storm generated (32%-41%).
Weekly sampling would catch an average of 27% storm flows (20-31%). The average ratio
of storm: non-storm days for 1992-19.94 was about 40: 60.

We ,propose to use a proportional allocation stratified sampling design based on
storm:non-storm frequency' in combination with systematic bi-weekly sampling for six
month periods. The first period is January through June, 1995 (Attachment A). Based
on the flow data from 1992-1994, straightbi-weekly systematic sampling would catch an
average of 3 storm flows. We propose to ~ampie bi-weekly, but supplement that with
enough additional samples to produce a 40:60 "ratio of storm:non-storm samples. Based
on the analysis, we would collect 13 bi-weekly samples (of which 3 would be storm
samples) plus four (4) additional storm samples for a total of 17 samples.

Additionally, we have three data loggers that we will rotate through all four sites to
sample through a scheduled sampling event. We will leave them in place to collect
hourly data for pH, dissolved oxygen, specific conductance, and temperature for some
days before and after the sampling event. Placement of th€.logge~s is dependent on
flow and weather conditions. They will be used at locations between the four sites as
indicated by the data to further investigate dissolved oxygen and pH swings.

We will sample at least one storm through the hydrograph in spring of 1995 or winter
of. 1995-96 to determine the relationship of ammonia and total nitrogen to flow through
a storm event. Future sampling during storm events will be timed to coincide.with.the.
mosi likely period of high ammonia.

Objective 3
We are evaluating the scientific literature and will develop a study to
investigate nutrient and oxygen demand flux from the sediments. We will use
either in situ measurements (placing a dome over the sediment and monitoring
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changes in the dome compared to outside the dome) or lab bench experiments (bring
sediment and water into the laboratory for static "jar tests"), or both.We anticipate
addressing the aquatic plant issue through aquatic plant productivity measurements,:
vegetation Coverage over time, chlorophyll or oxygen production rates, growth
potential tests, or a combination. As these studies are developed, specific study
plans will be prepared.

Sampling Parameters ,
Field parameters will include pH, specific conductance, dissolved oxygen, water
temperatur~, and stream flow. Attempts to measure stream flow will be made, but .
cannot be guaranteed at all times due to the nature of the stream system. Continuous
stream flow measurement equipment are operating at the TH and LOR sites~ cmdinSarita
Rosa"Creek near its confluence with the Laguna.

Though the TMSL is for total ni,trogen, the, listed pollutant is ammonia and the
attainment target is the USEPA ammonia criterion. We propose to sample for laboratory
analysis of ammonia, nitrate, BOD and field parameters on the systematic plus
proportional allocation sqheme, collecting samples for total Kjeldahl nitrogen and
nitrite every other sampling.

Sampling Costs
Collection of samples at four sites can be done in 6 hours by a team of two. Sampling
set-up and cleanup would likely fill out the rest of the day.

Four sites X (13 systematic + 4 storm samples) = 68 samples. Ammonia,Nitrate~BOD

$72 X 68 = $4,896, plus 10% QC = $5,386.

Half frequency for nitrite and total Kjeldahl nitrogen
plus.10%QC ~ $1720.

Total lab cost = $7106.

34 samples X $46 $1564,

!)
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Data Analysis
Desired comparisons
Objective 1: compare ammonia and DO data to the criteria for each attainment
point (station) for the winter season; storm:non-stor~period compa~isons also will
give 'useful information.
Objective 2: compare stations' ammonia and DO data to provide targeting information;
loadings would be helpful.

statistical options
Objective 1:

a) cumulative frequency distribution plots of ammonia and DO by station by period
will,provide the level of attainment picture (two plots per parameter per
station - storm and non-storm); and '.' ,

b) t-tests by station against the target ammonia and DO concentrations.

Objective 2:
a) t-tests (or non-parametric equivalent) - station to sta~ion by period; six

tests per period (stn 1 vs 2, 1 vs 3, 1 vs 4, 2 vs 3, 2 vs 4, 3 vs 4); to sort
out differences between storms, we could t-test storm vsnon-storm data by
station - four tests;

b) F-test (analysis of variance, AOV) by period; two te~ts - storm and non-storm;
c) nested AOV yielding two "F" statistics, - storin vs non-storm, stations within

periods; !=H
df Duncan's multiple range test of the ,means could be used in combination with the

nested AOV or by itself as a more refined and powerful modification of t
testing.
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Proposed Approach
Objective 1 - both approaches (a) and (b).

Objective 2 - nested AOV (c), since the stratified design (storm/nonstorrn) with
subsamples (attainment points) fits into the statistical'moctel for analysis of r
variance with subsampling (nested AOV), unequal sample sizes (Steel and Torrie 1960). J
We need to investigate if the sampling design will meet all the assumptions.
Regardless of whether we use the nested AOV, Duncan's mUltiple range test could be
used to determine the relative order of and differences among sites.

We will perform a pilot analysis on the existing data from other studies to test the
statistical method. '

Additionally, we have consulted with a UC Davis statistician regarding our design and
have received favorable response. Further critique of this design and suggestions for
modifications proposed by the statist'fcian will be incorporated into this monitoring I, '

plan. ~

Quality Assurance/Quality controi
The obvious need for QA/QC relates to integrity of the data and determining the
precision and accuracy of specific measurement techniques.

The QA program will consist of staff training in sa.mpling, replicate collections, and I,

use of measurement equipment,' with folloWup debriefing of samplers after each sampling
event. "Samplers will use standardized waterproof forms for recording calibration, QC
checks, and sampling site measurements (Attachment B) . "

I
The QC program will incorporate approaches for both field and laboratory data.
Contract laboratories are required to perform accuracy andprecisionchecksahdmethod
blanks on at least 10% frequency. Additionally, we will submit duplicate samples for
analysis on a minimum 10% frequency.

Equipment will be calibrated prior to the sampling event and checked for accuracy
(calibration drift) at the end of the sampling run. Duplicate equipment wfllbe"
carried into the field as backup. Field measurements will be performed for pH and"
specific conductance ona replicate sample at 'the end of the sampling run. All data
will be recorded and submitted to the Regional:Board Quality Assurance Officer for
review and input to the computerized QC charting program. A procedure to check for
"out-'of-bounds" measurements' with a flow chart"for remedial actions is in development.

Data will be handled according the SMP unit Procedure for Handling Sampling Data,
r~vised January 20, 1995 (Attachment C) .

Reporting , ,
Data analysis reports will be prepared for six-month periods, with a final report
encompassing the period January 1995 through June 1996. The need for modification of
the monitoring will be evaluated in July 1996, and appropriate recommendations made at
that time.
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Attachment A !

. 1995 .,
Laguna de Santa Rosa TMDL Monitoring Schedule;

J Iuy
S M T W T F S

(;)7 1
2 3 4 5 8
,9 10 11 <lP13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22
23 24 25 27 28 29
30 31

March

February
19 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD

1 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD, Kjeldahl-N, Nitrite /2.€~

16 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD

JanuaryJanuary
s M T W T F S

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 ~ 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 23 24 25 27 28
29 30 31

I
I

r
L
1

I
1

r

f

r

r '

A

o t b

D b

N b

September
s M T W T F S

1 2
3 4 5

@1~
8 9

10 11 12 15 16
17 18 19 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30

ecem er
S M T W -T F. S

5\:)7 ~
2

3 4 9
10 11 12 en> 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 29 30
31

ovem er
s M T W T F S

~2
3 4

5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 23 24 25
26 27 28 30

co er
s M T W T F S

1 2 3 ~ 5 6
7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 ~ 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31

ugus
S M T W T F S

1 2 Q) 4 5
6 7 8 @ 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21 2223~25 26
27 28 29 30 31

11 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD, Kjeldahl-N, Nitrite
26 .- Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD

13 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD, Kjeldahl-N, Nitrite
28 - r-fitrate, Ammonia. BOD

October

September

6 - Nitrate, Ammonia. BOD, Kjeldahl-N, Nitrite
21 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD

August

8 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD
21 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD, Kjeldahl-N, Nitrite v..t~

July
6 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD

19 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD, Kjeldahl-N, Nitrite

1 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD, Kjeldahl-N,.Nitrite
16 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD
29 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD, Kjeldahl-N, Nitrite

April

3 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD
16 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD, Kjeldahl~N, Nitrite
31 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD

11 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD.
24 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD, Kjeldahl-N, Nitrite

June

13 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD· p,eV
26 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD, Kjeldahl-N, Nitrite

May

November
-8~---=-N::-:itr-a-t-e,-Amm:---orua-:·-,-:B::-:0:::-:D=-"'.K==J:-'e:-:ld~ah:-::l-::-N-:-,-::N:':'i:-tn-;-'te----'J' .

22 - Nitrate, Ammonia, BOD

December

M

A '(

J

M h

F be ruary
s M T W T F ScrJ 2 3 4
5 6 7

@10
11

12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21 22 24 25
26 27 28

arc
s M T W T F S

c;:J 2 3 4
5 6

7 010
11

12 13 14 15 16 17 18
19 20 21~ 24 25
26 27 28 29 30 31

pn
s M T W T F S

1
2 3 4 5~ 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 ® 21 22
23 24 25 26 27 28 29
30

une
s M T W T F S

6 7~ ~
3

4 5 10
11 12 130 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 29 30

ay
s M T W T F S

1 2 3~ 5 6
7 8 9 10 11' 12 13

14 15 16~ 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29.- 30
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Attachment B

LAGUNA TMDL ATTAINMENT SAMPLING DATE:

Instrument calibration conditions - Time:

. DoMeter# By~PJt IWater C Calibration Value: I I Meter Reading: I I
If callb. In water, Indicate meter #, etc. calibrated against,...

pH MeterTypeB Meter# I I Buffer Value: I I ¥e~r Reading:I I
SC Meter #

TUrbidity Meter Calibration Value:I I Me~r Reading: I I
Samples Collected Remark

S'''' ION TIME D.O. cH S.C. Teme. C Turbiditv NH3 N03 BOD Reference

Stony Point Rd. (# 4)

Occidental Rd. (# 3)
;

I

Guerneville Rd. (# 2)
,

Trenton-Hldb!:l. Rd. (#1)

Rep:.

Samplers:

Weather conditions:

Previous 24-hr weather and/or hydrologic conditions: . .

Remarks:

_;t-'

Calibration Checks -,Time:

DO Meter # A1rfWrar C Calibration value:B Meter Reading: B

pH Meter Type Meter # Buffer Value: Meter Reading:

SC Meter#



Attachment B

STREAIVI FLOW RATE MEASUREMENT

stream: I~===================:!...~o:a:te~: ,!:I======::::...:s:::a:m:'p:,e::,;.~:1============1 I
Location: I I

Units: IEnglish or metric Method: IPrice or Marsh/McBurney Meter#: 1-1____ ,
.'

Meas, No, O· Z· V· Remarks

i I

REWILEW@ hours i
'. ....

11""
'.

2

3 \
!

4 I

5
i

'1 ,

6
I, I

7 I

8 i
9 •

'10 ',.

11 !

12 !
13 !

I
14 i

I
15 I .' ."'.,

Meas. No. O· Z· V· Remarks

16 .

17

'18 ,

19

20

21

22

. 23 ...

24

25

26

27

28

29 "

30
i I !

REW/U~WI!i) , hours i

l.

l.,

• O=dlstance from shore; Z=depth; V=velocity; REW=right edge of water, LEW=lefl edge of water

Observations:

r
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ATTACHMENT C

SMP UNIT PROCEDURE FOR HANDLING SAMPLING DATA

Lab Reports
responsible staffer checks for inconsistencies

inconsistencies discussed with QA/QC Officer - Bruce
if appropriate, laboratory is contacted by Contract Mgr.

Pace = Bob K.
North Coast = Bob K.
Basic = Bruce

inconsistency is explained or corrected
unresolvable items discussed with Bob K.
signoffs = staffer, QA/QC Off., Contract Mgr., Bob K.

responsible staffer
makes copy of lab report and files in working file

QA/QC Officer files report of inconsistency in QA/QC binder
if Russian River -

responsible staffer provides Bob K. with copy of data
Bob K. then

checks for inconsistencies again
inputs to database
provides responsible staffer with copy to proof
responsible staffer corrects, signs off, gives to Bob K.
Bob K. signs off and files in binder

Fiel.d Sheets
responsible staffer makes a copy
responsible staffer checks for inconsistencies

inconsistencies discussed with
sample collector
QA/QC Officer - Bruce

inconsistency is explained or corrected
unresolvable items discussed with Bob K.
signoffs = staffer, QA/QC Off., Contract Mgr., Bob K.

QA/QC Officer files report of inconsistency in QA/QC binder
if Russian River -

responsible staffer provides Bob K. with copy of data
Bob K. then

checks for inconsistencies again
inputs to database .
provides responsible staffer with copy to proof
responsible staffer corrects, signs off, gives to Bob K.
Bob K. signs off and files in binder

Necessary binders and fil.es 
binders

-QA!QC - Bruce's office
Russian R. database log - Bob K. 's office

files '
project or basin data file - file area

staffer working files - responsible staffer's office

Responsible Staffer = lead staffer responsible for sampling program coordination, data
collection, data analysis, data archiving

QA/QC Officer = Bruce Gwynne, responsible for checking inconsistencies identified in
the:process and. resolving the issues, as well as maintaining the QA/QC information on
the'equipment and methods

Bob K. = Bob Klamt, SMP Unit Supervisor responsible for oversight of all sampling
functions in the Unit, including supervision, problem resolution, budgeting

"dataproc.wpd"
revised Jan 20, 1995
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RESPONSIVENESS SUMMARY

F-l

Publ~2 i~put duri~gthedevelop~ent of this waste reduction strategy was
solicited through meetings, distributing the draft waste reduction strategy
report for review and comments, as well as other efforts asfollows:-

II
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Spring 1993 
June 1994

August 25, 1994

October 27, 1994

November 10, 1994

November 21, 1994

December
1 & 2, 1994

December 2, 1994

December 14, 1994

Regional Boafd staff as well as other interested
persons participated in the Technical Review Group for

. the deve lopm!=!nt of the City of Santa Rosa's report,
Laguna de Santa Rosa Water Quality Objective
Attainment Plan, June 1994.

Regional Water Quality Control Board Meeting. Staff
updated the Board on the waste reduction strategy for
the Laguna. . '. .

Regiona1 Water Quality' Contro1 Board Meeting.. Staff
updated the Board on the waste r~duction strategy for
the Laguna.

A meeting with the Sonoma-Marin Animal Waste Committee
was held. Regional Board staff gave a presentation
and answered questions regarding the waste reduction
strategy for the Laguna.

A meeting with staff from the -Regional Board, City of
Santa Rosa, Sonoma County Water Agency and Department
of Public Works was conducted. Regional Board staff
gave a presentation and answered questions regarding
the waste reduction strategy for the Laguna.

Draft report on the waste reduction strategy for the
Laguna was completed, and copies were mailed out to
all Laguna CRMP members (a 30-day review and comment
period was requested).

A notice was mailed out to the Russian River
Monitoring Committee (62 people) stating that the
draft report was available for review and comments (a
30~day review and comment period-was requested).

A meeting for the Laguna CRMP was held. Regional
Board staff presented the draft report, answered
questions, and requested comments regarding the waste
reduction strategy for the Laguna.



We received comments from various'agenciesanq interested groups. We
responded in writing to all comments received'during the review/comment period
and: incorporated suggestion~ into. ,the final report. Copies of the,written
comments and our. responses fol,low. .

., ,

'l':. ,;

-.;~ "

...
... :. ,j

',', .'

F-2

:'.. :

'.'

',,1.

Regional Board staff£ont~cted the Cities of Rohnert
Park, Sebastopol, and Cotati, and the Town of Windsor
(telephone conversations) to discuss the waste
reduction strategy for the Laguna and, more
specifically, urban runoff aspects of the strategy.

The comment period was extended to January 20, ·19~~.
Comments were solicited by Regional Board staff .
contact (telephone conversations) with representatives

.. from the Goldridge RCD, Spnoma County Water Agency,
. SotoyomeRCD, Western Un.ited Dairymen, Department of

Fish and Game, "Natural Resources Conservation ·Service
(f~rmerly SpiJ Conser.vation Service), Farm Bureau, and
Friends of the Russian River.

',',; ,', '.,"

December
19 & 20, 1994

December 19~ 1994
- January 20, 1995

.
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[1 ./FLOOD~1GI1T IIF~1 ID:916-327-1600 DEC 13'94 14:42 No.002 P.02

______________________--1- .._.""._ ••• _

___"., , ,..... •• • .,.,.w..__-_t· ·.. ···.·__···.,. ..· , _, .,----------------

.
I hope these points are useful. Contact me at {916}327-1656 if I can

offer apy other information

The Draft Report on Waste Reduction Strategy for the Laguna de Santa

Rosa addresses load reduction from the source perspective pretty well. The

major sources are more than adequately characterized. What seems to be

missing is a comparably detailed consideration of ways to imp~ove the

consumption and natural decomposition of ammonia-nitrogen when it· reaches

the Laguna, or by modifying the drainage network to alter the pattern of

discharge so that eXisting decomposition or consumption processes have time

to work on stormflow before water reaches the Laguna.

Mentioned on page 28, but without much discussion, is the idea of

using created wetlands and filter strip applications to reduce nitrogen

entering the Laguna. If septic systems are a significant source of

nitrogen to thG Laguna, filter strips of riparian vegetation that intercept

the percolating leachate just before it enters the stream channels would be

a valuable addition to the system. Managing vegetation along the top of

eXisting stream and channel banks to produce a dense shade canopy might

reduce algal productivity and thus reduce the night-time sag in dissolved

oxygen caused by respiration of the dense algal population in sunlit

sections of the Laguna tributaries. Although the open water sections of

the Laguna might still experience dissolved oxygen sags, the tolerable

conditions in tributaries would provide a refugium for sensitive fish

species.

There is no discussion of the. design of manure storage ponds relative

to local terrain. Are overland flows diverted around storage ponds so that

storm water from off-site does not contribute to containment failure? Some

discussion of grading changes to reduce the risk of pond failure might be

appropriate.

Finally, the document develops a large number of scenarios which are

dismissed as inadequate, and only a single selected is identified as

meeting water quality goals, accurately reflecting flow and pollutant

dynamics, calls for reasonable time frames to comply, and appears

achievable. Other combinations of features should be explored that could

also meet water quality objectives. The other scenarios might place

greater emphasis on understanding the interaction of sediment and water

column interactions, or greater consideration of ammonia-nitrogen .

metabolism, or potential watershed hydrological modifications coupled with

biological responses to the availability of transported nutrients.

IE

The Resources Agency

DATE: December 9, 1994

SUBJECT: Review Comments:
Waste Reduction Strategy
for Laguna de Santa Rosa

DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES

FROM: Earle W. Cummings
Urban Streams Restoration program

--------------------_...__..---...
TO: I-Ming Cheng

Floodplain Management Branch

_Ii II stato of California.
OFFICE MEMO
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~RWPC--i -Ir-- _

15/ ~an River Watershed Protection Committee

Post·Office Box 501
Guerneville, CA 95446

(707) 869-0410

I
/)

r )

December 13,1994

Comments on the North Coast RWQC13 Draft Report·
Waste Reduction Strategy/or the Laguna de Santa Rosa

As with previous studies, this draft lacks measured data (e.g. diurnal

measurements of Dissolved Oxygen), ignores the questionable validity of

existing data", and relies heavily on an unverified computer modelS.

Even without analysis of nitrate, effluent discharges from the Laguna

Subregion",l Wastewater Treatment Plant appear to contribute more nitrogen

than other sources on an annual basis1., Nitrate is not included in the technical

term "Total Nitrogen" that includes only ammonia and organic riitrogen2•

Inclusion of nitrate in the wastewater e'ffluent3 dramatically increases the

urgency of developing specific targets for wastewater reductions, rather than the

vague generalizations included in this draft (which address only ammonia).

Incompl~te analysis of nitrate impacts, especially on'algae growth and its

subsequenteffecton Dis~olvedOxygen. This is particularly important during

warm, sunny spells in spring when algae blooms can occur,; with subsequent.

night-time reductions in bissolyed Oxygen. Decay of such algae blooms could'

be contributing to accumulations of benthic mtrogen, which can be re-released to

the water colun'ul in fall andlorin the following year. These interactions, which

are yery common, should be thoroughly investigated in the Laguna in order to .

develop a direct strategy for Dissolved Oxygen.

3.

2.

II
~s dr~ft st~ategy~elieson~6 pre~ous :ep, orts that contaillinc~D:\pletear:alyses' and.,

nusleading conclusIons that the RussIan River Watershed Protection Comnuttee has

. repeatedly commented on (see attached memos). 'The main issues are:

I) 1.

IJ

II
I j

II
IJ

I!

3

1
2

I i
I I

_.~

Table 4-1 in the lAguna de Santa Rosa Water Quality Objective Plan.

If the RWQCB and the City of Santa Rosa have calculated the term differently, we would appreciate

an explanation. , . ' . .

Table 3-9 in the Lagulla de Santa Rosa Water Quality Objective Plan shows that nitra te in the ecnuent'

:r,as .an average 'concentration3 limes higher than ammonia and organic pitrogen together.

4 The RRWPC has presented its critique of the available,data on numerous occasions; the main issues

are: lack of systematic monitoring, lack of statistical validity, inadequate sampling.

Formerly River Citizens Sewer Committee



4. The specific focus on ammonia loads from dairies is misleading, since it assumes
that the load is the result of "over-topping" storage ponds and runoff from
heavily manured areas. ,This is correct only for documented investigations of
ammonia toxicityincre~ks. Coupled with 'the exciusionofnitrate, this foeuson
ammonia "spills" creates the false impression thatBest Management Practices
(BMP's) will have an overwhelming impact. On the other hand, the more
complex issue of evaluating and balanci.rLg all types of nitrogeIl. inputs is missing
in this draft (e.g. balancingII1Cll\ure and irriga~on-waterapplications with crop
uptake, sub-surface draJnage, and salt accum~ations~the soil). '

. .
5. Strategies for ammc;>niashoBld J:>e based on !=oncentr~tionas explained in the

report, since fish aresensitivetp:very low c6ncentr,ations. On the other hand
strategies for Dissolved Oxygen shouldbebci5ed on ,mass limits, since suspended,. ,
organic.solidscan setUeand then create impacts in differeri.fseasonsand years.
Likewise, if nitrates can cause algal blo6InS.aridsubsequ~ntimpacts in different ,',
seasons and years. Besides ,the practlealissiJ.esof cauSeandeffect,~eClean
Water Ad also specifies that the tqigets sl10uld be based on mass Inputs" rather
than concentrations. ' ", ' "

In summary, we feel that the draft stra~egy is incomplete and can be improved by: (a)
developing directmeasures for DissolvedOxygen, (b) including specific measuresfor
nitrate in the LagunaSubregionalWastewateI' Treatment Plant'effluent/and (c) "
developing dairywasteB:M:l?'stoe~urebalWlced applications of manure and
irrigation-water. . '

Yours sincerely; .'

/ffrP~
John Rosenblum, Ph.D.

5 Doug Gre~n oftheRRWPC has presentedvery detailed critiquesof.the QPAU modelon numeroUs' ,
occasions; the main issues are: (a) severe boundary condition discontinuities that preclude," , '

_ applidibility to benthic-water ,COlumn relationships; (b) insupportable uniformity as~umptionsfor, '."
• different reaches; and (c) incomplete relationshipsfornutrie,llts and alga~.,The authors of $arita' . '

Rosa's study also 'allude 'to these limitations (e.g..p;47 regarding s9"eaIl1flow,gap.ging;p~50regarwng
benthic processes). ", ": "i ' ',' ,
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~RWPC
'--':----------------------
~ ~ian River Watershed Protection Committee, I

Post Office Box 501
Guerneville, CA 95446

.. (707) 869-0410
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June 8, 1994

. Comments on the Draft Report of the· .. .. .
Laguna de Santa Rosa Water quality Objective AttainmentPlan

By John Rosenblum, Ph.D. .
for the Russian River Watershed Protection Committee

Incomplete Evaluation of Nitrate inWastewater
. .

'.. . .

The effect of nitrate in the wastewater discharged from the Laguna Subregional
Tre?tment Plant in warm periods between Octoberand May is not adequately
evaluated. In addition, the effect of nitrates in irrigation drainage returns is not
evaluated at all. Fig. 3-6 of the report shows that nitrate concentrations are 4 times .
higher than ammonia when the Subregional Plant discharges wastewater; Figures 3-3
to 3-5 show that concentrations of nitrate and ammonia in the Laguna are very similar.
Since nitrate isimmediatc1y available to aquatic plants and organisms, its effect must be
included in the evaluation. By ignoring nitrate, this report hasessentiallyexeluded the
impact of the Subregional Plant on the Laguna. .

r j GENERAL COMMENTS

/1 Lack of Measured Data/Reliance on Computer S,imulations

The primary concern with this report is the lack of measured datal and, the over-

1

- j reliance on computer siIl1ulations2~ At best, we feel that this report canhe used oilly to
identify where additional effortisneeded to understand the complex relationships tha.t
lead to ammonia and dissolved oxygen problems in the Laguna. Without a better

1

_-

1

understanding of these relationships, the relative importance of each source is unelE;ar,
leading to miscalculations and inequitable allocations of Total Maximum Daily Load in.
the Attainment Plan.

t )

II
rJ

I)

The RRWPC has presented its critique of the avaii.able data on numerous occasions; the main issues
are: lack of systematic monitoring, lack of statistical validity, inadequate sampiing.
Doug Green of the RRWPC has presented very detailed critiques of the QUAU model on numerous
occasions; the main issues are: (a) severe boundary condition discontinuitiesthatpredude
applicability to benthic-water column relationships; (b) insupportable uniformity asswnptions for
different reaches; and (c) incomplete relationships for nutrients and algae. The authors of this study
also allude to these limitations (e.g. p.47 regarding stream flow gauging; p.50 regarding benthic
processes).

I
! ) '.

2

U
((

I
I
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS

Impact of Wastewater

Impact of EffluenfIrrigation

Although it is stated onp.33 thatmonitoring data sho~ thatirrigation has no impacton

groundwater quality, it is unclear whether this also means that u:ngatlon has no impact

on the Laguna: ' , '

f

r

f

I
f

{

I
I
I
r
J '

r

I

f
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(
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j

IPage2of4

Was the data collected near irrigation sites, during the irrlganori. season, and

over several years?
How much wastewater irriga.tion occurred and how does the volume compare to

rainfall and other sources 6firpgationwabir? ... ".'

Does subsurface draina,ge divert irrigation,water before itr~aches,the

groundwater? Were measurements taken in ~earbysurfacewater dUring the .

irrlgation season? .

2.

1.

Impact of Discharges

The regression analy~is of Fig. 3-1 is inappropriate, not 6rily because of the very low

correlation factor (R2=O.35), but also because discharge~ are independeJ:itlY and

completely controlledbyplantoperators. A moreappropriate evaluation would be to

measure the impact at' different discharge ra,tes and stream flows (Fig. 3-6 shows a very .
..' . I

large nitrogen'contribution from the Subregionalplant)~ . . . '

Dissolved Oxygen

The discussion of yearly average dissolved oxygen concentrations in section 2~3.2 and'

Figs. 2-5 & 2:-6 must be expanded to include seasonal and cliurnalconc~ntrations.The.

same applies to the dissolved oXygen results·ofthe model (section 3.4 and Figs~3:-3 to 3

6). In particular" criti~lperiods such as pre-dawn conditions in summer Il1ust'be· '

evaluated. .' .

Need to Address Other Impaired Objectives

While this report focuses on ammonia and dissolved oxygen, the complete Attainment

Plan should include other impaired Beneficial Uses. In particular, tests by the City of

Santa Rosa have demonstrated chronic toxicity of both the background water in the

Laguna and wastewater effluent to indicator species. Although the authors of this

report maintain that loss of habitat, rather than water quality, seeDis to be the main

impact on aquatic species (especially Steelhead) in the Laguna, the Attainment Plan is·

incomplete without addressing habitat restoration.



IPollutant Load Calibrations

I

I !The report uses estimations of pollutant loads from other reports (without discussing

Iapplicability to the Laguna), and then reduces these values by an unclear "calibration"

_"" factor to reach pollutant concentrations in the Laguna (p.31 for urban sources; p.36 for

I )non-irrigated agriCulture).. S~nce Figs~ ~';'lto 4-4 which use these ~b~atedresults .

show that urban and non-lIngated agncultuiesources are very sIgnificant, the ".

1--1 immediate conclusion should be that local measurements must be'obtained tovalid.ate ..

: ! the Attainment Plan.

How does the model "fit" for other days andconditionS?

Are the changes valid3?··. '

Are other processes (e.g. beniliic and sediment reactions), not included in the

model, more important in reality?

il Modeling Calibrations

Section 3.4 describ~manychanges in inputassumptions and equation parameters that

I
"] were required to "fit" the output to results measured on only. 2 :~calibration" days.and.1.

"verification" day. What seems to have beenlost inthe details are: .

I) 1.
2.
3.

Lack of Nitrate Evaluation.infue Modeling Results

f)
•

J.:

Section 4 of the reporHacks adiscussion:of nitrate, which de-emphasizes of theimpact

of wastewater from the Subregional Treatment Plant (as direct discharges from October

tJ to May, and as irrigation returns in the irrigation season). Total nitrogen analysis by

the Kjeldahl method does not include nitrate, thus the comparisons of nitrogen sources

i-/ shown in Figs 4-1 to 4-4 are misleading. Additional graphs showing nitrate are

LI required fqr a fair evalu~tion. .

The addition of nitrate would probably show that the nitrogen load from wastewater is.

as large as that of the dairies. This would require a far more detailed evaluation of

wastewater impacts, and a nitrogen control strategy that includes nitrate removal

rather than only areduction of ammonia coricentration4•

~r .

I .I

J .

(I

3

4

On p.SO, how does reallocation SO% of the incremental flow to the headwaters relate to measured

volumes (if any exist) in the headwaters? On p.S5, how does a sediment oxygen demand of 0.6 g/ft2

relate to the original value (and to reported or measured values)?

The authors of this report acknowledge (p.77) that even though nutrientsJrom the wastewater can

contribute to aquatic plantgrpwth, decay, and oxygen depletion, its impact was not evaluated. '

Page 3 of4



Dairy BMP's

1. An evaluation of waste treatment inch,ldingde~nitrification..
2. An evaluation of the practicality of crop production based on the USe of these

dairy wastes (liquids'and solids).as the primary fertilizerS. '

Although the B1v.1P's are covered in great detail, including costs, there is no maSs- .
balance evaltiation. This is a majofconcern since ,the source of th~ nitrog~n is imported
feed, which mearis that nitrogen,must be somehow e~t~dgf?~~e waStes ,il). order
to provide a steady-state balance. In practical· terms, H:rls,requi!:es:,·· . .

Although some of the options include anaerobic processes, pres~bly'for
denitrification, the discussion centers around the remQval ofanu:nonia and organic
nitrogen. Since the treated effluent is currently nitrified wi.thJ5 mg/lof nitrate (Table
3-8), the discussion shouldexplicitly include an evaluatioll of nitrate.reduction.

r
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More measurements of flowratesand 'WClt~rqu.,ap.ty arerequir~d.,~speciaIiy'.since
the simulation model cannot reflect comple"relationsll1pso6cuningiJ.1. th,e , ..
Laguna. . .. "

A detailed evaluation of the impact of nitrate in the wastewater.from the
Subregional Treatment Plant must be included.
Habitat impacts must be addressed.
An evaluation of control measures for all forms of nitrogen from the Subregional
Plant w~tewater,and from dairy wastes must be included..

3.
4.

2.

1.

Neither of these options will be affordable to local dairies under current economic::
conditions. The report (p.92) recommends 2 institutional/financial sb:'Clt~gies that coult;l
help offset costs. ':The real test of practicality is whether the waste B1v.1P's canbe ,. .
combined with r~clamati6n()ffertilizer value and changes indcrlIy ,practi~es,to creClte.
an affordable 10ng.:oteriIlsolution. .. .' ,

SUMMARY

This report is a reasonable first step in eValua~gwhere further workis'reqWieq to
devise an Attainment Plan. The draft reveals several issues that need to be addressed
in more detail in the final report:

Load Reduction Plan

Wastewater Quality Controls

Page 4 of4



tWPC
In River Watershed Protection Committee

Post Office Box 501
Guerneville, CA 95446

(707) 869-0410

RSSC COMMENTS ON THE DRAFT REPORT ON NON-POINT SOURCE

POLLUTANTS IN THE LAGUNA DE SANTA ROSA,

RCSC is pleased that the North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board has started

, J address issues related to non-point sources of pollution in the Laguna de Santa Rosa,

rrd would like to offer our comments on the draft report.
. "

~lur main concern is that discharges from Santa Rosa's Subregional Wastewater I

'reatment Plant, wl:rl.c;h, ~~.,. a point source, might have a far larger impact on the Laguna.

In particular, it is ,*~~ar'frC1In ti),e draft report what the relative importance of the

...,oint and non-poiN~s'c:it#¢esare., We would like this, effo~t tes~t~measurable.

mprovements to Wa.J~~;iqualitylI1,the Laguna and the Russian river.
. ~':-~~~..~~~r:f:?.5f!:~:I' <.... :. '{, :'.. ,',. '",' , "Or, .:~. " • • ?:'. _. '

'Jur detailed cozn.r:nents are as follows:
......
,;'," .

1. The report relates to concentrations of pollutants, which provide only part of the

impact. Overall mass-loadings provide a much better basis for evaluating the

impact of the non-point sources on the Laguna and the Russian River. What.is

required is an estimate of the flowrate or volume of runoff at each monitoring

point, so that the mass-loading of each pollutant can be calculated.

2. Although the report mentions that during collection of stream-bottom sediments,

it was"... apparent from sight and smell that a substantial amount of these .

org'anic solids was cow manure", it is not clear whether: (a) this was true

everywhere; and (b) if any attempt was made to verify that the solids were not

anaerobically decomposing algae or other plant material.

We feel that this is an important issue to clarify since Figures 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 14

seem to indicate high nitrogen loadings from Santa Rosa's wastewater treatment

plant (as implied by concentration measurements):

Fig. 5 shows that total ammonia from the plant was vey high during the years

prior to nitrification, and that the dairy sources contribute only a

relatively small load. This does not mean that the dairy sources have no

impact, but rather that the cumulative impact of many. ye9JS of high

loadings from the plant must still be addressed.

Fig. 7and 8 show that the source of un-ionized ammonia is dairies, which is to be

expected. The toxicity of the un-ionized ammonia is a concern, but its

contibution to the overall nitrogen load in the Laguna is insignificant

relative to other nitrogen forms.

Fig. 9 and 10 show that the wastewater treatment plant might be contributing

significantly more nitrate to the Laguna than any other source, especially

after nitrification (as indicated by the large difference between the "no



discharge" and "pre-nitrification" or "post-nitrification" curves at
monitoring-point LTR in Fig.1Q). There seems to be an error in Fig.9 for
the "winter" curve: the nitrate contribution from the plant at monitoring
point LTR is missing. Since nitrate is immediately available for algae and
plant growth, this nitrogen load might have the most impact on the
Laguna, and since the load from the plant might be larger than that of the
dairies, the cumulative impact of many years of high loadings from the
plant IIJ,ust still be addressed.

Fig. 14 shows that nitrification at the plant eliminated most of the organic
nitrogen and the ammonia, but since ~otal Kjeldahl nitrogen does not
include nitrate (which is immediately available for algae and plant
gro:wth), this does not mean that the wastewater plant is not a major
contributor of nitrogen to the Laguna. In fact, since· the nitrate load from
the plant was always relatively large, and has. incr~¥ed af~~~.ni4'ification,

discharges from the plant must still be addressed before reaching
conclusions about the relative importance of non-point source impacts on
the Laguna.

3. Since effluent from the wastewater treatment plant is used for irrigation
throughout the Laguna, discharges will still have an impact on the Laguna even
under "no-discharge" conditions. It is not clear in the report how such loads
were accounted for, although it is implied that everything that was not
discharged directly from the plant was attributed to dairies, and to alesser
extent to urban runoff. Given the high nutrient concentration in the effluent, and
frequently high surface runoff during irrigation, we feel that the impact of
irrigation should be evaluated before reaching conclusions about other non
point sources.
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t'T1: OF CALIFORNIA· CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

\I;I=ORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD

)1 iH COAST REGION
;0 SKYLANE BLVD, SUITE II

NTA ROSA, CA95403
-Ot -; (707) 576-2220

I I' '., .
'..

~Itober 1,,1992

PETE WILSON, Governor

Q
... .

,. ..-'" .
~.

, ... ....

~lendaAdelman .
~ ,Lssian· River Watershed ProteqtionComrrii ttee .
l>ostOffice Box, 501
~~ernvill~, CA. 95446

! I . .... .
Dear Brenda:

I) This 1etteris in response to your letter and comments tottle' Regional

Board on September 24,' 19'2.concerning tb~ draft ieport for the Clean Water

I.....·/ct section.·2.05(j)p.ro·je~t .. ti~led. :"lnvestig. ation for Nonpo~nt Source

ollutants J.n the, Laguna de Santa Rosa, Sonoma·County".

'. ,We would like to' thank you f6r'your adva~de ~re-revi~w ofthedr~ft

!
r/eport last month ..Your co.mmen.ts we. I:,e' hel Pf.Ul towards our putting together

he draft final report which was then r~leased for the publicly n~ticed 30

yay teview period prior to the Regional Board meeting. ..' "

We agree with your comments th~t mass-Ioadin 'calculations for

r~ual J. t cons J. uens wou provJ. e a e er asis for further, evaluating

, j: e im act oint source loSC arges on e aguna. The· report

a resses this issue at the egJ.nnJ.ng 0 t e·report, on page 3. For this

','rtudy, the quantifica'tion of sources was attained through measurement of

lponstituentconcentrations in water over time. Additional flow data would

.have been necessary to quaritifyin terms of mass emission. Accurate,

I
ferman7nt f I ow measuring equipment wo~ld h,ave been necessary ~o. do this in

the maJ.n stem of the Laguna, and was outsJ.de the scope of thJ.s study. The

'-next phase of the study is now just starting and is being conducted"by the

City of Santa Rosa using a new Section 205(j) grant from the U.S.

IEnvironmental Protection Agency. The city's contract is with the State

Water Resources Control Board. Work on mass emission calculations has be~n

made a part of this next study.
: You ~xpres~ed commen~~ as to whether our waLk on·the stream hottom

Jsediments confirmed that the organic matter was cow manure and not

anaerobicall y decomposing algae or other pI ant material. My personal

I '1. ob.servati ons during the sediment core samp ling was.ttlatp10st of the organi c

I matter was obviously manure. There is no doubt that some of the organic

I~'matter was algae or other plant matter, but it was present in minor amounts

relative to the amount of manure. This was particularly obvious at station

'1 JLOR, the station which represented a wide slow stream reach in which we

would expect solids from upstream areas to drop out of the water column and

be d&'"posited ..

I...
J You had a number of wri t ten comments on speci fie Figures (graphs) in

I the report. My response to those comments are as follows:

Figure 5 does show high median total NH3-N concentrations during a

period when the treatment plant was not nitrifying its effluent. This was

I I, a temporary situation that no longer occurs. The treatment plant has 'been

normally nitrifying its effluent since the mid 1970's, and the pre-

!,
( ,
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ni trification data shown on Figure 5 represents a temporary situation, 'I.
during tha winter of 1989-90.

Figures 7 and 8 show median un-ionized ammonia concentrations in the
Laguna. Because un-ionized ammonia can be toxic to aquatic life in low' r I

concentrations, we have concluded that the level of un-ionized ammonia to (
be extremely significant regardless of the concentration or load of total
nitrogen. Un-ionized ammonia can result in direct toxicity" and is (:'
considered our most significant concern with respect to nitrogen impact~.

Figures 9 and 10 show median nitrate levels in the Laguna. The
treatment plant discharges during the winter period only, whent,here, are ("' ,
naturally low algal production levels in th~ streim. This meanS that the
nitrate discharged from the treatment plant is not usually available feor·,
algal growth during the summer period when nuisance alga,e blooms are ,.'
normally expected to occur. ['

Figure 14 shows median total Kjeldahl nitrogen concentrations in the
Laguna. Kjeldahl nitrogen is a measure of organic and ammonia nitrogen. The·
purpos. of Figure 14 was to show ~nly Kj~ldahl nitrogen levels, and not to (
infer anything about nitrate loadings ,from the treat,rnent plant or nonpoint
source discharges. Figure 1,4 needs to be interpreted incontex wi ththe,
rest of the report . Post-nitrifi.catiori mediCl.n levels of Kjel dahl nitrogen· "["
in the Laguna were less than when the treatment plant was not ,discharging,
thus:improving water quality in this regard.

You alsoexpress'ed comm,,ents co,nce~ning'impactsfr.om irrigation runoff
into the Laguna. These arereflec'ted,in the data at downst'ream- stations 'I'"~
during the cotirs'e oft·hestuQy .. Wehave,concl uded from the data tha·t this .,
is a' relativel yinsignificantsourceof-'discharge impacts.

"lour comment that stream channelization has"had impacfst·o:; Lag\1na ',J
water' quali tyis well taken. 'This is mentioned on page 13 of ther~port l
during the ,discussion on water temper.atures. Channelization impactswer,e
not within the scope of this, study.', ,', ",j'

't' hope I have· sufficiently addressed your comments and question!;S.
Thank-youa9cHn' for your review of the, r,eport'; Your cominents were important
for us and made' for abetterreporl. please call me with any additionill "I
questions." ' , '"I
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Summer Season Attainment

Dear Ms. Morris:

Thank you for:t'he opportunity,: to comment on the draft~Waste

Reduction' Strategy 'for the Laguna'De SantaR.osa,' dated "September

20, 1994., In general, the strategy appears to provide a robust yet

feasible framework for 'targeting, and "implementing loading

reductions needed to bring the Laguna into compliance with water

quality standards. I do believe that additional detail ,and

clarification is needed ina few key areas in order for the

strategy to be approvableunder Clean Water Act Section 303 (d) as

a TMDL (see below). My additional, comments' (enclosed) address

elements of the report which should be clarified in order to ensure

that the strategy is fully understandable to the public and

affected dischargers.

JAN 4 '95

VVA Itt-s UUAU r't
CONTROL' BOA?]

RF(.)11l1\1 1

g~ •.~
o fl _~DKD----:. '
ORI OPG-2.. ,
OJ"' '~~""'"
OSW ' , ' ",,yJ--

o -OREPl'f "
OAtl STAfF Df.llf.' '

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

REGION IX
75 Hawthorne Street

San Francisco, CA 94105

(In reply, refer toW~3-2)

JAN 03 1995

In the selected scenario, the targeted ,load goals are expecteq.

to be exc'eeded at each attainment point' during the summer season

(p. 25). 'Thisl problem may exacerbated by ,the "lagg'ed effect of

winter and spring discharges ,as disqlssed in the report (p:~ 25).

Does this mean that the water quality standards are not expected,to

be met during summer? If so, it appears that the strategy does not

achieve one of its primary goals: to IItarget waste load reductions

that meet the water quality goals for the Laguna" (p. 4).

TMDLs are required to be established at: a Level adequate to

ensure that wate'r quality standards will be attained [40 CFR

130.7(c) (1)]. The strategy should explain how it will result in

standards attainment during the summer season. Alternatively, the

strategy could consic.erwhether,other load reduction scenarios and'

.implement~tion actions which would result in standards attainment

auring "the summer season. In particular, the strategy should

consider more aggressive efforts to target septic systems, since,

they are almost solely responsible for su~mer season loadings-i' and

are a significant source during other periods of the year.

Ms. Cecile Morris
North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board

5550 Skylane Blvd., Suite A
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
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Load Reduction ExoectationsBv SJurce

The strategy should more clearly allocate load reduction

responsibilities and expectations. TMDLs should allocate expected

load reductions from major sources of concern by category and/or by

specific source ("Guidance for Water Quality Based Decisions: The

TMDLProcess" USEPA. EPA440/4-9l-00l). Clear descriptions of the

load reduction expectations or requirements are essential in order

toeI1sure that the load reduction targets are attainable and to

~ssist.different dischargers in understanding what is expected of

them ,and planning the appropriate discharge controls. ',The'

discussion o.f '.,load reduGtion responsibilities should also be

reflected in the implementation plan~:secti(:m.. '

Implementation Plan Detail

The strategy should describe the implementation pla,n in'

greater detail.' The September 20th draft implementat'icmplan is

substantial;Ly imp,rovedoyer"the previous draft; however, the report

should ~iscuss, to, the, extent feasible given .available, information:

."whether th.e identified implem~ntati~n actions are. expected

to result in attainment dfthe load reduction t.aI:getsfor

each attainment. point during each season,

.<lexpected ,load reductions associated·' with, the implementation

" measures discussed~n theimplementationplaIl, and

• .,;:,who,isresponsible for implementing each of the. identified

control a,ctions. '"

Describe Monitor~ng and Review Plan

The strategy should describe how the Regional Board will

evaluate ,the. effectiveness of 'this first phase TMDLandmake

necessary adj ustments ("Guidance for Water Quality'Bas~dDecisions:

TheTMDL Process" USEP~. EPA44d/4-9.l-:00l); pescription" of the

monitoring plan is a required element of a phased approachTMDL.

Key questions that shou:;J.dbeaddressed include:" ",. ,
. ' '.' .,-' -."

.

• ·What constitutes compliaricewith water quality ,

objectives, ane. how,\fill compliance be qetermi'rled?r

.,'What monitoring '/Jill be don'e to measure compl~aIlce, ,and J::'y

whom? ' .

'.~What.will the Regional Board do at the july""~996 c:heckpoint?
I , : ' " .', •

.' ,) • ~ , •

The Regional: Board' should consider ext,endingthe commerit

period (ei,ther, formally or. informally) 'in. order' to provide ample

opportunity for the pub+,~c'to obtain, review, andcomme4t on the'

strategy. I believ:e a:hextension is warranted, giyenthat.the

comment period occurred'during the, holiday season, the report 'is

lengthy and. somewhat complex, arid, specific;expectations " of

different dischargers are not clearly described. . .." '
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Conclusion

i; The Waste Reduction Strategy for the. Laguna provides an sound

basis for implementing appropriate load reductions, andI.commend

you fora job well done. I believe the strategy ,will be

strengthened if ·it is clarified and expanded in the areas discussed

above and in the enclosed cormnents ... I would. be happy to discuss my

comments at your convenience and assist. you in any way I can to

help bring the strategy to completion. Pleas·e do not hesitate to

call me at 4lS-744-20l2.

11

II

fl
! I

[(

II
I

enclosure.

';'.

Sincerely,

{)~,g~

David smith
TMDL Coordinator

I I
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General Comments

Attachment: Detailed Comments on Waste Reduction Strategy r

i
)

(

(

r

[

J

r

(

t
r
f

Regarding paragraph 1 below table 2, while I ,agree that

attainment of criteria is the ultimate endpoint, I

suggest that you explicltly recognize the allowable loads

and associated load reduc~ion targets developed in this

report as intermediate endpoints of the strategy. In

this paragraph, it would also be appropriate to summarize

the planned monitoring and assessment activities through

which you will evaluate the success of the strategy.

In bullet 3, emphasize finding number 4 regarding

nutrient increase from upstream urban runoff tributaries.

This is the, key point 'in this bullet given that the

strategy focuses upon nutrients more ....'than metals or

organics.

In bullet 1, clarify the last sentence. Does the report

contain a finding or merely a hypothesis concerning this

possible relationship between late release of nutrients

and organics, and summertime water quality? This is an

important point because the report contains a similarly

vague discussion of this issue on page 25. What is

really known, and what is theory at this point? What

will be done to explore this theory further?

The first sentence of paragraph 3 should be clarified.

How does each seasonal flow and loading pattern affect

water quality II in a different way?" More detailed

discussion of this key point is warranted.

Clarify in paragraph 2 that the Laguna was listed on the

§303(d) list in 1992 and 1994~

Comment

In paragraph 2, cite the EPA guidance which describes the

"phased approach" ("Guidance for Water Quality Based

Decisions: The TMDL Process" USEPA. EPA440/4-91-001). "

This is important to provide the authority for the

Regional Board's decision to implement this regulatory

mandate in a phased manner.

10

9

6

4

3

2

Specific Comments

The report should be consist.ent in its citations of reference

sources, and should provide a bibliography.

Did you consider th~ feasiblity of riparian or stream channel

restoration as a method of lowering water t~mperature' and

associated ammonia toxicity?
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11

12

13

14
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In bullet number 4,· the water quality model used to

estimate pollutant loads should be.discussed in somewhat

greater detail because many of the loading "estimates

-underlying the strategy analysis appear to rely on its

findings. Without going into exhaustive detail, it would

be helpful to discuss the type of model used and its

degree of reliability.

In the paragraph under the Laguna Water Quality title,

clarify the ~tatementthat "disqharged wastewater meets

Basin Plan criteria."" Does the discharge meet the D.O.

objective contained in the Basin Plan and EPA' s un

ionized ammonia criteria, which are the goals of the

strategy?

The logic of the following paragraph concerning ammonia

is not clear. Please clarify why the referenced factors

led you to focus ion total nitrogen and two forms of

ammonia.. .

In paragraph 1, do actual data:from th~ Laguna bear out

the statements in the last sentence regarding the

positiye correlation between high total ammonia and high

unionized. ammonia, and between. high 'total nitrogen and

high ammonia?

.The last sentence on the page should be clarified to

read: "The EPA criterion for un-ionized ammonia was

exceeded in the Laguna 17% of the time."

What.. explains the substantially higher exceedence rates

in the middle reaches of' .theLaguna? Thedi·fferences in

exceedence.rates in the middle reaches should be

discussed at some point in the text.

Clarify the first phrase in the first sentence regarding

. "the nature of the nitrogen sources" or c'ite ...the page

where this issue is discussed.

The method used to evaluate pollutant concentration in

the water column is very conservative in that it assumes

no decay of nitrogen compounds aft-e:l:"t,.heir discharge.

EPA supports the use of conservative assumptions,

especially when pollutant fate and transport are poorly

understood. However, this assumption may result in

overly stringent load reduction targets. Do you have the

capability (through the Merrit-Smith model, for example) ,

,to evaluate the decay of nitrogen compounds after they

are· discharged to the Laguna? Would it be possible to

use a first-order. decay coefficient to evaluate the

sensitivity of your load- reduction target results to this

no-decay assumption?



16

16

17

18

19

20

23

24

28":'30

29

-iii-

Under the definition of waste load, add "more easily"

before· the, wo.rd "controllable" in order to reflect the

fact that the load' sources identified ·under the

definition of load ~ control~able.

Under the definition of load, explain the term "reduced".
• I

Define the meaning of the term pKa used in equation (3).

Under equation (4) ,change the term WQO to "upper limit"

or something like this to" avoid a connotation) that you

are d~vel·oping.a totcilnitrogen objective~'

...
In the last raragraph, is the May 1991-May 1994· period of

record representative of the longer teim·flow' record?

What is. the significance of the "Extended Winter" season,

line in Table 4:?

Please clarify how you combined your evaluations. of

.loadings duri:Q.g winter wet and dry weather periods to

derivetotalloa.ds for the winter.season .

.T1:ler~v::l.sed¢stimated sep.tic system wastel'oads may still

be high given the overlyconse:r::vativeassumptibn that all

wastewater discharged from septic systems: reaches the

Laguna.
..
In . paragraph 3, explain how "waste~at.er loadings are

divided up by 121 days during the winter ... ".

Please;· .cla:r;ifyparagraph;.4 to.bette:r;-. e;xplain how storm

event load,ings were calculated.. Howdor.esults obtained

with this method compare to available meteorological data

on storm event frequency and intensity?

Pleas~ clqrify the distinctions between scenarios 7A-7D ~

Do the let'.:.2~s iTIerely indicate the seasonal breakdown?

Also, the section title says7A-7B. Do. you m.ean 7A-7D?

Olarify the method' described in the last:. paragraph. The

. riarrat,.ive is f cpnfusihg.
~';'." ..

Please fill, ,in theblariks .regarding load reductions

expected from different. activities. .

The imp],ementa.t:,ionpl·a.n may provide . inadequate guidance

to the C:'tyof Santa Ros.a concerning (1) 'stormwater

control :'levels and (2) wasteload allocations for the

.Subregional' Nastewater Treatment plant. . The TMDL should

provide. a specific Wasteload 'Allocation for· this key

point source' discharger. Are .. t:here any other point

source discharges of concern?
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C:AL:IFORN:IA REG:IONAL WATER.QUAL:ITY CONTROL.BOARD

NORTH COAST REG:ION

Interoffice Communication

I \

j
TO: Cecile Morris DATE: January 14, 1995

iI
I(

u

].1I

IJ
I \I

FROK: Bob Klamt

SOBJEC'l": Comments from John Cummings, Laguna CRMP Tas~ Force

I noted the following comments from the Laguna CRMP Task Force Meeting of 12

14-94 and a telephone conversation with John on 12-16~94.

The relationships of existing condi~ions, attainment goals, and an ultimate

goal is not well explained. We need to explain how the planned reductions

between now and July 1996 compare· to the ultimate goal. When is the target

date for the ultimate goal? .

Need clarification on how City of Santa Rosa planned plant upgrades will

apply to the TMDL goals. The report only deals with ammonia; how do the

other concerns. fit in, i.e., total nitrogen, dissolved oxygen. Is the

upgrade reasonable? Is it needed to meet the TMDL goals? If it's not

needed, why should they do it?
.

The NPS management practices must be applied with success in mind. Maybe

riparian fencing is not all that it's reputed to be in terms of reducing

nutrient inputs.

Septic system estimates are shakey. The discussions of ammonia and total

nitrogen are. not clear; the relationphip of the two with actual load

reductions is not explained clearly.

Specific pages on which to concentrate: 5, 7, 30.

I believe reworking the tables and providing further explanation re

the goals, timing, City of Santa Rosa upgrade, implementation

strategy, and septic system estimates per our discussions should

adequately address his concerns.
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ATE OF CALIFORNIA. CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

AI )=ORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD

o .irH COAST REGION
,so SKYLANE BLVD. SUITE A

\NTA ROSA. CA 95403

~G ',: (707) 576-2220

I I

I \
I

I I

February 1. 1995

Mr. David Smith. TMDL Coordinator
US Environmental Protection Agency
Region IX-
75 Hawthorne Street
San Francisco. CA 94105

Dear Mr. Smith,
i \
I ! Subject: ,Response to Comments on the Draft Waste Reduction Strategy for the

Laguna de Santa Rosa

rI
i r

II,I '
:. I

( 1

I )
I .I

I"

Thank you fortommenting on the draft Waste Reduction Strategy for the Laguna

de Santa Rosa. ' We found your comments very he1pfuland wi lli ncorporate them

into the final report. We would like to take this opportunity to respond to

your comments and 1et you know what changes and c1ari fi cations we wi 11 be

making to the report.

Summer Season Atta ininent . "

We recogni ze ,that the targeted goa1s for the summer seasOn dd not meet the,'

attainment goals. and have the greatest. uncertainty due to estimated septic

system loadings. We plan to work on fine~tuning the septic system loading

esti mates by determini ng ,a wei ghted val ue based on the septi c,systems' "

1ocations and di~tances from the Laguna '.We bel i eve a more accurate

estimation can 'be determined fors~ptit systems. and adjustments to the

estimated mass loading 1i mits will be made to more accurately refl ect the

summer season. Iil the implementation plan. we will include adescripti on of

efforts that should be made to reduce loading from septic systems. '

Load Reduction Exoectatiqns By Source

We will include a table in the final report that specifically' showslhe mass

limit loadings for each source within the sub-watersheds 'above the four

atta inment points duri ng each season. The load reducti on responsi bil i ti es

will be described more clearly in the implementation section- to ensure the

different dischargers understand the strategy. For comparison purposes. the

anticipated load 'reductions from current and ,future projects and programs will

be summarized in a table along with the strategylbad reduction goals. This

table will show the load reductions that are met and/or the areas/sources that

r;teedfurther. waste reduction efforts.

Imp1ementati on,' Pl an Detai 1

The implementation section will describe in greater detail the current and

future efforts for waste 1oad reducti ons to the Laguna and. more speci fi cally.

the anticipated l,oad reductions. The table described above should show the



Mr. David Smith' '
FebruarY 1. 1995
Page 2 '

anticipated load reductions by source and whether the current and future
efforts are enough to achieve the strategy reduction goals. The
responsibilities for implementing the waste reduction efforts will be
described and clarified in the implementation section of the final report.

Describe Monitoring and Review Plan

A detailed description of the water quality monitoring'plan' to be implemented

by the Regional Board for the Laguna will be ,included in the final report as ,',',

well as moni tori ng p1annedby the Ci ty of Santa Rosa. The fi na1 ~eport will::'

clarify the way we will determine compliance with water quality objectives.

Comment Period

The Regional Board has received comments from most dischargers and interested

groups .. However; we extended the comment period to January 11. 1995,'and'

attempted, to contact. all' other,signi fi cant i nterest,ed :groups (those, that
failed to comment by January 3. 1995) to answer questions and get further
comments on the, draft report. ', " , "', '

j
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e~ ,PCige' 3.': paragraph 3 wi 11 i nc1 tide a' referenc;e. 1:0 theUSEPA gui dance,;; :
manual. ' " : ."',' ' ....>',

e .., Page '4. p,aragraph '3 will be C1ari,hed'andexpandedto explaih how : "
the seasonal ~lqw and" loadings, affect water qual i ty in di fferent' ,
ways.

e;,:; Page 6. paragraph below table 2 will be ch~mgedto recognize the
allowable loads and reductions as interim goals ,of the strategy .
W~ ,will also include a description of the waterquali,ty inonitoring ,
plan-and hoW; we wi 11 eva1uatethe ,success of the, strategy.

: • I,.. . • '),," ,'I ',' " _, :. ". '; • L ., :. , " ':~"', ..''' , ,:: • _ ,,::

e~, Page 9. bullet3'wi11be changed to emphasize fi.nding 4 regarding ,
nutrient increase from upstream urban runoff tributaries.' ,

,

General Comments

Adjustments will be made to the final report to provide' consist~nt r~ferences.

and a bibliography will be added. ' .. ' .
:' ,', ":

To address theunfavorably hi'gh telTIperatures,inth~,Laguna.' riparian and ,:" '

stream channel restoration will" be suggested in,th,e.imp1ementation section' of ."

the draft fi na1 report. Rtpari arl' and stream' charmel: restorati on wi 11 'also be

addressed more extensjvely andmade a p.art of the Laguna"CRMP Water,sh~d: ,

Management Plan~Although IN~. believe high temperatures ar~ a problem in the

Laguna. pH isal soofconc,ern. Asnia11 changei n pH can,.have a considerable

effect on ammoniatoxicit'ywhi1e t~is is not the,ca?e,f9r temper(1ture. ,"
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• ',' Page 10. bullet 1 wi 11 be c1ari fi ed to exp1ai n that we suspect

that the delayed release of nutrient loading from bottom sediments

to the water column contributes to the condition of water quality

in the Laguna, during the ,summer. We investigated this case with

some preliminary sediment testing during the summer of 1992. and a

nutrient flux study by a local high school student in 1993 and

1994. The testi ngwas documentedi n two reports: the Regi ona1

Board's 1992 205(j) Laguna Study, and the 'Piner High School report

on file in our office. The results further confirmed our

assumption that bottom sediments contribute to the water column

nutrient loading during the summer. We will reference these

reports in the TMDL report. Additionally. we plan to investigate

this further during this summer as a part of our water quality

. monitoring plan." "

.~ Page 10. bullet 4 will be expanded to describe in g~eater 'detail

the Laguna models. ' , .

•.>cPagel1. paragraph under the Laguna Water Quality title. will be

clarified regarding discharged wastewater from the City's

subregional plant. The discharged wastewater me~tsBasin Plan

criteria. both dissolved oxygen and toxicity objectives. The

Basin Plan toxicity objective is a narrative objective and

contained as a provision of the City's NPDES Permit.

Additionally, we anticipate continued self-monitoring'by the City

for nitrogen. '

Page 11. ammonia paragraph will b~, clarified to describe why we

are focusing on total nitr~gen and. two forms of ammonia .

• '" 'page 12. paragraph 1 will be changed to better explain the

correlation between high total nitrogen and high total and

uni oni zed ammonia. ' '' ,

Page 12. last sentence wi 11 be cha,nged as you suggested.

..... Page 13. a discussion will be added to the final draft report to

explain the higher exceedancesin the middle reaches of the

Laguna. '
_.'fr .

.~ Page 14, paragraph 1 will be expanded to describe the nature of

the waste sources to help explain why a reduction of total

nitrogen will 1ead to reductions in phosphorus and organ,i c matter.

.Olt ·Page 15. we agree the method, used to determi ne'the poll utant

concentration in the water column is very conservative and assumes

no decay of nitrogen compounds after their discharge into the

Laguna .. The Laguna models used by the City of Santa Rosa have the

capability to varying degrees to evaluate nitrogen cycling. which

we will evaluate between now and July 1996.
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.' PagelY. we will jnclude a defini<tionofthe ~inerson coeffiCient.
pKa. .. ..j'

• Page 16. 'we agree wi th your suggesti ons and wi 11i nclude them in
the; report. .. , '

We Will chang¢the word "reduced" to "less easily controllable
nonpoi nt sources" for better defi ni ti on of thi s term.,

. .
,
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(Page ,,20 . paragraph 4 wi 11 be expanded to better--explai ti the method

. used for storm event load; ngs. '.''., '

Page 23 . seen'ari os 7A-7Dindicate differe~{'seasons:"Thi s
'scenario group will be changed to reflect the seasons 'Ci .e. Wi =
winte~.Sp,::;, spring. Su = summer., and Fa,=,fall).

Page '24: last paragraph Will' be clarified.. : "

Pages 28-30 will 'be completed'i~the'final dr~ft report.
, : .

.""

.'"
II, , •

• E<. Page 18. we wil,lchange the' termWQO to, "upper Jimit". ,

Pagel8. t,he perioc;i of May 1991-94 includes twoyear-s6fdry and
one year of wet wi nterseasons; Thi stati 0 i sgenera11y' "
representative of the longer flow record. and is the best
informati·on wehaye regarding Laguna flows. This will be stated
in the final report.

• c,' Page 19. the "Extended Winter" represents an extended winter
peri od, from October. to Apri 1 to consi der the Basi n Pl an a11,owed
discharge peri 6d and a11 wet weather months).· ... ,This' ,per.i od'; s 'used
in sqenari-o 4~ An 'explanation ,of this will be included in the
note under, table 4..," , . " ,

Page 19..the.division' of loads for the winter ,season ,'and the other
seasons is explai ned in deta;" on the, next page. We will c1ari fy
thi s secti on better in the fi na1 report. ".,

Page 20; we agree that the revi sed estimated septic system loads
may still be high. We plan to evaluate the septic sy~tem

locations with respect to distances ,from the Laguna. and weight
the esti mated' 1o~di ng accordingly; ,,'We' hope thi swi 11 give us a
better est'imationofthe septic system loading contribution to the
Laguna. Our monitoring data for the summer of 1995 should also
indicate, the,extent to whi ch the septi c system 1oad estimate
philosophy needs adjustment. ' , ""

"Page 20; paragraph3' wil i be changed to be~ter exp1ain the wi nter
season division of'thewastewater loading. '

.~

.
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Mr. David Smith
February 1. 1995
Page 5

Page 29. the implementation plan will be expanded to provide
better explanation of responsibilities and gUidance for the.
dischargers. We will include a summary table showing targeted
reductions needed to achieve attainment. and anticipated
reductions expected from current and future programs and projects.
We will also summarize targeted mass limits for each source within
four sub-watersheds during each season of the year.

We appreciate your assistance in this process. and your comments on the draft
waste reduction strategy. We believe they will help to strengthen the final
report. We are shooting for March 1. 1995 as the submittal date for the North
Coast Regions' Laguna de Santa Rosa TMDL.

Sincerely.

&e~t<.. 1.1·--ut~

Cecile N. Morris _
Associate Water Resource Control Engineer

CNM: 1mf/ resepa
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Dr. Lee Erickson
Goldridge RCD
P.O. Box 446
Valley Ford. CA 94972

Dear Dr. Erickson.

!;, Subject:
I 'I

Response to Comments regarding the draft Waste Reduction Strategy
for the Laguna de Santa Rosa

II
i(
\1

I J

JIJ
[j

J I

I
\ ')

I \

U
" I
I

Thank you for commenting on the draft Waste Reduction Strategy for the Laguna
de Santa Rosa. We found your comments very helpful and plan to incorporate
them into the final report. We would like to take this opportunity to respond
to your comments and let you know what changes and clarifications we will be
making to the report .

• ~ We have added two tables in Appendix Dthat show the cumulative
proportional loads that are used in the selected scenario.

."'" The tables in Appendi xes A, Band C have been modi fi ed to show
that attainment was estimated to be met or not met as well as a
separate row that shows the estimated manure pond reduction .

• ~ We have developed tables that show the line-items calculations
used in the tables contained in Appendixes A. Band C. These
"line-item" tables will be included in each appendix.
Additionally, we will clarify the calculations used in each table
with a more step-by-step description.

We hope to develop more accurate load reduction estimates this summer with
Laguna water quality monitoring and assessment of the waste reduction
strategy. As developments and adjustments to the strategy occur, we will
coordinate our efforts with yours regarding the Section 319(h) grant projects
within the Laguna watershed.

Sincerely,

&u.&.- J1,..1~s
Cecile N. Morris
Associate Water Resource Control Engineer

CNM: lmf/resgold

•
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&:A. "'1f. 7#t:n/lAS
Cecile N. Morris
Surveillance., Monitoring and Planning
california Regional Water auallty Coritrol.Board,

North Coast Region
5550 Skylane Blvd. Suite A
Santa Rosa, CA 95403

.. '

Response to Commentsregardihg the draft Waste Reduction Strategy for the
Laguna de Santa Rosa' , ,,' " ,','" " '

Thank you for commenting on the draftcWasteReduction Strategy for the Laguna
de Santa Rosa. ,We found your comments helpful and plan to incorporate the,
ideas into the final report. We would like to take this opportunity to
respond to your comments and let you know what changes and clarifications we
will be making to the report .

• ~, The natural decay of ammonia-nitrogen was not analyzed in this
strategy primarily'due to the capabilities of the computer models
used to estimate Laguna water quality responses. Because of this .
the strategy load estimates tend to be conservative. We recognize
the strategy contains many 'uncertainties. and hope to reduce these
over the next year.

We are hoping to investigate in-stream loadings (sediment to
water column) interactions this summer as a part of our
Laguna water qual i ty moni tori ng. .

The septic system load estimate will be revised during the
first phase (by July 1996) to a weighted average based on
the distance between the system and the Laguna.

. " ,. .-J'r •

iJ

i i

I j'
, I

.

Eva'l uati on of the effecti veness of the strategy wi 11 be,
based on water quality monitoring, and adj~stments made as
necessary.

We agree with your comments regarding riparian and stream channel
restoration. To address unfavorably high temperatures in the
Laguna. riparian and stream restoration will be suggested in the
implementation section of the final report. Riparian and stream
restoration will also be addressed more extensively and made a
part of the Laguna CRMP Watershed Management Plan.
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• We agree with your comments regarding manure storage ponds.
Generally, manure ponds and confined animal facilities are
designed and managed to divert rainfall runoff around and away
from ponds. This recommendation is included in a list of Best
Management Practices (BMP) developed by the Animal Waste
Committee. BMP for confined animal facilities. including re
routi ng ra infa11 runoff. will be recommended in the implementation
secti on of the fi na1 report. . , ,

.'".. Each scenario developed and included in the draft report'metthe
water qual i ty goals . However, the selected scenari 0 met the' ,
selection criteria best. This will be clarified in the final '
report. and the differences and reasoning behind selecting,the
final scenario will be described better. Because the waste
reduttions'trategy'i s aphased i approach" other $cenari os may
develop and would be evaluated based on'the selection criteria.

We appreciate your ,comments on the draft waste reduction strategy and believe
they will help to strengthen and clarify the final repo~t. ' ,
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February 2. 1995 !

John Rosenblum
Russian River Watershed Protection Committee
Post Office Box 501
Guerneville. CA 95446

Dear Dr. Rosenblum:

Subject: Response to December 13. '1994 comments on the Dr.aft Report. waste

: ,Reduction Strategy for the Laguna';de Santa Rosa

Thank you,for commenti ng 'on the Draft Report ; 'Waste Reduction" Strategy, for the

Laguna de Santa Rosa (draft report) .We woul d ,1 i ke to take ,thi s opportunity ,

to respond to your December 13. 1994 comments. inform you of the: ' ",

clarifications we will make to the final report. and where fu,rtherinput,from
you might be useful to these efforts. " ,

Issue/Response

1. We recognize theimportance~of all forms of nitrogen. a}gal' growth: and
the uncertainty that remains with the suspected contripution of nutrient
1oadi ng from sediments into the water col umn. That is one of the

'reasons fori a phased TMDL approach and continued water quality
monitoringc;and studies. In 1992.·' we sampled Laguna bottom sediments.
and in 1993, we conducted some pr~li mi nary tests on Laguna bottom ..
sediments and nutrient flux into ,the overlying water. You may ,reqall ,
that we, discussed this', issue at a meeting on August 4.,1994 with you and
Brenda Adelman. . '.

Modell i ng performed, during the 'ei ty of Santa Rosa' s Secti on 205( j ) study
also suggested benthic sources for nitrogen and oxygen demand.. In order

to achieve acceptable response of the model to. observed .conditions. the
benthic source rates for ammonia and sediment oxygen demand at

, Occidental Road had to be increased. Those results suggest significant
nitrogen and oxygen demand sources at Occidental .Road. we suspect from
the sediments based on knowledge of potential waste sources ahdthe '
samp1i ng performed in 1992. . ,

The pre1;mi na ry testi ng results support. oUr theory thatsedi ments , .
contripute ,to ,nutri entloadi ng in some secti ons of the Laguna:. To what
extent- remains uncertai n. We wi 11 be doi ng further t~sti ngon bottom

·sediments anpnutrient.and oxygen demand flux this summer as' a part of
our water quality moriitoring plan for the Laguna. and,hope to determine
to the best. of our abilities the degree 'of contribution. We,alsowill
continue to include nitrate as a constituent in our routine's'ampling of
the Laguna. .
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The existing dissolved oxygen. nutrient. and algal data for the Laguna
will continue to be evaluated with respect to new information as it is
collected as part of the phased approach. Our monitoring plan includes
rotating the placement of continuous monitoring equipment amongst the
four attainment points. bracketing the individual sample collections
with hourly measurements for dissolved oxygen. temperature. pH. and
speci fi c conductance. , , '

Any specific techniques or methods regarding sediment flux, of nutrients'
and/or oxygen demand that you can recommend would be appreciated., '

2. To partially address problems regarding dissolved oxygen. we looked at
nutrients and algal growth: The three main nutrients reqUired for algal
growth are carbon. phosphorus. and Tlitrdgen. : Algal. Growth Potential"
studi es were conducted on Laguna water as p'art of the Laguna Monitori ng
Study (Roth:and Smith. 1992.1993.1994). The, results indicate that
nitrogen'is the'limiting plant'nptrient. Because ofthat 'and the 303(d)

listing specifl¢ to unionized ammonia." the str'at,egy focuses on total
ni trogen andamnioni a-'nitrogen as .,tota1 and un; oni zed. '

3.

.

Ms. Adelman of RRWPC was informed of our tdtal nitr6g'en definition in
direct response to her question at the October 27. 1994 Regional Water
Board meeting and again at the Laguna CRMP Task Force meeting on "
December,)4. 1Q94.Total nitrogen, equals all forms of nitrogen
(nitrati:.nitrite. organic nitrogen~ndammonia 'nitrogen). We,will
clarify the definition in the final report. ',' " '"

The draft report does contai'~ measured data~ Actuai dl ssol ved oxygen:.'
data are pr~sented and discussed,i!') Table 3. ,Figure 2. and pi:lge 14 of '
the draft report. We have looked at, these data andi,nformation
carefully. and do not believe the waste reduction strategy ,~Iignoresthe

questionable validity of existing data". Additionally. the. reader is '
referreci to the September 24. 1992 fi na1 report on the Regi ahal Water

i,Board' s Section 205Cj ).Jnvestt.gatton for Nonpoint Source Po 77utants in

the Laguna' ge Santa Rosa. Sonoma County ,(NCRWQCB 1992)' and the City of
'Santa Rosa 's Section 205Cj} . June 1994 Laguna de S~(lta R,osaWater !,

Qua,Jity Objective Attainment P7an(CH2MHill 1994},'for addittbnal'data
and analys~s., In our judgement. it was neither necessary. nor a good
use of resources 'to duplicate those reports in the subject draft ,report.

, .. " r ,l.-:.? .' .' ,

As was discusse'd at the March '25. 1993 Regional Water Board meeting'. the
January 26. 1994 Regional Water Board Monitoring Workshop. the
s,,ubseq'uentmeetingwith RRWPC on ,March 22.1994. and the last Russian
River Monitoring Committee meeting, on Dec,ember1~.1994. all previous
studi es'an the L'agu'na' have not been syst~!T1ati ctor. speGifi cpurpases,

,primarily. this isdu~ to 'theinabilitx,pfsystematic monitoring to
adequately respond to non,,;systematic events. such ,asstqrm events and
discharges (Gordon; eLal. 1993; McDonald.' et:. al. 1991; Steel'& Torrie
1960; Weber 1973). Systematic monitoring lends to be biased in favor of
non-discharge and non-storm event conditfonswhich are not systematic:
Water quality monitoring conducted through previous studies has been
designed to achieve the purpose of the studies. and has prOVided good
data representative of differing water quality conditions.
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We have developed a water quality monitoring plan for the Laguna to
determine the effectiveness of the waste reduction strategy, That plan '
is being reviewed by a statistics professor at University of California.
Davi s. The moni tori ng plan wi 11 incorporate a systemati c desi gn with a
stratified proportional allocation (Gordon. et.al. 1993; McDonald. et.
a1.1991; Steel & Torri e 1960; Weber 1973). Thi s wi 11 provi de water
quality data for both storm event and non-storm ev.ent conditionson'a '
40:60 storm: non-storm ratio that is based on the 1992. 1993. and 1994'
stream flows as measured at Trenton-Healdsburg 'Road. '

As regards the validity of existirig data. we have respondedto RRWPC
concerns on numerous occasions in private meetings and public meetings
and have hosted a number of meeti ngs of a Russi an River Moni tori ng
Committee. Though Ms. Adelman and Ann Maurice spent 10 hours, or so. ,
combined. in our office looking at a portion ot,the 20 years of Russian
Ri ver basi n, data. no other representati ves of the RRWPC have accepted
our offers to review. analyze. and discuss the data collection designs
and techni ques wi th us. That invi tati on is still open to you and other
RRWPC representati ves . ,,' , , ," ,

The modelling critiques provided by Doug Green are in reference to the
Russian River, QUAL2E computer model. Though some, of Mr. Green's "
comments applY,as regards the benthic process limitations of QUAL2E. the
bulk of his criticisms centered on the calibration and validation of the
model specific to the mainstem Russian River. As such. they are not
pertinentto the Laguna. MS. Adelman alsowas;informed of this at the
City of Santa Rosa's public meeting on the LagunaSectiQn 205(j) project
on April 21. 1993. and at the December 14. 1994 Laguna CRMP Task Force
Meeting. .

The computer models used for investigati'ng potential water quality
responses of the Laguna to nutri ent waste 1oadi ng wi 11 be descri bed in
the final draft report asfo11 ows : '

"The tW9wat~r quality modeling approaches that were used to
evaluate the water quality responses of the Laguna and its
tributaries to waste loading were:

The steady-state water quality model .QUAL2E was used to
simulate winter non-storm and summer conditions. when stream
flow and waste discharges are relatively constant. QUAL2E
does not exp1icitly simul ate benthi c pr.ocesses. therefore
both sedjment oxygen demand and the benthic source ra~e of
ammonia more closely function as boundary conditions
relating to previously deposited organic material (CH2M Hill
1994). It is understood that the modelling is not fully
responsive to all dynamics in the Laguna. one of the reasons
to use a phased approach. However. modelling can prOVide
insight into the dynamics and point to areas requiring .
further investigation." '
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As already mentioned. in order to achieve acceptable response of the
model to observed summertime conditions. the benthic source rate for
ammon;aand sediment oxygen: demand rate at Occidental RO,ad had to be ",
increased. Those results suggest significant nitrogen ,and oxygen demand

sources at ,Occidental Road as suspected from the sedimet:1t s9mpling
performed in 1992, Additionally. ,as suggestedat meetings of the ,
Russian Rtver Modeling Workshop, inclusion of benthic processes' in the
QUAL2E Model was suggested. , You are aware that the City of. Santa Rosa's
consultants are addressing that issue by developing a benthic compone'nt
for the QUAL2E Model. , If that effort is successful. we will investigate

doing the same for'modelsl.ised on:the Laguna. " "

The non-storm md'delli ng poi nted towards si gni fi cant ni,trog.en increases
from, the City of Santa Rosa's; Laguna Reclamation Plan; though response·
of algae was limited in the winter months ostensibly due to low,' ,

insolati6n"andwater temperatures.:' Aresulting suggestion was to move
th.e, discharge, point, during the 'spring months downstream to the " ,,"
confl Lienee 6fthe Laguna and Santa Rosa. Creek, ,rili ni mi zing the.ni trbgen
input to the system during periods of increasing aquatic pl~nt groWth.

Thesteady~state assumption ,of QUAL2E was deemed, , ,
inappropriate to' ,evaluate the ef,fects of pulse ,loading, i,

aSSOCi, ated wi th 'storm events, and the, overbank storage, along
",.', the Laguna.' Therefore. hydrodyna!TIi cs and water qual i ty
," r'esponses of the' Lagunaduri nga ·winter. storm event were

simulated using the computerprogramsRMA-2and RMA-4.RMA
2, is a generalized'free surface hydrodynamic model used to:
compute,' a' cont, nuous temporar and spatia1 descri pti on' of,
fluid velocities and ,depth throughout a riVer or est1jary
system. RMA-4 is a generalized water quality model which

.coinputesalemporal,and spatial description of conservative
and' non-conservative water, .quality parameters. RMA.:4 uses
the results from RMA-2 for its description qf the:flow (CH2M
Hill 1994). II

The RMA mbdelll:rtgsimul ated a~onti nuous di scharge from the Laguna
Reclamation Plant and dairy waste ,inputs entering the Laguna system
during storm events. Pulses of nitrogen were simulated entering the
,system and mo~i ng 'downstream through the 72.. hour ,model 1i ng run.

. , " ' 'i:, ., ,'. ,r ';'-.;"1':.

We ;~ecogni ze':the uDc:ertainti es of thewasteloaq estimates and the need
for more focused water quality data. In accordance'wi'thClean Water Act
SectiolJ 303Cd) guidance; we have developed waste load reductions as
'interim tar'gets withamargin of safety." Thestrategyj;s a phased
process',,{iteratjve),that reqUires us to fine-tune, the waste load
.e$t,i mates and other unknowns as more water quality data, and information
become ayai Jable.

Though the'RRWPCurged'the U.S. ,EPA in'iletters, dated J~ne 10 and 17.
1993 to require a TMDL for the Laguna within one-year; it should be 
apparent that the uncertainties associated with such'an action at this
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time necessitate a phased approach. The phased approach is also
appealing from the standpoint of allowing action on an interim.basis. '
addressing those problems that are evident while collecting further
information on those that are not.

It has been our experience that dai ry ponds over-top and heavi ly manured
areas contribute to the Laguna .. As a participant of the Animal Waste
Committee (AWC). you are aware of the 9 Cleanup and Abatement Orders
issued to dairies in the area by this office in 1994, as well as the
five dairies recently referred to the AWC for significant manure .
discharge to the Laguna prior to the January storms. '

We agree that 'there is a need to bCilancemanure and irrigation-water
applications with crop uptake. sub-surface drainage. and salt
accumulations in the soil. Several Section 319(h) grant projects are
aimed at those issues (see page 28 of the implementation plan in the.
draft report). We met with Dr. Lee Erickson. representing the Goldridge
Resource Conservation District on January 11. 1994 to discuss specific
projects for their Section 319(h) grant. The final draft report will
include more specifics regarding these projects.

We agree with and recognize the importance of mass limits with respect
to dissolved oxygen. However, the data are not available to propose
such 1imi ts . Addi tiona11 y, it is not our understandi ng that """ the
Clean Water Act also specifies that targets should be based on mass
inputs rather than concentrations. II In fact. USEPA. Region IX TMDL. ..
Listing and Development Guidance, November 1994 (copy enclosed) states
that the Quantifiable Target can be:

.~ a concentration-based objective. or

."'" mass loading per unit of time. or

.~ needed habitat or waterbody condition (e.g .. pool-riffle ratio).
or

."" the percent 1oad reducti on requi red.

The target must be quantified (even if based on narrative criteria) and
appropriate for the problem being addressed. The technical basis for
the target must be explained.

Therefore. we have chosen to base attainment on'ammon-ta' and di sso1ved
oxygen concentrations applicable to any time of the year. To achieve
these goals. the strategy waste reduction targets are based on mass
limits for specific sub-watersheds and seasons.

Summary -
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(b) Specific measurementof·nitrate in the wastewater discharge is a part of
the City's r.outine water quality data collection. Because of this
routine wastewater discharge monitoring,the.estimated nitrogen loading
to the Laguna due to wastewater is qUite accurate.

,

The definition of: total nitrogen equals all forms of nitrogen (nitrite.
ni trate. ammoni a; ,and, organi c as descri bed in 2 above). " ,"

(c) The :current '~md future Section 319Ch) grant projects are aimed ~t"",
addressing manure management; including projects to Qalance manure and
i rri gati on-water." ,; ." .,. "'.' " . " ; ,: " ' " .'

We appreciate "'your comments and beli,eve improvements will be made to the
Laguna waste r.eduction strategy as a r~su1t,ofthem.. '

Sincerely:'

&L,111u~'~
Cecile N. Morris
Associate Water ResburceControl· Engineer

CNM: 1mf/ re~ rrwpc

Enclosure

cc: Brenda Adelman
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/ ii

Miles Farris. Director of Ufilities.'
, ,

Rosa1i nd Dani e1S. 'Di rector of PubIi c Works

PETE WILSON, Governor

City of Santa Rosa
Utilities Department
69 Stony Circle
Santa Rosa. CA 95401

Thank you for commenting on the draft Waste Reduction Strategy for the Laguna

de Santa RO$a. We found your comments helpful. and plan to make changes to

the final report as a result. We would .like to. take this opportunity to

respond to your specific comments and let you know what changes and

clarifications we will be making,tothestrategy report., "

Ammonia and Total Nitrogen Load frOm WasteWater

We understand that the City is planning to upgrade its subregional wastewater

treatment pla'nt. and that: duri ng the i nteri m, peri od effl uent may not be able

to attain an ammonia nitrogen upper limit of O.5ing/L qs cdritainedin the

waste reduction strategy. We 'recbgnize that effl uentdi schargedthrough the

ponds accompli shes more ammoni a removal. It woul d ~e helpful to measure'

ammonia nitrogen at the discharge points into the Laguna. The ammonia upper

limit of 0.5mg/L contained in thestrate9Yapplies to a concentration goal to

be attai ned throughout the Laguna de Santa Rosa at all times of the year.
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Subject: Response to COITunents on ,the DraftWas:!:eReduction'Strategyfor the

Laguna de Santa Rosa" '

I ,
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We anticipate total nltrogen loads will be substantially reduced with

development of the long-term projectalterngtives. Because the wastewater

dischargejs one of the primary sources contributing"to nutrient loading into

tbe Laguna. we need to' be 'kept .informed as to the City's upgrade project· and'

expected performance. The Laguna waste r'eduction strategyi s .a phased' process

allowi·ng. adjustments and changes ·t.o oCGur"as additional water quality idataand

informati'on ,become available.· ,

,. ." ..'., ',. fs!r··,.' .'" .. e.~.I.\c.:hcv-.,

As an interim target. we will reduce thektqtal/nitrog¢nmass loading Jrom:· 

97.000 pounds per year to 45.000. pounds per year. which would 'still meet the

TMSL as estimated in the waste reducti on strateg~y. ". ,
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Ammonia-Njtrogen Limjt

Please understand that when the waste reduction strategy report was drafted.

ammoni a effl uent 1imi ts for the Ci ty 's NPDES permi t were bei ng di scussed and '

were anticipated at that time. This is no longer the:case. an~j the, final

report will be changed accordingly. "

There is no need to set specific ammonia effluent limits in the City's NPDES

permit at this time because the permit will continue to contain narrative, .

tOXicity provisions. as required of all dischargers. Regardless of, this waste'

reduction strategy . the Regional Board has the authority and ob1igati onto'

revi se the City 's perm1't to 'i ncl ude speci fit ammonia effluent limit? if Laguna

or Russian River beneficial uses might be affected by the discharge.
,. . - \;.

Septjc SysternManagement,

We agree with youri,sugg~stion to. include an estimate of ,septic system load

reduction based on current prograIT.ls provided by SonomaCoul1ty. We, plan to

have a summary table showing the estimated Toad reductiODS neededto attain'

the concentration goals and anticipated load reductions from current and

future projects and programs. This table,willishow:t.he,ar~as and sources

where additional e.ffort$ are needed.

We plan torevisethesept1Csysi:em,loadestiinate. and provid'emore aq:uracY by ,

us; ng a wei ghtedaverag~: The 'INeighted average will be based, on the, di stante" .

between the septic system and the ~aglma. 'We,will' ;work, on the revl sed septi C

system load estima;tebe,tween: 119wa,rld July 1996. i' " , '

. ~',
"" " . . .

:, . , "" .-[ ; I :.,. ,,' 'J ",'

• ,., .'J .,. ..• _: • .,._. ." , .' " " ,",' .' I" ", \". "'/

Additionally,; ,we Wi 11. include your sugg~stionofcreating a ~eptic system

\,/ mai ntenance di stri ct inthe impl elllentati on plan ,:section of the, final draft-

report. -,~-,

. '

Scope>Qf Urban Run~ffManagement in the Watershed
\":1 .-,,", ...

. ,", .J ";, :,:" .\. . , , , :-'~, 1__ . '.' '. ," '. .i I • '> ' • , , !. r

We have contacted all the cities and towns within the Laguna,watershe,d that

contti buteto ;urban runoff,i nto the Laguna. and have -developed adesc:ri pbon

of the current and future programs ai !ned 'atcohtrolliog poll uti on frorn, TU'ooff. ,

Although these cities and towns are small with 1imi ted resources. they all' ,
make some'kind;of"effort towardurQanrunoff pollution control. ' However.mo~t

of the urban runoff -prpgrams arelimited:ih scope arid ori~nted towardsgene~al

storm drain and street maintenance. This informatcton-wi1l be included in the

final report.
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) f The smaller cities and towns are not required to have a stormwater runoff

program under the Clean Water Act. However. the general stormwater permits do

J I apply to industrial sites and constructi'on areas greater than five acres

'.! regardless of location. We plan to include in the implementation section of

/T' the report a proposal for all ci ti es wi thi n the Laguna watershed to implement

i { some kind of stormwater runoff program aimed at nutrient reduction.

1
''',\ Additionally, we will revise Figure 1 in the draft final report to include "';

I city boundaries.

-~.

CNM: lmf/ressr

Sincerely.

We appreciate your comments on the draft report and believe they will help to '

improve the waste reduction strategy.

We agree with your comments regarding summer time urban runoff loads. and will

adjust the summer time load reduction goal from 100% to more realistic 25%.

Ammonia and Total Nitrogen Load from Urban Runoff

Based on our load and reduction estimates. mass limit and/or concentration

goals will be exceeded throughout the Laguna during the summer. However. we·

recognize there is uncertainty in these estimates and hope to develop more

accurate estimates during this summer season.
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I lfolf Ceci 1eN. Morri s

Associate Water Resource Control Engineer
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